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                                                        ABSTRACT 
Developing countries have spent billions of dollars during the last decade for construction, 
design activities and due to the deterioration of their roads for maintenance.  In Ethiopia Funds 
for construction of roads are acquired from government (revenues), road user charges (vehicles 
owners), local communities and development partners. However, these funds were not adequate 
enough relative to the country's need for road infrastructure development, preservation and 
sustainability efforts.  
Another outstanding issue is the question of who should pay for the road? In this regard, it has 
been agreed by many developed countries that users should pay for roads. To pay for these 
infrastructures and services, governments collect revenues through a variety of taxes and fees 
from road users.  
By contrast, Ethiopia appears to be relatively backward, both in studying these issues. The 
present system of road user cost allocation is levy on fuel. But that is general and it appears to 
have very little justification in economic theory, as it does not seek to charge road users for the 
cost they cause. Recently there has been growing interest also in allocation of external costs of 
highway use and operation, including environmental, congestion, crash, and various other social 
costs to the urban road users. 
The purpose of this research is to determine the fair share that each class of road users should 
pay for the highway agency and non-agency costs of the city of Addis Ababa. The costs include: 
Agency cost and non-agency costs. In determining the fair cost allocation, a sample of road 
section from Ministry of Mines – Torhyloch Asphalt Concrete Road which has 8.72 km in length 
have been considered. The allocation of highway costs, both agency and external costs is based 
on Engineering Approaches using traffic measurement, Equity Based approach and Highway 
Management and Development Approaches. Additionally, in order to conduct detailed and 
realistic analysis, the Road User Cost (RUC) was estimated using HDM-4 Version 1.1. In 
addition it has been computed by collecting user related survey data by taking more than 50 
samples per vehicle type through questionnaires.   
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Statistical comparison between rational highway costs allocations and existing road user charges 
for considering highway agency costs showed there is a huge deficit between the revenues raised 
for the government and the cost needs for the road networks development supposed to fund.  
Based on sample road result, the existing road charging revenue in Ethiopia was found to be far 
less than what could have been collected depending on the case study of the road section from 
Ministry of Mines to Torhayloch (Coca Cola) Asphalt Concrete Road which has 8.72km length. 
And small vehicles like cars, pickups, minibuses and buses are currently paying 92. 86% beyond 
their responsibility to pay. Whereas Trucks and Truck trailers are paying only 43.47 % of that 
could have been paid.  
The Research recommends the government needs to highlight to key decision makers, the serious 
shortfall in revenues, compared to estimated expenditures, through a policy and the erosive 
effects from inflation (ever since the fuel levy was introduced in 1997) and at least request that 
the levy should be increased to counter this, start congestion charge in Addis Ababa  and  also 
revising the annual vehicle registration renewal charge on all vehicles in Ethiopia based on 
charges proportionate to the actual damage it causes to the road network.  
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background  
Roads are archetypal of public economic infrastructure. While telecoms, power and railways are 
often privately financed, the practical scope for private financing of roads in developing 
countries has proved to be extremely limited. Yet over recent decades donors have shifted their 
support from such infrastructure, which was the initial rationale for aid, to social priorities, as 
exemplified by the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). In low-income counties this may 
have contributed to the deterioration in provision: for example, there is evidence that since the 
1980s the African road stock has actually contracted (Raballand, 2009).  
Unsurprisingly, the road stock is associated with the level of income. One practical measure is 
the proportion of the stock which is paved. As shown in Figure 1, by the time a country has 
reached the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) levels of 
development (a GDP per capita of about US$26,000) around 80 percent of roads are paved, 
whereas in a country with a per capita income level of US$2,70 such as Togo, only around 30 
percent are paved.(Paul COLLIER, 2013) 
If roads complement private investment, it is reasonable to think of the massive public 
investment implied by such a transformation as not merely a consequence of development, but as 
integral to it. Yet as indicated by Figure 1, the pace at which roads are paved appears to lag 
rather than lead general development. Between a gross domestic products (GDP) per capita of 
US$90 to US$3,000, investment in paving roads looks to stall before accelerating as countries 
approach the OECD level of income. Costs are important because they can lead to an income and 
a substitution effect. First, countries can afford fewer roads when the cost per km is high; second, 
investments projects failing to produce a high enough net present value or internal rate of return, 
will be likely to lose out to other projects.(Paul COLLIERa ,2013)  
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Figure 1: correlation between % of paved road and log of GDP per capita in 2000. 
(Source: world development bank 2012) 
If poor countries must self-finance much of their road networks, their costs of construction and 
maintenance become more important. Where costs are unusually high, it is useful to discover 
why. If the cause of high costs is readily remediable, then it can become an objective of policy. 
But even if high costs are attributable to factors that are beyond influence, there are important 
implications. Connectivity is essential for economic development. It enables trade, which in turn 
enables people to harness the productivity gains that come from specialization and scale. 
However, the density of a national road network necessary to achieve a given level of 
connectivity depends upon population dispersion. Connectivity can potentially be increased 
either by building more roads for a given dispersion, or by encouraging people to relocate into 
larger settlements. A country in which roads are unalterably very expensive should give greater 
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priority to reducing dispersion. Hence, in studying variation in the unit cost of roads, it is useful 
to discover both the extent of variation, and the likely reasons for that variation.  
One of the major constraints in developing countries is the availability of sufficient funds. this 
results in lack of capital funds to develop and expand the road network and also lack of funds for 
routine and periodic maintenance of existing roads. External investment in economic 
infrastructure1 during 1990-1996 for Sub-Saharan Africa  was in the region of US$26.7 billion, 
compared to US$ 41.4 billion for Latin America and the Caribbean and US$ 1,01.9 for Asia 
(Nations, 2013) 
In the context of Ethiopia, road is the most important infrastructure that provides access to rural 
and urban areas in the country. Road plays crucial role to reduce transportation cost and support 
economic growth in the country. However, in the late 1990‘s the road network coverage was 
limited to major urban areas and some rural areas. Most areas in the country were isolated from 
national market and basic social services. The existing road network was largely deteriorated and 
in poor condition. The Government of Ethiopia recognized limited road network coverage and 
poor condition of the existing road network was an impediment to economic recovery and 
economic growth. Therefore, to address the problems in the road sector, the Government 
launched the Road Sector Development Program (RSDP) in 1997.  
Table 1: Summary of 18 yrs. Performance of RSDP  
Program 
Physical Plan Vs. Accomplishment, 
km 
Finical Plan Vs. Disbursement, in 
million ETB 
Plan Actual % age Budget Disb. % age 
 Total RSDP I 8,908.0 8,709.0 98.0 9,812.9 7285.0 74 
 Total RSDP II 8,486.0 12,006.0 141.0 15,985.9 18112.8 113 
 Total RSDP III 20,686.0 19,250.0 93.0 34,643.9 34957.9 101 
Total RSDP IV  154,601,0 125,328.0 81.0 125,409.1 157,082.8 125 
 Total RSDP (18 yrs) 192,681.0 165,293.0 85.8 185,851.8 217,438.5 117 
Source: The Ethiopian Roads Authority 
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Additionally, Ethiopia had Spent ETB 7.6 billion during the years 2010/11-2014/15, for the 
maintenance of its road network (Office of Road Fund Budget Allocation). 
 
Figure 2: physical plan Vs Accomplishment in (km) and Disbursement cost (in million ) 
 
 
Table 2 : Performance by Implementers (in %) 
Program 
Federal Regional  Woreda /URRAP 
Municipality 
Maintenance 
Overall 
Plan 
(km) 
Actual 
(km) 
% 
age 
Plan 
(km) 
Actual 
(km) 
% 
age 
Plan 
(km) 
Actual 
(km) 
% 
age 
Plan 
(km) 
Actual 
(km) 
% 
age 
Plan 
(km) 
Actual 
(km) 
% 
age 
RSDP I 3777 2709 72 5131 6000 117          8908 8709 98 
RSDP II 5375 7483 139 3111 4523 145          8486 12006 141 
RSDP III    8956 7996 89 11730 11254 96          20686 19250 93 
RSDP IV  14782 13,632 92 67376 63574 94 71523 47345 66 921 776 84 154,601 125,328 81 
Total 
RSDP 
32,890 31,821 97 87348 85352 98 71523 47345 66 921 776 84 192,681 165,293 85.8 
 
The Addis Ababa City Roads Authority (AACRA) was established on March 15, 1998 by 
regulation No. 7/1998 to be administrated by a board of directors to construct, maintain and 
administer the road works in Addis Ababa by the city administration. 
Over the last twelve years of  AACRA's establishment, the total expense for capital projects, 
regular expense (for administration and salary) and for road maintenance is ETB 28,876,540,010 
(Road fund office ,2017). 
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Table 3: annual budget allocated and expense of AACRA for the last 10 years 
sno Fiscal 
year 
(E.C)  
Budget from Addis 
Ababa city 
administration for 
capital projects 
 (million ETB) 
Budget from Addis 
Ababa city 
administration for 
regular expense 
 (million ETB) 
Budget from federal road 
fund for road maintenance             
 (million ETB) 
 Allocated 
Budget 
Expense Allocated 
Budget 
Expense Allocated 
Budget 
Expense 
1 1997 303.6 227.8 20.1 18.9 19.9 17 
2 1998 700.1 532.9 22.4 20.8 24.2 25 
3 1999 1,121.4 921.6 25.5 25.2 32.5 33 
4 2000 1,507.9 1,039.3 37.0 33.8 37.5 37 
5 2001 1,545.1 1,307.4 42.6 38.7 37.5 38 
6 2002 1,027.4 1,443.6 40.2 37.5 35.0 39 
7 2003 1,077.9 1,295.1 44.4 40.5 41.6 41 
8 2004 1,134.9 1,381.0 48.6 46.4 45.8 47 
9 2005 1,369.2 4,083.9 57.7 66.2 50.4 64 
10 2006 3,742.4 5,298.1 93.7 98.4 50.4 50 
11 2007 6,087.2 5,547.5 142.1 133.0 43.7 78 
12 2008 5,421.4 4,546.5 156.9 155.2 48.1 70 
  Total 
SUM 
25,038 27,625 731 714 467 538 
Source:  Addis Ababa City Road Authority regular and capital projects expense annual report. 
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Table 4: summary of annual budget allocated and expense of AACRA for the last 10 years 
Fiscal year (E.C) 
Total Allocated Budget 
(million ETB) Total Expense (million ETB) 
1997 343.6 263.6 
1998 746.7 578.7 
1999 1,179.4 980.1 
2000 1,582.5 1,109.7 
2001 1,625.1 1,383.7 
2002 1,102.6 1,520.0 
2003 1,163.9 1,376.8 
2004 1,229.2 1,473.9 
2005 1,477.3 4,214.0 
2006 3,886.5 5,446.2 
2007 6,273.0 5,758.5 
2008 5,626.4 4,771.4 
Source:  Addis Ababa City Road Authority regular and capital projects expense annual report. 
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Chart: Annual budget allocated from ERF, Addis Ababa city administration for AACRA in the 
last 10 years. 
Year Maintenance Design cost Construction Administration 
2003 41.20 13.50 1286.00 40.50 
2004 46.55 14.50 1385.00 46.50 
2005 63.95 39.00 3959.00 66.20 
2006 49.77 53.00 5246.00 98.40 
2007 78.07 56.00 5642.00 133.30 
2008 69.67 48.00 4751.00 155.20 
 
Chart: AACRA annual budget distribution 
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As we have seen in the chart above the annual expense of AACRA is increased gradually from 
year to year and the budge allocated from Addis Ababa city Administration tooks the lions share.  
The different highway agency costs like design costs, construction costs, maintenance costs, 
supervision costs, administration costs and non-agency costs (societal costs) like congestion, 
accident and pollution have to be distributed to different vehicle classes based on their effect on 
the society and pavement.  This assignment of costs to different road users is known as Highway 
User Costa Allocation (HUCA).  
The HUCA is the assignment of highway-related costs to various classes of highway users (and 
sometimes non-users), usually to estimate the share of highway costs that various users pay and 
to evaluate the equity of highway user fees. The assignment of costs for rural roads and urban 
highways have a little bit different. B/c in rural roads as the congestion and pollution level is 
low; it is not allocated to the road users. So in rural roads only the agency costs and accident 
costs are allocated to different users. But in the case of Urban Road Users as the congestion, 
noise and pollution effect on the society is high its cost is distributed to different highway users 
(USDOT Study, 1997). 
Vehicles impose four main types of cost on the rest of society: Road damage costs, congestion 
costs, accident externalities and environmental costs (Newbery, 1988). 
Not all vehicles have the same damaging effect on roads and social costs. The proper estimation 
of vehicles' effect on road and society is important for regulatory purposes since the fee applied 
to road users should be related to the damaging effect of the pavement and societal effect. for 
example, it is better to consider the characteristic of vehicles for the road damage like weight 
(axle load) and axle configuration.  
1.2  Study area 
The case study area of this thesis work is Addis Ababa city. The research will take a sample of a 
road segment from MINISTRY OF MINES OF ETHIOPIA TO TOR HAYLOCH (COCA 
COLA) which is one of the main corridor of the city which has high traffic flow. The length of 
the road section is approximately 8.72 km from station 7+880 at MINISTRY OF MINES to 
LEM HOTEL at station 8+600 and then it starts as 0+000 NEXT TO LEM HOTEL and ends at 
the station 8+000 at TOR HAYLOCH COCA COLA. 
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The road has high traffic flow which is currently serving all vehicle types and it can be represent 
the city road network traffic distribution.   Its design, construction and maintenance cost data‘s 
are available in Addis Ababa city Roads Authority and in Core consultant.  Additionally it has 
two overpass bridges located at MEGENAGNA and WUHA LIMAT. Figures 4 to 8 below 
illustrates the study road by sections. 
 
Figure 3: Ministry of Mines to Lem Hotel. 
 
Figure 4: Megenagna-Wuha limat 
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Figure 5 :.Megenagna to Stadium. 
 
Figure 6: Stadium to Lideta. 
 
Figure 7: Lideta to Torhayloch. 
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1.3 Research Questions 
Based on the foregoing descriptions, the following questions can formulated: 
a. Which vehicle users most affect the pavement and the society? 
b. Which vehicle types have more societal effects adversely and which vehicle types have 
more damaging effect to the pavement? 
c. Is there rationality regarding road user charges in Addis Ababa/Ethiopia?  
d. Are externalities ever considered in road user charges in Ethiopia? 
1.4 Objectives 
1.4.1 General objectives 
 The general objective of this research is to determine the fair share that each class of road users 
(vehicle class) should pay for the highway agency and non-agency costs of the city Addis Ababa. 
1.4.2 Specific objectives 
The following are specific objectives: 
 To assess the existing road user charges in Ethiopia in general and in Addis Ababa in 
particular and establish rationality or irrationality. 
 To review the revenue contributed by each vehicle class. 
 To identify the components of road user charges in general and examine their pertinence to 
Ethiopian/Addis Ababa condition. 
 To recommend adjustments, if necessary, to existing road user charges in Addis Ababa based 
on the outputs of the study. 
  To bring about a closer match between payments and responsibilities for each vehicle class 
or establish new road user charges, if the existing ones are not rational;. 
 To draw conclusions  of the study and forward appropriate recommendations 
1.5 Research scope and limitations 
Although determination of the revenue contributed by each vehicle class is not within the initial 
scope of the present cost allocation study, the study would not be complete without such 
information. The results of the cost allocation study would be meaningful only if it is compared 
to the users' revenue contribution. It is therefore envisaged to include determination of revenue 
contribution of individual highway user classes. The revenue contribution of each user class 
could then be compared with its cost responsibility. This comparison would enable one to 
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determine if the contribution of each user class matches its cost responsibility for the highway 
costs. 
In view of the above, the research scope and limitations are as follows: 
a. The case study investigated in this research is MINISTRY OF MINIES  TO TOR 
HAYLOCH (COCA COLA)  Road segment that is a two-way four lane divided (4/2 D) 
Road. 
b. The calculation of the fair share that each vehicle class should pay is based on equity and 
efficiency approach. 
c. Development and future forecast of the expenditure and revenue options for the Federal, 
Rural and Urban roads is beyond the scope of the study.  
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2.0  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction of Road Users Cost Allocation 
Road user cost allocation in urban areas is the assignment of highway-related costs like design 
cost, construction cost maintenance and rehabilitation costs and societal costs occurred due to 
highway construction and use to various classes of highway users (and sometimes non-users). 
This is because, use of the highway system can have unintended adverse impacts on other 
highway users and non-users. Among these adverse impacts are: damage to health, vegetation, 
and materials due to air pollution; noise and vibration effects of traffic; congestion costs to other 
highway users; fatalities, injuries, and other costs due to crashes; and waste from scrapped 
vehicles, tires, and oil. The study is usually done, to estimate the share of highway costs that 
various users pay and to evaluate the equity and efficiency of highway user fees.  
Road User cost allocation studies provide detailed information on the fairness of tax /fee 
structure for different vehicle classes based on type (e.g., passenger vehicle, truck) and registered 
gross weight (RGW).  
The first published reference to 'road pricing' was possibly in 1949 when the RAND Corporation 
proposed "use of direct road pricing to make freight journeys more expensive on congested 
routes or to influence the time of day at which freight traffic operates". Nobel-laureate William 
Vickrey then built on the ideas of the economist Arthur Pigou, outlining a theoretical case for 
road pricing in a major work on the subject of 1955 proposing in 1959 that drivers should be 
charged by electronic means for use of busy urban roads. Arthur Pigou had previously developed 
the concept of economic externalities in a publication of 1920 in which he proposed that what is 
now referred to as a Pigouvian tax equal to the negative externality should be used to bring the 
outcome within a market economy back to economic efficiency. (H.M. Hjelle, 2003)  
In 1963 Vickery published a paper 'Pricing in urban and suburban transport‘ in the American 
Economic Review and Gabriel Joseph Roth, John Michael Thomson of the Department of 
Applied Economics at the University of Cambridge published a short paper titled "Road pricing, 
a cure for congestion?". The Smeed Report, 'Road Pricing: The Economic and Technical 
Possibilities' which had been commissioned in 1962 by the United Kingdom, Ministry of 
Transport was published in 1964. Road pricing was then developed by Maurice Allais and 
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Gabriel Roth in a paper titled "The Economics of Road User Charges" published by the World 
Bank in 1968 (H.M. Hjelle ,2003). 
The first successful implementation of a congestion charge was with the Singapore Area 
Licensing Scheme in 1976. The Electronic Road Pricing (Hong Kong) scheme operated as a trial 
between 1983 and 1985 but was not continued permanently due to public opposition. A number 
of road tolling schemes were then introduced in Norway between 1986 and 1991 in Bergen, Oslo 
and the Trondheim Toll Scheme. It was noticed that the Oslo scheme had the unintended effect 
of reducing traffic by around 5%. The Singapore scheme was expanded in 1995 and converted to 
use a new electronic tolling system in 1998 and renamed Electronic Road Pricing. The first use 
of a road toll for access by low-occupancy vehicles to high-occupancy vehicle lane was 
introduced in the United States (US) on California State Route 91 in 1995. Since 2000, other 
schemes have been introduced, although the New York congestion pricing proposal and a 
number of UK proposals were not progressed due to public opposition ((New Zealand Transport 
Agency, 2006)  
There are two broad approaches to highway cost-allocation studies, namely the equity approach 
and the efficiency approach. Ideally, highway cost allocation study should result in an equitable 
and efficient highway user financing system so that each user group would be paying its fair 
share of cost responsibility in terms of revenue contribution.  
To be fully efficient, economic theory requires that the price of a trip be equal to the extra or 
marginal costs caused by that trip. Under this approach, highway users during peak hours would 
be charged at a higher rate than other users who use highways during off-peak periods. Similarly, 
highway users in heavily developed area have to pay higher charges than other users in less 
congested areas. Understandably, much more detailed information than ordinarily available 
traffic and transportation data is required before such a study can be carried out. There are other 
difficulties in following this approach even if all the required data were available. Firstly, it 
cannot be applied directly in a highway cost-allocation analysis because it is extremely difficult 
to relate marginal costs to levels of expenditures. Most importantly, user charge instruments 
cannot be easily developed and implemented that vary geographically and by time of day – a 
requirement for efficient pricing. As a result, the efficiency has not been adopted as the main 
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criterion in other cost-allocation studies although the approach has a sound economic concept of 
market pricing. 
Virtually all cost-allocation studies follow the equity approach. Equity itself is a subjective 
concept and a clear definition is needed for application. Equity can be judged by one of the 
following three criteria. 
a.  Costs should be assigned to users in proportion to the benefits they receive. 
b.  Costs should be assigned to users in proportion to the costs they cause (occasion). 
c.  Costs should be assigned to users in proportion to their ability to pay. 
The definition of equity appropriateness for highway cost-allocation studies is  related to cost-
responsibility or the cost occasioned by various vehicle groups (K. C. Sinha, 1984).   
All recent Federal and State highway cost allocation studies (HCASs) in United States have used 
a ―cost-occasioned‖ approach to allocate costs among vehicle classes. In the cost-occasioned 
approach, physical and operational characteristics of each vehicle class are related to 
expenditures for pavement, bridge, and other infrastructure improvements. Details of how the 
cost-occasioned approach is applied vary somewhat among studies, but the same underlying 
principles apply. One approach would allocate costs according to the relative benefits realized by 
different vehicle classes from highway investments. The greater the benefits, the greater the 
share of user fees a vehicle class should pay, regardless of its contribution to highway costs. 
Benefits-based cost allocation was discussed in the 1961 Federal HCAS, but was not fully 
developed or used. Another approach would charge vehicles according to environmental, 
congestion, pavement, and other marginal costs associated with their highway use. Unlike other 
approaches, the objective of the marginal cost approach is not to assign all highway agency 
expenditures to different vehicle classes, but rather to estimate user fees that would cover 
marginal costs of highway use by different vehicle classes. However, the marginal cost approach 
could be adapted to recover full agency costs. Neither the benefits approach nor the marginal 
cost approach have ever been completely applied in a major study. The HCA has evolved over 
the years as the nature of the highway program has changed, as data and analytical tools 
available to attribute costs and revenues to different users have improved, and as the scope of 
policy concerns related to HCA have expanded.  
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2.2 Theoretical foundation of Road user cost allocation  
2.2.1 The point of departure: economic welfare theory 
 Social efficiency  
The point of departure when establishing the theoretical rational for road user cost allocation is 
Economic Welfare Theory. This branch of economics focuses on the maximization of societies‘ 
welfare. The normative welfare theory has mainly developed from Pigou‘s Economics of 
Welfare published in 1919. There, the basic principles related to achieving social efficiency from 
optimal allocation and distribution of resources, were introduced. 
When defining social efficiency, Pigou based his work on notions established by Pareto a few 
decades earlier, later known as the Pareto Optimum and Pareto Improvement. Social efficiency 
relates to achieving both distributional efficiency, allocational efficiency and production 
efficiency. Prices are important instruments in achieving these efficiencies, as they are the main 
carrier of information about costs and benefits between actors in the economy. 
If we assume that welfare is well represented by the consumers‘ willingness to pay, the best way 
to make sure a limited supply of a commodity is made accessible to those who benefit most from 
it, is to raise prices until the total demand equals total available quantity. This way, the 
consumers with the highest willingness to pay receive the good. This is what is called 
distributional efficiency. 
If prices are equal to the marginal social costs of producing a good, consumers face the correct 
signals about the cost to society of producing an extra unit of the good. Consumers will then only 
buy goods that are worthwhile producing from societies‘ point of view. This is what is meant by 
achieving allocational efficiency. 
Production efficiency is achieved when producers have an incentive to produce goods at the 
lowest possible costs, and the competitive environment ensures that only the most efficient 
producers stay in business. 
These prerequisites for social efficiency can be expressed much more stringently and completely 
by the use of a mathematical model formulation. Such derivations of the necessary conditions for 
achieving social efficiency can be found in most standard textbooks dealing with economic 
welfare theory ( P. Bohm,1987). 
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 External effects 
One of the prerequisites for achieving social efficiency is that prices should reflect social 
marginal costs, thereby passing on the correct information about the true costs of providing the 
commodity in question. In the presence of market distortions (or imperfections), market prices 
will not reflect the true social costs of providing the good. These distortions arise when there are 
imperfections in the markets, which ideally should be characterized by the following 
characteristics 
a. An economy with perfect competition in all markets, and these markets being in equilibrium 
(i.e. situations where demand equals supply in every market); 
b.  Every equilibrium position is socially efficient, or Pareto-optimal. 
c.  Every conceivable Pareto-optimal situation (i.e. income distribution) corresponds to such 
an equilibrium situation 
d.  There is perfect information 
Examples of market imperfections are: 
•  The existence of external effects; 
•  The existence of public goods; 
•  The existence of decreasing production costs (economies of scale); 
•  Imperfect competition / Existence of market power; 
•  Market imbalances due to regulations; and 
•  Distortive taxes. 
Although all these examples could have some relevance, the main focus will be the case of 
external effects in this thesis. Whenever the actions of the individual producer or consumer 
affects a third part as well, then the decisions made by this individual may no longer be optimal 
from society‘s point of view. The individual actor will generally not include in his welfare 
function the costs or benefits imposed on other persons. an external effect exists when an actor‘s 
(the receptor‘s) utility (or profit) function contains a real variable whose actual value depends on 
the behavior of another actor (the supplier), who does not take these effects of his behavior into 
account in his decision making process. Such side-effects are very prominent in transportation, 
not least related to road use. In Figure 8, a typology of the different external costs of road 
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transport can be found. My focus will be on the effects resulting from actual transport activities, 
i.e. leaving out the externalities related to the mere existence of vehicles and road infrastructure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      Figure 8: A typology of external costs of road transport 
 
Based on this limitation, the four main categories of externalities related to road use are; 
• Congestion costs. Whenever a road user enters a congested road network, this also delays the 
other road users, and the sum of the delays for all the other road users constitute the external 
congestion costs. 
• Accident costs. If an additional kilometer driven by a road user also increases the accident risk 
for other road users, then this represents an externality. 
•   Environmental costs: Environmental hazards are imposed on other road users, residents, and 
society in general. These costs are external to the individual road user. Such marginal 
environmental costs arise from air emissions (e.g. CO2, NOx, CO, SO2 and particles) and noise. 
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The costs may be both related to health effects of humans and animals, and to more direct 
economic impacts (e.g. agricultural productivity, need for cleaning streets, need for noise 
insulation etc.) 
• Infrastructure costs: These costs mainly arise from two ―sources‖. Firstly, increased 
maintenance costs related to traffic volume. These costs are external to the individual road user, 
as they are generally borne by the road authorities. The second category of external infrastructure 
costs arises from the increased road wear stemming from the individual‘s extra road use. This 
extra road wear may cause increased vehicle operating costs (and possibly comfort and safety 
costs) for other road users (H.M. Hjelle 2003). 
These external effects represent social inefficiencies if no market intervention takes place. 
Generally, market imperfections can be corrected by technical measures (regulations) or 
economic policy instruments 
2.2.2 Pigouvian taxes 
Pigouvian taxes represent an economic policy instrument that may be used for correcting the 
market imperfection of external effects. The basic idea is to make the actors in the economy 
aware of the true social costs of providing a good by adding a tax that reflects the magnitude of 
the externality. This is illustrated in Figure 9. Here the external effect is represented by the 
difference between the marginal social cost and the corresponding marginal private cost. In the 
case of road use, this might e.g. be external environmental costs, or external time costs. In the 
figure, the marginal externality is assumed to increase with higher traffic volumes. The social 
optimum is where the marginal willingness to pay (represented by the demand function) equals 
the marginal social cost (including the externality). This is true at traffic level Xs. Where this 
situation is left to the market, the individual road user would only consider the private marginal 
costs (petrol, own time etc.), and the realized traffic volume would be too high (Xp). This would 
incur a social efficiency loss as illustrated in the figure (area C). Introducing a Pigouvian tax, i.e. 
a tax equal to the marginal externality at the optimal traffic level, would yield the wanted level of 
traffic, thus forcing the road users to consider not only their private costs, but also the external 
costs related to their road use, when deciding on their demand for road services. The revenue 
from the tax is the sum of areas A and B in the figure. Pigouvian taxes have been advocated as a 
very attractive form of taxation because they have been said to produce a double dividend. 
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Firstly, there is an efficiency gain from correcting the prices, as illustrated in the figure. 
Secondly, the tax income generated from these taxes may enable a reduction in other, distortive, 
taxes (e.g. income taxes), and thereby reduce the efficiency loss related to non-optimal prices for 
these taxed commodities (e.g. labor) (H.M. Hjelle 2003). 
One of the central problem areas related to Pigouvian taxes is that in order to dimension the tax 
optimally, one would need very detailed information about the magnitude of the externality in 
question. Once again referring to Figure 9, in this situation it is not only sufficient to know the 
size of the externality at the current traffic level Xp (before taxation); one needs to be able to 
predict the magnitude of the externality at the optimal traffic level. Thus, to achieve this, one 
must have information about both the demand function and true marginal social costs. An 
additional problem is, as will be seen later in this thesis, that many of the commodities in 
question do not have readily available prices that could be used for calculating the optimal tax.  
 
 
 
                    Figure 9: Illustration of the principle of Pigouvian taxes  
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One important practical issue with respect to the application of Pigouvian taxes is to consider the 
transaction costs related to making use of this instrument. High transaction costs may jeopardize 
the allocative efficiency gains (R.H. COASE, 1960). 
2.2.3 Economic and political considerations for the shaping of road user Cost Allocation 
(a) The basic principle: Price equal to short term marginal cost 
The basic pricing principle is that optimal prices should equal marginal social cost. The term 
―marginal social cost‖ needs a closer look. A frequently used distinction when discussing 
transport costs is between short run marginal costs, and long run marginal costs. The difference 
between these notions is that one assumes capacity to be fixed in the short run, but adjustable in 
the long run. When capacity is fixed, the costs of providing capacity are not relevant for pricing, 
and prices should equal short run marginal costs. This means that if peak demand is high enough 
to yield a willingness to pay that exceeds the marginal social cost at the capacity limit, prices 
should increase until supply and demand balance like peak load pricing (H.M. Hjelle 2003)). 
In the long run, it is also possible to expand or reduce capacity, hence the long run marginal costs 
should also comprise capacity costs. One should invest in extra capacity as long as the marginal 
willingness to pay exceeds the long run marginal costs (also referred to as the optimal investment 
rule). When capacity is optimally adjusted like this, short run and long run marginal costs are 
equal. When dealing with transport infrastructure, it is most often impossible to adjust capacity 
unit by unit, there is a lumpiness that makes capacity increase stepwise. In addition to this, 
transport infrastructure capacity cannot be altered to match short time fluctuations in demand 
(e.g. rush-hours vs. non-rush hours). This means that the typical situation tends to be that 
capacity is not optimally adjusted at any given time and place, hence long term and short term 
marginal costs will also be different in most cases. This is why pricing at long term marginal cost 
will generally be wrong. The pricing policy should ensure we make the best use of existing 
resources, and this is done by charging according to the short run marginal social cost 
(A.A.Walters, 1968). 
Some writers have advocated pricing at long term marginal cost to achieve full cost recovery, but 
it is important to understand that neither is there a guarantee that such a pricing policy will result 
in full cost recovery (due to the lumpiness and stickiness of road capacity), nor does such a 
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pricing policy necessarily represent the most efficient way of financing roads (A.A.Walters, 
1968). Indeed, a lot of current political pricing doctrines refer to ―development cost‖, ―average 
cost‖ or ―full cost‖ rather than short run marginal social cost (Mayeres et al. 2001). These are all 
concepts that are closer to the notion of long term marginal costs than the short run marginal 
social costs. In cases where economies of scale are not important, when externalities are not 
important, and when the general economic environment are not too far from the optimum, all 
these pricing options are close to each other, hence the efficiency loss from applying such rules 
would be limited in such cases.  
Because road transport infrastructure is generally subject to increasing returns to scale, pricing at 
short run marginal cost will not cover total infrastructure costs. In most cases there will be a 
financial deficit in the provision of roads when applying such a pricing principle on road 
networks with no, or small, congestion problems (Nash and Matthews ,2001). In highly 
congested networks, the optimal congestion charge could very well be high enough to yield a 
financial surplus in the provision of roads. Indeed, it might be possible that congestion charging 
on urban networks could cross-subsidize rural networks in many European countries (R. Roy, 
2000). However, this may not be the case for Norwegian (or other Nordic) road networks where 
a very large proportion of the roads carry very low traffic volumes. From a political perspective 
it may be desirable to make the road sector self-financed by ensuring full cost recovery. This 
means that one would have to charge taxes higher than the social marginal costs in most cases. 
There will inevitably be an efficiency loss related to such a policy, but theories are developed for 
how such a pricing regime should be designed in order to minimize these losses (Ramsey 
pricing). This is an example of second best pricing regimes, which is briefly discussed in the 
following section. 
 (b) Second best pricing regimes 
When approaching a practical and political viable pricing regime, it soon becomes clear that one 
or more of the requirements for the perfect market conditions will be violated in almost all real 
life situations. This seems to be the rule rather than the exception (E.T.Verhoef 2000). It is a 
well-known result from basic welfare theory that if prices deviate from marginal costs in one 
sector of the economy it will be optimal to deviate from marginal costs in all other sectors as 
well. The importance of putting focus on this problem is of course dependent on the level of 
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interaction between the sectors in question. If the cross price elasticities are high (in absolute 
value), the efficiency loss of not taking this into consideration when setting prices, becomes 
considerable. This means for road transport that if pricing is not optimal in related transport 
sectors (e.g. rail), the prices should not equal marginal costs in road transport either. Moreover, 
this may very well also become a problem if governments choose to implement marginal cost 
pricing in a step-wise manner, e.g. by only including motorways first. Then the efficiency gain 
from introducing marginal costs pricing in one part of the road network may be jeopardized 
because prices are not optimal in another part of the network. 
(c) The problem of choosing the appropriate tax instrument 
 It was already mentioned the fact that there is a choice between direct regulations and economic 
measures when one is to internalize external effects. There is no general answer to which of 
these approaches should be chosen. However, economic instruments are often considered 
superior to the direct regulations because they require less information to work well (R.H.Coase, 
1960).  If a regulator should internalize an externality through regulations, he/she would have to 
know the preferences of each actor in order to allocate the scarce resources right. When applying 
an economic instrument, the allocated resources are in markets where the interplay between the 
prices and the willingness of actors to pay for the commodity determines the allocation. 
However, when one needs exact direct control over the consumption of a commodity, or one 
considers willingness to pay as an unacceptable rationing mechanism, direct regulations may be 
considered most efficient. There is a long list of economic instruments available for pricing road 
use, some of which are already in use (although not necessarily for internalization purposes). 
  Examples of such instruments are: 
•  General taxation; 
•  Fuel taxes; 
•  Tradable permits; 
•  Vehicle taxes; 
•  Infrastructure user charges; 
•  Tolls; 
•  Access charges; 
•  Fines; 
•  Insurance premiums; 
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      •  Emissions charges; Etc. 
2.3 The marginal costs of road use 
2.3.1 Definitions and basic assumptions 
The marginal cost of road use is defined as the avoidable costs related to the actual use of the 
road. The term cost is here linked to the value of the best alternative use of the resources spent on 
using the road. This notion is closely linked to the individual user choice between using the road, 
and not using the road in question. The costs of choosing to use the road are then mirrored in the 
benefits forgone in the form of other alternative consumption alternatives that could have been 
chosen instead of using the road. 
The term ―marginal‖ reflects the costs considered related to an individual road user‘s decision to 
use the road or not. This means that full costs of actually providing the road are not considered, 
but only with the extra cost connected to use. In some studies (e.g. the US Federal Highway Cost 
Allocation Study), the major focus is on average costs, rather than marginal costs. In this case the 
full costs of providing the roads are also relevant. Basically, it is assumed that the infrastructure 
is owned and operated by the authorities, making them responsible for the associated costs. 
Lately there has been a development towards so-called Public-Private-Partnerships (PPP) in the 
provision of roads (H. M. Hjelle, 2003). As long as the contracts and incentives of these 
partnerships are well designed, i.e. likely to achieve socially optimal solutions with respect to 
investment and maintenance, this should not alter my conclusions. Accordingly I assume 
vehicles to be owned by a large number of road users (i.e. no monopoly in the use of the road). 
2.3.2 The components of marginal external road user costs 
(a) Cost items related to Road Use 
Vehicles impose four main types of cost on the rest of society: Road damage costs, congestion 
costs, accident costs and environmental costs (D.M. Newbery, 1988c) 
(i) Road damage costs 
Road damage costs are defined as those arising from road wear due to vehicles passing. They fall 
mainly into two categories: Increased costs of repairing the road, and additional vehicle 
operating cost related to driving on a rougher road. The first, i.e. the pavement costs, are usually 
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borne by the highway authority, whereas the latter is borne by road users. If road maintenance 
policies are condition-responsive, i.e. roads are repaired when their condition reach a 
predetermined state, it can be shown that the road damage externalities (i.e. the vehicle operating 
costs) are negligible (D.M. Newbery 1985), and that road damage costs equal the average costs 
of road repair. This result, called the ‗Fundamental Theorem of Road User Charges‘, makes the 
calculation of these costs much easier. 
(ii)  Congestion costs 
Congestion costs may take a variety of forms. The most direct form arises when external time 
loss is imposed on other drivers on the road network when one additional vehicle enters a 
congested road. More indirectly, the need of traffic regulating measures (e.g. traffic signals) is 
also related to a high level of traffic, so the costs related to these systems may also be regarded as 
congestion costs.  Traffic congestion costs consist of incremental delay, vehicle operating costs 
(fuel and wear), pollution emissions and stress that result from interference among vehicles in 
the traffic stream, particularly as traffic volumes approach a road‘s capacity. Reduced congestion 
is often described as increased mobility. 
(iii)  Accident costs 
Accident risk increases for other road users when another vehicle enters the road network. 
Accident costs are partly met by insurance payments, but not entirely internalized. 
(iv)  Environmental costs 
One usually divides the damages from air emissions into global, regional and local impacts. The 
main global issue is related to the so called greenhouse gas effect (i.e. global warming), but also 
to the depletion of the ozone layer, which leads to less protection from ultra violet (UV) radiation 
for life on earth. Regional effects are effects that arise in specific geographical regions of the 
world as a result of a high accumulated concentration of emissions in that (or another) region. A 
typical example of regional effects is the problem of acidification (―acid rain‖), which mainly 
stems from sulphur emissions. Local air emissions are fumes and particles that generally 
jeopardise health and welfare close to the heavily trafficked road networks. 
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2.3.3 Trends and Forecasts of Highway Costs in Ethiopia  
This chapter describes the various highway-related costs considered in this study and provides 
estimates of those costs for the base period (1997-2016) and the 2016 analysis year. Previous 
HCASs have focused primarily on allocating actual or anticipated highway improvement costs 
paid from the Highway agencies, including costs of providing new highway capacity, preserving 
the physical condition of the highway system, safety improvements, environmental 
enhancement, and other improvements. 
The HCASs historically have allocated either actual or anticipated expenditures/obligations by 
highway agencies. They have not allocated amounts that should be spent to maintain system 
condition, reduce congestion, or achieve other broad policy objectives. While this might be 
useful information if some change in either highway program level or composition were being 
considered, most HCASs have focused on the specific question of how much of actual or 
planned program costs should be paid by different vehicle classes (ICT Pvt.Ltd, 2011).  
Highway costs paid from the different agencies are estimated primarily from the Ethiopian 
Roads Authority (ERA), Addis Ababa City Roads Authority (AACRA), Ethiopian Road Fund 
Administration/Office; which contains data on obligations of the Federal funds and State 
matching funds by improvement type and highway functional class for projects constructed 
through the Federal-aid highway program. This study also evaluates highway-related costs such 
as air pollution, noise and accidents that are borne by the general public rather than by highway 
users or highway agencies. 
The theory of road cost allocation and charging has not changed substantially over recent years. 
The efficient way of pricing roads would be to charge users the marginal social costs of their use, 
but this is difficult to do and does not ensure revenues from such charges would cover the full 
costs of road provision. In practice, highway agencies are constrained by cost recovery 
requirements and employ sub-optimal second or third best arrangements which cover only some 
of the externalities of road use: mostly road maintenance and construction costs, and some 
safety. (ICT Pvt.Ltd, 2011). 
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2.4 Current practice of Road users cost allocation in Addis Ababa  
The road user charges and revenues currently practice in the country and in Addis Ababa are 
collected only for the maintenance of the road network in the country. The design, construction 
and other highway related costs except maintenance costs are incurred by the government. 
2.4.1 Sources of road maintenance revenues in Ethiopia. 
(a)  Levies on fuels and lubricants 
Within the context of the Ethiopian Road Fund proclamation (Proclamation No.66/1997) and 
also the current practices, levies on fuel are charged as follows: 15 % value added tax (VAT) on 
the total border price including excise tax on petrol and diesel, and the margin of the Ethiopian 
petroleum Enterprise (EPE); The Road Fund Fuel Levy (ETB 0.475/liter for petrol, and ETB 
0.29 /liter for diesel); and the municipal Tax (ETB 0.020/ liter for petrol and diesel).  
The VAT on petrol and diesel has been the biggest contributor to the Ethiopian Road Fund 
(ERF). While reviewing the VAT contributions and the Road Fund, it is important to note that 
the road network in Ethiopia is increasing every year under the Road Sector Development 
Programs (RSDPs) consideration of the sparse settlement pattern of the country requiring more 
road network to serve better the rural and remote areas. 
(b) Transit fees (Ethio-Djibouti Corridor):  during the 2003-2008 E.C, a sum of ETB 
12,863,711 was collected as Transit charges, which accounts for only about 0.16% of the total 
ERF revenue.  
(c) Annual Vehicle License Renewal Fee:  This would be an additional source of revenue 
which aims at recovering the fixed cost components in the road maintenance cost, which should 
be considered as logical as well as rational source of revenues for carrying out of the road 
maintenance activities in Ethiopia. The new regulation according to the ―Axle Load Based 
Annual Vehicle License Renewal Fee Council of Ministers Regulation No.340/2015‖ based on 
Axle load is depicted in Table 1 below and starts in the year of 2008 E.C (2016/17).  
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Table 5: summary of the office of the road fund revenue 
                                                       Revenue per year (ETB) 
Source of  
revenue 
2003 EC 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total (ETB) 
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 
Fuel levy  1.248 
Billion  
1.284 
Billion 
1.284 
Billion 
1.284 
Billion 
1.284 
Billion 
1.284 
Billion 
7,667,18,328  
oil lubricant 2.404 
million 
2.129 
million 
2.666 
million 
2.897 
million 
3.598 
million 
3.145 
million 
16,839,799 
Transit Fee 
(Ethio-
Djibouti 
corridor) 
877,901 754,623 2,161,925 2,020,000 2,576,035 4,473,227 12,863,711 
Interest 
income on 
treasury bill 
1.04 
million 
1,24 
million 
2.4 
million 
2.4 
million 
2.4 
million 
2.4 
million 
11,880,000 
Vehicle 
renewal and 
license fee 
     75,020,050 75,020,050 
others 238,890    20,104,500 0 20,343,390 
Total 1.252 
billion 
1.288 
billion 
1.291 
billion 
1.291 
billion 
1.312 
billion 
1.369 
billion 
7.804 
Billion 
 
Source:  Ethiopian Road Fund Office, 2017 GC 
2.4.2 Addis Ababa Adama Toll Road 
The Addis Ababa Adama expressway is 80km-long expressway and located in the regional state 
of Oromia. The alignment starts from Tulu Dimtu and ends on the east side of Adama and 
connects to Adama Awash road. Currently it is the first toll road in the country and it is 
providing toll road services to road users. Small and medium vehicles are paying ETB 0.66 per 
kilometer while large buses and trucks are paying ETB 0.79 per kilometer. Heavy trailers and 
semi-trailers are pay ing ETB 92 per kilometer.  
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Table 6: Ethiopian Toll Road Enterprise Revenue summary 
year  
(E.C) 
Total Revenue 
collected (ETB 
Million) 
Small and medium  
vehicles (ETB Million)   
large buses 
 and trucks 
(ETB 
Million) 
Heavy trailers  
and semi-
trailers(ETB Million)   
2014/15 188.5 69.7 56.55 62.2 
2015/16 194.82 72.4 58.3 64.12 
2016/17 145.7 53.9 43.7 48.1 
 Source: Ethiopian Toll Road Enterprise, 2017 G.C 
2.5 Overview of the highway cost allocation study 
The major steps in the present cost-allocation study are identified in this section, and these are: 
2.5.1 Collection of data: Data collected consist of three sets. The first set involves highway 
traffic data, the second set consists of highway cost data and the third set deals with highway 
revenue data. 
a. Traffic Data  
A detailed traffic count data for the highway system with vehicle classification, truck 
classification and weight data should collect.  
b.  Cost Data: Cost data should collect on the basis of the following data sources for the City 
of Addis Ababa and Study area:  
 Road Life Records; 
 Construction Reports; and 
 Routine Maintenance Records; of the highway system. 
c.  Revenue Data: Revenue data for the base period can collect from appropriate agencies. In 
Ethiopian context the appropriate agencies are Ethiopian Roads Authority, the Addis Ababa 
city Roads Authority, the Ethiopian Road Fund, Ethiopian Petroleum Agency and the 
Ministry of Transport. 
Highway revenues in Ethiopia are primarily consist of user taxes and fees, including motor fuel 
taxes and special fuel taxes, vehicle registration fees, motor carrier fees and annual vehicle 
license renewal. There are some other revenues in the form of fines and charges, like 
Overloading fines. The highway revenues also include intergovernmental transfer of funds from 
federal to state and local governments and from state to local governments. Revenue data for the 
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base period were collected from appropriate agencies including: the Ethiopian Petroleum 
Enterprise (EPE) which is collected from fuel levy and deposited under the Road Fund at the end 
of every six months, and different organs authorized to enforce vehicle over loading control 
regulation, from Transport and Communication Bureau or any other appropriate organ of each 
region which collects annual vehicle license renewal fee; on the basis of axle load. The 
information on highway revenues at local levels is being collected from Annual Reports and 
personal interviews. The local level data need to be further identified by source, because only 
that part of the local highway cost supported by highway user revenues should be considered in 
cost-allocation analysis. 
2.5.2 Establishing Input Data: Two approaches are being pursued to develop the necessary cost 
and traffic input data to the cost allocation analysis. In previous cost allocation studies in 
different countries, traffic data were collected on sample basis from various highway sections 
and aggregated before combining with the total cost data to determine allocation factors. While 
this procedure is valid, there can be another approach where both cost and traffic data are 
identified for specific randomly selected sections and the cost-allocation factors are developed on 
the basis of this sample. It can be argued that such "vertical" sampling approach would avoid the 
possible bias of aggregating traffic data before combining with the cost data. However, the 
vertical sampling approach would require a very large sample size. In the present study, effort 
was made to evaluate the merits and drawbacks of each of the two sampling approaches. 
2.5.3 Identifying Attributable and Non-attributable Costs: One of the major issues in cost- 
allocation study is to determine the proportions of attributable and non-attributable costs in each 
expenditure item. Attributable costs are costs which can be attributed to specific vehicle classes, 
whereas non-attributable costs are those which are not related to vehicular characteristics and 
vehicle use. These costs are like pavement damage due to environmental impact. Non-
attributable costs can therefore be considered as common costs to all highway users {K.C Sinha, 
2011 }. 
Proportions of attributable and non-attributable costs cannot be easily defined for most 
expenditure items. One of the principal causes which give rise to this problem is the fact that 
damages of highway elements are usually the result of interaction of several factors, and there is 
no theoretical solution which could enable one to identify specifically the appropriate proportion 
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of each factor. Two major factors responsible for damages of pavement and structure are traffic 
and environment, and other possible factors may be poor construction, poor engineering design 
and substandard construction materials. 
In view of the complexity of the problem, it is not surprising to find that most cost-allocation 
studies have used different definitions for the cost components of expenditure items. A summary 
of definitions adopted by different studies is presented in Table 7. 
In general, it may be said that most researchers agree on the need to single out common cost (or 
residual cost or fixed portion cost) which cannot be directly attributed to any user class or group 
of user classes. However, there is no agreement as to how the proportion of this common cost 
should be computed for each expenditure item. Almost without exception, most studies selected 
a value based on judgment or a survey of expert opinions.  
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Table 7: Definitions of Expenditure Cost Components 
 
SOURCE:   (K.C Sinha, 2011) 
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2.5.4 Selection of Cost-Allocators for Expenditure Items: After identifying attributable and 
non-attributable costs, the next step is to select suitable cost-allocators to distribute these costs 
among vehicle classes. Due to the differing nature and causes of various expenditure items, it is 
not possible to use a single cost-allocator that is satisfactory for all expenditure items. In order to 
distribute equitably highway costs among vehicle classes in proportion to their responsibility for 
occasioning these costs, an appropriate cost-allocator must be selected for each expenditure item 
so as to reflect as closely as possible the relationships between particular expenditure items and 
the specific vehicle classes. A separate set of allocators also needs to be selected for distributing 
the non-attributable or common costs among user groups. 
2.5.5 Determination of Cost-Responsibility Factors: The direct consequence of using different 
expenditure items is obvious - the proportion of cost responsibility (i.e. the cost responsibility 
factor) of a specific vehicle class for different expenditure items would be different. Cost-
responsibility factors are determined using the base period data. These factors are then applied to 
the study period budgeted expenditure to arrive at the cost-responsibility for each vehicle class in 
the study period. 
2.5.6 Determination of Revenue Attribution: Once the cost-responsibilities are determined, it 
is necessary to compare them with the revenues contributed by each vehicle class. This will be 
accomplished by examining the separate sources of revenues paid by Addis Ababa highway 
users and then apportioning the revenue amounts by vehicle class. A flow chart is shown in 
Figure 10 to summarize the discussion presented in this section. Such items as highway 
classification, vehicle classification and expenditure categories must be determined before cost-
allocation analysis can proceed. 
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Figure 10: Cost-Allocation Study Flow Chart 
SOURCE:   (K.C Sinha, 2011) 
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2.6 Estimation and Allocation of Non-Attributable Costs 
As mentioned in the preceding section, there is considerable controversy on the magnitude of 
proportion of non-attributable costs in each expenditure item. Since non-attributable costs are not 
caused by traffic or vehicle use, the equity criteria are not directly applicable and there is no 
single criterion or cost-allocator which can be used to distribute these costs in a clear-cut and 
unambiguous way. A number of criteria have been used in previous studies for the allocation of 
non-attributable costs or common costs. However, they are mostly use-related criteria such as 
number of vehicles, vehicle-miles of travel, axle-miles of travel, and passenger-car 
equivalences.(K. C. Sinha ,1984)  
A typical example is the procedure adopted by the 1980 Oregon study. It allocated non-
attributable costs mainly on the basis of vehicle-miles of travel. Only pavement striping and 
marking costs were allocated on the basis of axle-miles of travel. The Wisconsin study presents 
an exception where non-attributable costs (termed as fixed costs) were assigned to each vehicle 
class in proportion to the attributable cost responsibility of the class. It was argued that assigning 
non-attributable costs by use-related criteria directly conflicted the definition that non-
attributable costs do not vary with vehicle use.  
It is doubtful that the Wisconsin's method provides a better procedure because by using the 
attributable cost responsibility proportion, one is actually following the weight-related and use-
related criteria used in allocating attributable costs to allocate non-attributable costs. (K. C. Sinha 
,1984)  
The non-attributable costs, also known as common costs, were allocated in proportion to vehicle-
miles traveled in the 1982 FHWA study. The main reason for using this cost-allocator was 
simply that it has been used traditionally and is easily understood and accepted. (K. C. 
Sinha,1984) 
2.7 Allocation of Attributable Costs 
Attributable costs include: 
a. costs which are entirely attributable to a single vehicle class, 
b. costs which are attributable to a group of vehicle classes, and 
c. Costs which are occasioned by the entire traffic as a whole. 
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In practice, the attributable costs of most expenditure items are types (b) or (c) or a combination 
of both. Appropriate equitable procedure and cost allocators are required to distribute the cost 
occasioned to the vehicle classes involved for types (b) and (c) costs mentioned above. 
2.7.1 Allocation of highway agency costs  
Annual costs for the highway system are based on construction, replacement or current value 
costs representing capital investment components of the highway. Those components were:  
 preliminary design and engineering; 
 right-of-way; 
 utilities;  
 grade and drain;  
  pavements and shoulders cost  
 Bridges cost 
 Enforcement cost 
 Administration cost 
 Traffic signal, signs and lane markings  
Allocation factors for the first four components, Enforcement,  Administration and Traffic 
signal, signs and lane markings   were based entirely on vehicle-kilometer traveled. However, 
factors for pavements and shoulders, and bridges were developed with cost increments based 
on variables such as highway type, vehicle type and   pavement damage factors. 
2.7.2 Allocation of External Costs 
The term ―external costs‖ refer to costs of highway travel that are not borne by individual trip-
makers, but that are imposed on other motorists, public agencies, or society as a whole. External 
costs include congestion costs imposed on other travelers, noise, air and water pollution, other 
environmental costs, certain safety-related costs, and a variety of other social and economic costs 
on different segments of the population.  ―To the extent that environmental and other nonmarket 
benefits and costs can be quantified, they shall be given the same weight as quantifiable market 
benefits and costs ( U. S. D,1997 
External costs are not borne by the driver; they are not factored into trip-making decisions. Many 
economists advocate trying to reflect those external costs in highway user fees. It may be 
difficult, however, to directly charge some external costs of highway travel. Other options are 
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available to reduce the severity of those costs. For instance, many highway agencies have 
aggressive programs to erect noise barriers where residences and other noise-sensitive land uses 
are exposed to high noise levels from passing vehicles. Likewise, there are requirements that 
highway agencies take measures to reduce air pollution, to restore wetlands taken for highway 
construction and to mitigate other social, economic, and environmental impacts of highways. No 
estimates are available of the total costs of programs to mitigate external costs of highways, but 
they are substantial( U. S. D,1997).  
The marginal costs of highway use are the added costs associated with a unit increase in highway 
use (measured, for example, in cents per vehicle mile). These marginal costs include costs to the 
highway users (e.g., travel time and fuel), costs imposed on other highway users (principally 
crash costs and congestion) costs imposed on non-users, and costs borne by public agencies 
responsible for the highway system (e.g., use-related maintenance costs). Highway users take 
their own vehicle operating and travel time costs into account when they decide whether or not to 
make a trip, but they generally do not consider costs they impose on others. ( U. S. D ,1997).  
It is important to point out that environmental cost estimates developed in this report should not 
be used as a basis for calculating damages from specific infrastructure projects in affected areas.  
2.7.2.1 Air Pollution 
Motor vehicles produce emissions that damage the quality of the environment and adversely 
affect the health of human and animal populations. Studies show that in different countries like 
the United States, highway users are a major source of total air pollution. The EPA estimated that 
in 1993 approximately 62 percent of all carbon monoxide (CO) emissions, 32 percent of all 
nitrogen oxides (Nox), and 26 percent of volatile organic compounds were produced from 
highway sources. Air pollution generated from transportation vehicles is an external cost that is 
not fully absorbed by the transportation users. Environmental legislation requiring improved 
engine technology and cleaner burning fuels has internalized some of the emission damage 
caused by motor vehicles; however, the technological advances have not eliminated air quality 
damage from combustion engines. ( U. S. D, 1997).  
Key motor vehicle characteristics affecting emission rates include the following: 
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 Type of engine— emission rates for particulate matter are much higher for diesel-
powered vehicles; emission rates for CO are much higher for gasoline-powered vehicles. 
 Age— a typical 1993 vehicle emits 80 percent less than a typical 1970 vehicle. 
 Heavy duty vs. light duty— for both gasoline and diesel-powered vehicles, heavy duty 
vehicles have higher emission rates than light duty vehicles. 
 Time running— automobiles have much higher emission rates when they are not warmed 
up. 
 Operating speed and acceleration/deceleration profile— The relationship between 
emission rates and speed for most pollutants is U-shaped, with higher emission rates at 
very low and very high speeds 
 Condition of emission-control devices— faulty emission control devices can cause huge 
increases in emissions. 
The damage caused by pollutant emissions also varies greatly depending on meteorology, 
population, and other characteristics of the region in which the vehicle is operating. For a given 
vehicle, external costs for air pollution (expressed, for example, in dollars per vehicle mile) can 
vary by several orders of magnitude depending upon:  
 the level of congestion under which travel occurs, sensitivity of nearby land uses, and 
other situational factors; and  
 Analysis assumptions such as those used to quantify effects of additional emissions on 
health. ( U. S. D,  1997). 
2.7.2.2 A framework for proper calculation of external noise costs 
Generally, the marginal external noise disturbance costs may seem to decrease with traffic 
volume. On one hand traffic noise expressed in decibel is increasing digressively with the traffic 
volume and on the other hand, the willingness to pay to reduce noise may very well increase 
progressively with the decibels. The actual marginal external noise costs of one additional 
vehicle will thus be very dependent on the prevailing ―background‖ noise level. A noise impact 
assessment model must therefore be able to represent the environment (receptors, buildings), the 
vehicle technology (car, HGV etc.) and the traffic situation (e.g. speed and traffic volume) 
adequately  (Hjelle,  2003). 
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Then this model must be combined with models for the assessment of the responses of humans to 
noise exposure. In the UNITE project such information is based on the state of the art summary 
provided in De Kluizenaar et al. (2001), containing detailed assessments of impacts of noise 
levels on infarction, angina etc. Finally monetary evaluation of the physical impacts is called for. 
The cost components could be expressed as (Metronomica, 2001): 
a) Resource costs, i.e. medical costs paid by the health service 
b) Opportunity costs, i.e. mainly the costs in terms of productivity losses 
c) Disutility, i.e. other social and economic costs of the individual or others 
2.7.2. 3 Congestion 
There is no single, broadly accepted definition of traffic congestion. One of the principal reasons 
for this lack of consensus is that congestion is both: 
 A physical phenomenon relating to the manner in which vehicles impede each other‘s 
Progression as demand for limited road space approaches full capacity.    
Costs of highway congestion include: 
 Added travel time for persons and commercial movements; 
 Speed-related effects on fuel use and other components of motor vehicle operating 
costs; 
  Increased variability of travel time; and 
 Increased driver stress associated with operating a motor vehicle under stop-and-go 
conditions. 
Traffic congestion costs consist of incremental delay, vehicle operating costs (fuel and wear), 
pollution emissions and stress that result from interference among vehicles in the traffic stream, 
particularly as traffic volumes approach a road‘s capacity. Reduced congestion is often described 
as increased mobility (E. C TRANSPORT, 2007). 
2.7.2.4 Accident Costs 
Road traffic accidents cause social costs including material damages, administrative costs, 
medical costs, production losses and immaterial costs (lifetime shortening, suffering, pain, 
sorrow, etc.). Market prices are available for material costs and they are often insured. No market 
prices are available for any immaterial costs and proxy cost factors; these costs are not covered 
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sufficiently by private insurance systems. Therefore, other approaches (e.g. ―willingness to pay‖ 
surveys) have to be used for the estimation. ―The sum of material and immaterial costs builds the 
total social accident costs{T.U Dresden, 2008}. However in this research No market prices are 
not considered.  
 
Figure 11: Effects of car accidents on society 
All cost calculations are based on road accident data from the Addis Ababa Police Commission 
Road Accident Data. 
2.8 Estimation of Road User Costs 
Road user cost‖ (RUC) is defined as the costs borne by the people through use of the road 
network facility. That cost primarily refers to lost time caused by any number of conditions 
including:         
 detours and rerouting that add to travel time 
 reduced roadway capacity that slows travel speed and increases travel time; and 
 Delay in the opening of a new or improved facility that prevents users from gaining travel 
time benefits. (Ginger Daniels December 1999)  
The AASHTO publication, ―User Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus-Transit Improvements,‖ 
has set the standard theoretical basis for RUC calculations. The algorithm presented uses three 
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cost components: Value of Time (VOT), Vehicle Operating Costs (VOC), and Accident Costs 
(AC). 
The recent FHWA publication, ―Work Zone Road User Costs: Concepts and Applications,‖ 
provides the most up-to-date methods for calculating and applying user costs to on-site 
construction activities. The key components of RUC related to work zones, travel time costs, 
vehicle operating costs, and accident costs, are identified. Other possible components such as 
vehicle emissions, noise, and impacts to local businesses are presented as methods that some 
agencies have considered or may be using in their estimations. Typical RUC calculations may 
include both monetary and non-monetary impacts. Monetary impacts include the value of time, 
vehicle operating costs, traffic accident costs, as well as vehicle emissions costs. Non-monetary 
impacts may include undesirable impacts to ecology and environment, increased noise, or 
impacts to local businesses as a result of construction activities. RUC calculations primarily 
make use of monetary impacts; other impacts are often neglected due to the difficulty of 
quantifying their effects. Each of these monetary impacts comprises several factors that account 
for lost time, vehicle depreciation, costs associated with vehicular accidents, and costs due to 
increased vehicle idling and fuel consumption. The Figure 12 illustrates these components along 
with the main factors that contribute to their cost. 
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Figure 11: Components of RUC 
3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1  Overview of Research Methodology 
The methodology is a flow chart or structural steps to solve a problem with a scientific approach. 
Every completed step should be evaluated with great accuracy in order to produce results as 
expected. In general, this research is conducted in several stages, as seen in Figure 12. The detail 
of each stage is presented in the following sections. 
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Figure 12: Methodology of This Study 
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3.2 Preparation Stage 
 Preparatory work includes activities such as literature review of previous related studies in road 
sector, review the theories about the highway users cost allocation, and develop a methodology 
of the research. 
3.3 Data Collection  
At this stage, all data related to this research were collected. This study employed both primary 
and secondary data, which is consisted of; 
3.3.1 Primary data 
i. Traffic volume: in this stage before conducting traffic count the number of count stations 
required for the link of the road is calculated. This was based on the student‘s t distribution. The 
number of traffic count stations that were considered for developing traffic volumes was 9 for 
the selected case study segments. The researcher assumes a 90% precision level with a 10 
percent allowable error. as the sampling locations are randomly selected, the minimum sample 
number based on Nicholas J. Garber and Lester A. Hoe is given below as provided by   the 
equation. 
 
The selected route segment has the following characteristics 
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S denotes the Estimated of the spatial standard deviation of the link volumes:  The standard 
deviation is the square root of the variance. This is calculated by counting the traffic volume of 
the link (access) roads for the main road. The corresponding formula for the population standard 
deviation is 
. Where 
X= individual value i.e. traffic volume of individual link roads 
 = population mean i.e. average traffic volume of links 
N= total number of link of roads that gives access to the main road.  
S= 750 vehicles 
Mean of the link volumes ( ) = 3600 vehicles 
Allowable range of error (d) =0.1*m= 0.1*3600=360 
Degrees of freedom (v) =100 -1 =99 
ta/2,99 1.984 (from t distribution table)  
 
= 1.9842*7502)/(3602) 
      1+(1/100)( 1.984
2
)*3600
2
/750
2
) 
 
n = 
      
     
=
 
8.95= 9 count stations 
Determine the volume of traffic (ADT and AADT) from survey data 
The average daily traffic (ADT) is the total number of vehicles in a time period (more than one 
day and less than a year) divided by the number of days in the period. It is a figure that may be 
used for a specific time period for purposes relating to that time period. Whereas the Annual 
Daily Traffic (AADT) is the total volume of traffic for the whole year divided by the number of 
days in the year. These parameters can be readily established when continuous counts are 
available.  When only periodic counts are undertaken, the ADT and AADT can be estimated by 
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applying relevant factors to account for season, month and day of week. (AACRA Manual, 
2004) 
The Addis Ababa City Roads Authority Geometric Design manual does not specify the 
frequency of count Traffic count and the calculation of night factor, monthly and seasonal 
factors. It only puts the typical AADT values for Addis Ababa Traffic for Car, light, medium, 
heavy and articulated Traffic classes.  Due to this reason the researcher used the Ethiopian Roads 
authority manual for determination of ADT and AADT for this study.  
Table 8: Frequency of Traffic Counts 
Road Classification 7-day Traffic Counts 
Trunk road Quarterly 
Link Road       Quarterly 
Main Access Road Every 6 months 
Other Roads Every 3 years  
 
 The ERA conducts traffic counts during four different periods of the year based on the economic 
activities of Ethiopia as: high, medium and low. The periods are:  
 
 January 1 - March 31; 
 April 1 - June 30; 
 July1 – September 30; and 
 October 1 – December 31.. 
The surveys are conducted for the first seven days of the months of January, April, July, and 
October. On five days of the week, the counting times are between 6:00 AM and 6:00 PM. On 
two days of the week (one week day and one weekend day), the counting times are 24 hours. The 
24-hour counts are used to establish night factors. The average of the two-day night factors is 
used to adjust the 12-hour counts of the other days by converting to 24-hour counts. 
The average of the 7 days counts is considered as average daily traffic (ADT) of the subject 
quarter. The quarterly ADT is then converted to annual average daily traffic (AADT) using 
seasonal adjustment factors.  By using the procedures stated above, both ADTs and AADTs of 
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the selected routes and their sub routes are determined for each vehicle type at every count 
stations. The detail calculation is attached in the appendix F.   
Megenagna station 
Table 9: average daily traffic (ADT) calculation for car vehicle type 
WEEK DAY DAY TRAFFIC  NIGHT TRAFFIC NIGHT FACTOR 
MONDAY 12323     
TUESDAY 11376 763 1.067071027 
WEDNSDAY 12069     
THURSDAY 10986     
FRIDAY 9817     
WEEKEND       
SATURDAY 10213 631 1.061784001 
SUNDAY 8975     
AVERAGE 10822.71429   1.064427514 
ADT 11520 
 
Table 10: average daily traffic (ADT) calculation for pick up/4-wheel drive vehicle type 
WEEK DAY DAY TRAFFIC  NIGHT TRAFFIC NIGHT FACTOR 
MONDAY 3016.2     
TUESDAY 3079.2 198 1.064302416 
WEDNSDAY 2921.7     
THURSDAY 2771.4     
FRIDAY 3071.1     
WEEKEND       
SATURDAY 2816.1 203 1.072085508 
SUNDAY 2389.5     
AVERAGE 2866.457143   1.068193962 
ADT 3062 
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Table 11:  Average annual daily traffic calculation (AADT) 
Vehicle 
Type Count Station  Length ADT 
Weighted 
Average 
ADT 
Seasonal 
Factor AADT 
CARS 
Meadin minister to 
megenagna 0.44 6392 
7967 0.95 7568 
Megenagna to wuha 
limat 2.28 11520 
wuha limat to urael 0.86 5571 
urael to Estifanos 1.34 6363 
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 6254 
Legehar to  mexico 
(Tegbare ed) 1.06 7426 
Mexico to lideta 1.1 8181 
lideta (Higher court)  
to coca cola   0.7 6421 
COCA COLA 0 5821 
pick 
up/4-
wheel 
drive 
Meadin minister to 
megenagna 0.44 1921 
2965 0.95 2817 
Megenagna to wuha 
limat 2.28 3062 
wuha limat to urael 0.86 3043 
urael to Estifanos 1.34 3049 
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 3007 
Legehar to  mexico 
(Tegbare ed) 1.06 2951 
Mexico to lideta 1.1 3187 
lideta (Higher court)  
to coca cola   0.7 2664 
COCA COLA 0 1677 
 
ii. Travel time: A travel time determines the amount of time required to travel from one point to 
another on a given route.  In this study the interview method id carried out that is obtaining the 
travel time information from people who drive on the study site, this method facilitates the 
collection of a large amount of data in a relatively short time.  The average travel time of the 
segments in the study area is as follows. 
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Table 12: Average Travel time  
Road Segment 
Length 
(km)) 
Average Travel 
time (minute) 
Total travel time  Of the study 
road (minute) 
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 
5  
 
 
                57 
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 
9 
wuha limat to urael 0.86 
7 
urael to Estifanos 1.34 
6 
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 
8 
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 
9 
Mexico to lideta 1.1 
8 
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola   0.7 
5 
 
iii. Fuel consumption of different vehicle types with fuel prices: Fuel consumption 
contributes significantly to the total vehicle operating cost. In this research the fuel 
consumption data is collected from the road users through interview and 
questionnaires.  
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            Table 13:  Fuel consumption for each vehicles class  
Vehicle type Average Fuel 
consumption KM/Lit 
Fuel price (ETB/Lit) 
Gasoline  Diesel  
cars 15 16.91  14.46 
pick up/4-wheel drive 9  14.46 
Minibus 6  14.46 
 Small Bus 8  14.46 
Large Bus 7  14.46 
Small Truck 4.6  14.46 
Medium Truck 5  14.46 
Large 2 axle Truck 6  14.46 
3-axled  Truck  6.5  14.46 
4 -axled  Truck 5  14.46 
5 -axled  Truck 5  14.46 
6 -axled  Truck 4  14.46 
2-axled  Trailer 4  14.46 
 3-axled  Trailer 4  14.46 
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iv. Monthly salary or income (in Ethiopian Birr) of drivers and passengers 
including working hours. 
Table 14:  Monthly salary or income (in Ethiopian Birr) of drivers and passengers including 
working hours. 
Sno Vehicle type  Average Driver salary  or 
income  
(ETB/Month) 
Crew wage 
(ETB/Month) 
Working 
hour 
1 CARS 20,000 - 3 
2 pick up/4-
wheel drive 
15,000 - 4 
3 Minibus 6,000 2500 15 
4  Small Bus 5,500 2500 15 
5 Large Bus 8,000 3000 15 
6 Small Truck 8,000 2500 16 
7 Medium Truck 8,000 2500 16 
8 Large 2 axle 
Truck 
8,500 3000 16 
9 3-axled  Truck  10,000 3500 16 
10 4 -axled  Truck 10,000 4000 16 
11 5 -axled  Truck 12,000 4000 16 
12 6 -axled  Truck 12,000 4000 16 
13 2-axled Trailer 12,000 4000 16 
14  3-axled  
Trailer 
12,000 4000 16 
3.3.2 Secondary data 
Highway agency costs like design costs, construction costs, maintenance, supervision and 
administration costs for Addis Ababa city  in general and for the selected case study road 
segments  in particular is collected from different organizations like Addis Ababa City Roads 
Administration (AACRA) , Ethiopian toll road Enterprise, federal  Road Fund office and 
consulting offices . 
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v. Current revenue data from fuel and lubricant levies, Transit fees (Ethio-Djibouti 
Corridor), Annual Vehicle License Renewal Fees, Interest income on Treasury Bill 
and Overloading Fines; 
vi. Annual vehicle kilometer travel of each vehicle class;  
vii. Equivalent single axle load (ESAL) for different vehicle class;  
viii. Accident costs in respect of life, injury and property damages; Etc 
3.4 Data Analysis 
The primary and secondary data obtained were analyzed on the basis of literature review and 
theories that had been discussed. 
3.4.1 Allocation of highway agency costs 
As defined in the above, the HCA is the assignment of highway-related costs to various classes 
of highway users (and sometimes non-users), usually to estimate the share of highway costs that 
various users pay and to evaluate the equity of highway user fees. The main highway agency 
costs are: design costs, construction costs (right-of-way costs, grading and earthwork costs, 
drainage costs, pavement costs, shoulder costs, miscellaneous items), maintenance costs, bridge 
construction costs and overhead costs (administration and supervision costs). The allocation 
procedures are described as follows: 
i. Allocation of design costs 
Depending upon the design practice used, design costs may or may not be a function of vehicle 
characteristics which cannot be allocated specifically to any vehicle groups. These costs can be 
treated as common costs and allocated on the basis on vehicle-mile or vehicle kilometer travel 
(VKT), which is a measure of the relative use of highways by various vehicle groups. 
ii. Allocation of Grading and Earthwork Costs 
These costs can be allocated based on available data from cost files which contain individual 
costs for the items. Following the same approach as in the allocation of design costs, the grading 
and earthwork costs associated with a minimum road width are specified as common costs to be 
shared by all vehicles. Cost-allocator is basis of PCE-kilometer of travel. In the allocation of 
grading and earthwork costs, compaction costs could be extracted from the cost data. This 
compacted subgrade layer is frequently included in pavement construction as a structural 
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component of flexible pavement (Sinha, Fwa et al. 2011) . It serves to reduce the structural 
requirements of the pavement resting on it. It is therefore be more logical to distribute the 
compaction costs with a weight-related cost-allocator. 
iii. Allocation of Drainage Costs 
Highway drainage facilities are constructed to remove storm water from paved roadway as well 
as across the entire width of the right-of-way. A logical allocation parameter for drainage and 
erosion control costs is therefore the runoff quantity which, for a given rainfall intensity, is a 
function of the area and surface type of the runoff watershed concerned. Virtually, according to 
all previous cost-allocation studies; drainage costs were allocated largely on the basis of VKT or 
PCE-VKT. (Sinha, Fwa et al. 2011)  
iv. Allocation of Pavement Costs 
This section covers allocation of costs for constructing new pavement only. Occasioned costs 
would be determined by analyzing engineering details involved in the design of pavement. The 
proposed cost-allocation procedure, known as the Thickness Incremental Method, begins by 
defining pavement thickness increments. There are two advantages with the proposed approach: 
(a) by beginning with a given thickness, no iterative procedure is necessary in calculating 
ESALs; (b) because pavement cost is more directly related to pavement thickness. a better 
control over the accuracy of the result can be achieved by using pavement thickness as the 
starting parameter. In defining the number and magnitude of pavement thickness increments, the 
minimum practical pavement thickness must first be determined. Following AASHTO Interim 
Guide recommendations, the following minimum thicknesses are considered to be the basic cost 
components which are required for flexible pavement regardless of the traffic level: (Sinha, Fwa 
et al. 2011) 
 Surface Course                 1 inch (25 mm) 
 Base Course                      3 inches (75 mm) 
 Sub base Course               4 inches (100 mm) 
The pavement costs associated with the minimum thickness was allocated on the basis of VKT. 
The total thickness in excess of a specified minimum is divided into increments, the number and 
thickness of which depend on the desired accuracy of the final results. (Sinha, Fwa et al. 2011) 
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Inputs to the algorithm include (a) cost information, (b) pavement data, (c) traffic composition, 
vehicle axle configuration and axle-weight data. For flexible pavement, separate costs for 
surface, base and sub base construction are needed. The computation algorithm for cost-
allocation involved the following steps: 
1. It divided the pavement thickness in excess of a practical minimum into N equal increments. 
In the case of flexible pavement, each increment is composed of thickness of surface, base and 
sub base materials in the same proportions as are in the total 'excess' thickness to be allocated. 
2. It calculated the cost for the minimum thickness and distributed to all vehicle classes on the 
basis of VKT. 
3. It calculated the incremental thickness cost. 
v. Allocation of Shoulder and side walk Costs:  
In previous highway cost-allocation studies, shoulder costs have been handled in several 
different ways. Some studies suggest that shoulder and pavement costs be grouped together on 
the assumption that both costs are occasioned by the same vehicles in the same proportions. 
Other studies treated shoulder costs separately using a minimum width approach by assuming 
certain shoulder width is required by all vehicles. Any width in excess of this minimum is taken   
In the process of selecting a procedure for allocating shoulder costs in the present study, the 
major functions of a shoulder need to be first examined. The ERA Geometric Design Manual, 
2013 lists the following shoulder functions: 
i. Prevent edge raveling and the maintenance problems associated with parking on unpaved 
shoulders. 
ii. Controls ingress of moisture into the upper pavement layers. 
iii. Provides paved space for vehicular parking outside of the traffic flow 
iv. Provides a better surface for vehicles experiencing emergency repairs. 
v. Caters for the very heavy pedestrian traffic observed in the villages, traffic that would 
otherwise use the roadway. 
Strictly speaking, none of the items listed above is affected by the presence of trucks.  Hence, in 
allocating shoulder thickness costs, it is realized that shoulder thickness is not designed for the 
same traffic loading as that for pavement. However, the same percentage of cars and trucks in 
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traffic stream will make use of the shoulder provided. Therefore in this research, shoulder costs 
were allocated on the basis PCE.  
vi. Allocation of Bridge Costs 
According to Ahmed et al. (2013) as cited by Tee et al (1996) incremental cost analysis is a 
technique based on the cost-occasioned approach and is widely used by highway agencies to 
estimate the cost of bridge damage by vehicle class because it has been found to be theoretically 
sound and widely acceptable {GEBRU, 2016 #32}. Incremental analysis involves repetitive 
designs of the bridge structure for different vehicle loadings. Then, for each loading-design 
configuration, the initial and life-cycle costs are estimated.  The researcher used the 
Methodology Used in Ahmed et al, (2013). The method of computation is applicable for all 
bridge types.  The detailed computational steps are outlined on the following detailed 
computational steps. 
a) Select a highway class. 
b) Select a bridge by material type (steel, pre-stressed concrete, reinforced concrete) and type 
bridge activity (sub-structure, supper structure, approach and deck). 
c) Select the bridge age group. 
d) Establish the unit cost for each bridge element (superstructure, substructure, approach, and 
other relevant elements). Note that unit cost is in constant ETB to facilitate adjustments due 
to inflation. 
e) Compute the partial life-cycle cost for all relevant activities scheduled for the bridge over its 
remaining life, based on the unit cost established in step (d). Note that the partial life-cycle 
cost is the present worth cost of the relevant activities for a bridge due to its age.  
f) Compute bridge full life-cycle cost. This can be calculated as the present worth cost of all the 
different activities expected on the bridge during its complete life cycle. The cost at each year 
converted into present worth as shown in Equations 3-1 and 3-2 and total cost determined as 
the sum of the full cycle present worth and the partial cycle present worth as shown in 
Equations 3-3. The lifecycle activities described as follows: bridge new construction or 
replacement in years 0 and 70, deck rehabilitation in year 20 and 55, and superstructure 
replacement in year 35 with annual routine maintenance. (Ahmed et. al., 2013) 
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Where: PWFC, µ: present worth of all treatment costs over full cycle for bridge family µ; 
PWPC, µ: present worth of all treatment costs over partial cycle for bridge family µ;  
PWTC, µ: present worth of all life-cycle costs for bridge family µ;  
PWBR, µ: present worth cost of bridge (re) construction for bridge family µ;  
Drehab1, µ: cost of first deck rehabilitation for bridge family µ;  
Dreplace, µ: deck replacement cost for bridge family µ;  
Drehab2, µ: cost of second deck rehabilitation for bridge family µ; 
BRreplace, µ: bridge replacement cost for bridge family µ; r: discount rate; θ: age of bridge; 
and n: year of analysis.   
g) Compute the bridge life-cycle cost in perpetuity. This is the sum of the partial life-cycle cost 
and cost of all full life cycles to perpetuity. Convert the life-cycle cost into the equivalent 
annualized uniform cost (EUAC). The formulation is discussed in the above paragraph. 
           (
     ) 
    )   
)    ……. 3.4 
Where PWTC, µ: present worth of all life-cycle costs for bridge family µ; EUAC, µ: bridge 
equivalent uniform annual cost for bridge family µ, r: discount rate; and n: year of analysis. 
h) The EUAC for each bridge family, bridge age and highway functional class (trunk road) 
calculated costs per unit bridge length. 
i) Convert the EUAC life-cycle cost into the EUAC per bridge length. In order to use 
representative bridge dimensions, the weighted average length and deck width of the bridges 
were computed. The weight for each bridge type was based on the number of bridges in that 
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category. This was done in cognizance of the variation in bridge lengths and widths in the 
database. Note that the costs computed from steps (f) to (g) were based on a weighted bridge 
length and a weighted deck width. The weighted bridge length and deck width were 
computed as shown in Equations 3-5 and 3-6:  
     
∑        
 
    
∑    
 
    
     … 3-5 
     
∑        
 
    
∑    
 
    
     … 3-6 
Where: BLw: weighted average bridge length (ft.); DWw: weighted average bridge width 
(ft.); BLδµ: length of bridge by bridge age δ and material type µ (ft.); DWδµ: bridge deck 
width by bridge age δ and material type µ (ft.); n: total number of bridges; and wδµ: weight 
of bridge by bridge age δ and material type µ. 
j) Determine the percentage of bridge cost for each AASHTO vehicle class using Table 3.1. 
Table 3-1: Estimation of Percentage of Bridge Cost for AASHTO Vehicle (Source: Revised 
from Ahmed et al. (2013) cited by Tee et al. 1986). 
Road Type % of total Bridge cost model 
Interstate 42.16+12.49√    
NHS non-Interstate 40.72+12.87√    
NNHS 49.20+11.61√    
Note: NHS: National Highway System; NNHS: Non-National Highway System; and MEV: 
Modified Equivalent-Vehicle 
k) Compute the cost increment for each loading increment using Equation 3-7 
                        )    …3-7 
Where: CI p, µ: cost increment of AASHTO vehicle class p and bridge material type µ;  
TCµ: total cost of bridge material type µ; TC p, µ:  
cost factor of AASHTO design vehicle p and bridge material type µ and  
CF p, µ: cost factor of AASHTO design vehicle p and bridge material type µ. 
l) Compute overweight truck equivalent uniform annual volume. 
m)  Compute proportion of overweight truck type using Equation 3-8. 
      
    
∑     
 
   
    … 3-8 
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Where: PATVp: proportion of annual truck volume for vehicle class p; ATVp: annual truck 
volume for vehicle class p, and n: number of overweight truck types. 
n) Compute the incremental cost responsibility for each vehicle class using Equation 3.9. 
       
     
∑        ∑      
   
   
 
   
     … 3-9 
   Where: CRp: cost responsibility of design vehicle p, and n: number of cost increments   
o) Compute the total cost for each design vehicle by summing up the cost at each incremental 
level using Equation 3-10. 
    ∑    
 
       … 3-10 
Where, TCp: total cost responsibility of  design vehicle p, and n: number of cost increments. 
p) Compute cost per AASHTO vehicle class by using Equation 3-11 
   
   
        ∑     
 
   
     … 3-11 
 
q) Convert AASHTO vehicle class to FHWA vehicle class using Equation 3.12 to establish the 
cost per overweight truck, using FHWA vehicle classification. 
           
   
   
)            … 3.12 
Where: MEV: modified equivalent-vehicle GVW: gross vehicle weight (lbs), AAS: average axle 
spacing (in), and AAL: average axle load (lbs). 
vii. . Allocation of Maintenance Costs 
i. Routine and emergency maintenance: these costs are allocated to all vehicle 
classes in proportion to vehicle-kilometer travel (VKT). 
ii. Periodic (Structural) maintenance: these costs are allocated to vehicle classes by 
using the Cost Function Method depending on ESAL. 
viii. Allocation of Costs of Miscellaneous Items 
Construction costs of items not assigned under the cost categories discussed in previous sections 
will be considered individually to determine the cause for incurring these costs and the 
appropriate cost-allocator to be used. Overhead costs such as administration and supervision 
costs, installation of traffic control devices, pavement markings are examples of cost items which 
cannot be allocated specifically to any vehicle groups. These costs can be treated as common 
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costs and allocated on the basis of VKT, which is a measure of the relative use of highway by 
various vehicle groups. 
For items which are mainly for a specific group of vehicles, the corresponding costs should be 
allocated accordingly to this vehicle group only. Some examples are construction of climbing 
lanes. These facilities are constructed exclusively to serve heavy vehicles. Cost of these items 
should therefore be allocated entirely to these vehicles. Further, within-group distribution of 
these costs can be based on VKT. 
3.5 Estimating road user costs 
 These costs are not allocated by the Road Agency (government) rather incurred by the users 
themselves which depend upon the vehicle owners. The users are the ones that determine total 
costs except that the Government sets taxes, registration and inspection fees and others. 
Although the latter are consistent by vehicle class, vehicle-km coverage are determined by the 
vehicle owners themselves. The same thing applies in the case of tires and lubricants 
Expenditures by highway agencies do not cover all societal costs of highway construction and 
use. Recently, there has been growing interest in external costs of highway use and operation, 
including environmental, congestion, crash, and various other social costs. Use of the highway 
system can have unintended adverse impacts on other highway users and non-users. The main 
road user costs are vehicle operating cost (VOC), value of time (VOT) and ―Accident Cost (AC) 
which refers to costs of highway travel that are not borne by individual trip-makers, but that are 
imposed on other motorists, public agencies, or society as a whole. External costs include 
congestion costs imposed on other travelers, noise, air pollution, other environmental costs, 
certain safety-related costs, and a variety of other social and economic costs on different 
segments of the population.  
3.5.1. Estimating vehicle operating cost (VOC) 
Vehicle operating costs (VOC) refer to travel costs that vary with vehicle usage and are based on 
vehicle kilometer traveled.  
Factors Affecting Vehicle Operating Costs 
The following factors affect vehicle operating costs (Booz Allen & Hamilton, 1999): 
1. Vehicle Type: Operating costs vary by vehicle size, class, and other characteristics. 
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Trucks will typically have higher vehicle operating costs than cars. 
2. Vehicle Speed: Vehicle speed is the dominant factor affecting vehicle operating costs. 
Typically operating costs decrease with increasing speed to a certain point, and then begin 
to increase with increasing speed. 
3. Speed Changes: Changes in speed (also known as speed cycles) increase vehicle operating 
costs. This added cost is higher when speed cycling occurs at higher speeds. 
4. Gradient: Grades can be either positive (uphill) or negative (downhill). Positive grades are 
more demanding on vehicle engines and require greater fuel consumption. This leads to an 
increase in operating costs. Negative grades may reduce operating costs, but may also increase 
wear on brakes.   Wear on the vehicle's tires, leads to an increase in operating costs. 
6. Road Surface: the roughness of the road surface can affect vehicle operating costs by affecting  
rolling resistance. Rough surfaces can reduce speed, require greater fuel consumption, increase 
wear on tires, and increase maintenance costs. Those factors may be the cause in increase of total 
VOC. 
In this study Vehicle operating cost is calculated by using the following procedure and by using 
HDM4 version 1 tool. Because the credible of the HDM4 output is depend on how well the 
available data represent the real conditions to HDM, Level of Calibration (controls bias) and 
accuracy and reliability of input data (asset & fleet characteristics, conditions, usage). The 
accuracy of road user cost output by using normal calculation also depend on the input data, the 
vehicle related  and vehicle consumption  datas used for road user cost computation are collected 
from users by using interview method and questionnaires. The secondary collected data may not 
be accurate. Because it is depend on different factors. The educational status, age, mental 
characteristics of the respondent. Then finally results are compared and the researcher took the 
average value of the two results.  
These main components of vehicle operating costs are 
i. Fuel costs (per liter); 
ii. Tire wear (per piece); 
iii. Maintenance labor  costs (per hour); 
iv. Lubricating oil consumption (per liter); 
v. Crew  wages (per hour); 
vi. Overheads 
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vii.  Interest rate (%); 
viii. Passenger working time (per hour); 
ix. Passenger non-working time (per hour); 
x. Cargo time cost for goods vehicles; 
xi. Annual working hours; 
xii. Average vehicle life by vehicle type; 
3.5.1.1 Fuel consumption 
Fuel consumption contributes significantly to the total vehicle operating cost. Many calculations 
are done in order to estimate the fuel cost but in this research there is limit. It has been necessary 
to only base on annual average fuel consumption. The annual average fuel consumption in liters 
per 1000 vehicle-kilometers of each vehicle type is required for reporting purposes, and it is 
calculated as follows: 
 
 Where: 
  FCkav - annual average fuel consumption of vehicle type k (km/l). 
  HRYR p – the number of hours in traffic flow period p. 
  HVp – the hourly traffic flow in period p expressed as a proportion of AADT. 
  FCKP – fuel consumption of vehicle type k during traffic flow period p. 
The above parameters are estimated by collecting datas such as fuel consumption for each 
vehicle type in a given traffic flow period (Km/L), annual distance coverage (KM)  and average 
annual daily traffic (AADT) from road users through interview and questionnaires and from 
Hoghway Agencies.  the detail estimation is is attached in Appendix F.  
3.5.1.2 Lubricating Oil Consumption 
The model used for predicting lubricating oil consumption is based on that developed by 
Pienaar(1894), reported in English by du Plessis, editor (1989). This model disaggregates 
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lubricating oil consumption in two components: oil loss due to contamination and that due to 
operation. Oil loss due to contamination is a function of distance between oil changes whereas 
oil loss due to operation is calculated as a function of fuel consumption. Thus, oil consumption 
for each vehicle type k, for each traffic flow period p is calculated from the expression as 
follows: 
OILKP= OILCONT+OILOPER*FCKP Where, 
OILKP - oil consumption (1t/1000km) 
OILCONT – oil loss due to contamination (1t/1000km) 
OILOPER – oil loss due to operation (1t/1000km) 
FCKP - Fuel consumption (1/1000km) in traffic flow period p. 
Similarly, the loss due to contamination is determined as follows: 
 
  OIL CONT= OILCUP 
                        DISTCHNG 
 Where: 
  OILCAP – engine oil capacity (litres) 
  DISTCHNG – distance between oil changes (1000s kilometers) 
  The values in Table Below are the defaults for oil consumption model values 
provided by Bennett and Greenwood. 
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Table 15: Default Oil Consumption Model Values by vehicle type  
Vehicle type Distance between  
oil changes (km) 
Engine oil   
capacity (l) 
Oil     loss     due     to 
operation OILOPER (per km) 
Motorcycle 5,000 2.0 0.0014 
Passenger car 10,000 4.0 0.0028 
Light      goods      and 
delivery vehicle, mini- bus, 4WD 
7,500 5.0 0.0028 
Light    and    medium 
 
truck 
9,000 14.0 0.0021 
Heavy and articulated 
 
truck 
10,000 31.0 0.0021 
Light and medium bus 8,000 14.0 0.0021 
Heavy bus and coach 8,000 20.0 0.0021 
Source: Bennett and Greenwood (1996)  
The annual average oil consumption (liters per 1000 vehicle-kilometers) is given 
by 
OIL kav = OILCONT + OILOPER * FC kav                
 where: 
  OIL kav - oil consumption (1t/1000km) 
 
   OILCONT – oil loss due to contamination (1t/1000km) 
   OILOPER – oil loss due to operation  (1t/1000km) 
   FC kav - annual average fuel consumption (1t/1000km) 
3.5.1.3 Tire Consumption 
The model for tire consumption is based on slip energy theory used in the HDM-4 model. As 
described by Watanatada et al. (1987 a), the tire consumption of a vehicle is proportional to the 
energy requirements. and it is depend on distance coverage. For example, if a tire wears out after 
5,000 km coverage and if the price of a tire is Birr 8,000 per piece, then tire consumption is Birr 
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1.6/km. In this research, the cost of tire wear is calculated or estimated depending on HDM 4. It 
calculated tyre consumption per 1,000 km.  
3.5.1.4 Vehicle Utilization and Service Life 
Vehicle utilization and service life are required to calculate parts consumption, residues, 
damages, capital costs and overhead cost. 
 
A. Vehicle Utilization 
Vehicle utilization is expressed depending on kilometers travelled per year by any vehicle and 
working hours in a day of the related passenger trips or service trips. 
B. Service Life 
There are two methods of calculating vehicle service life, especially while calculating the 
depreciation cost in vehicle operating cost. These methods are: 
i. Constant vehicle life method. 
ii. Optimal life method. 
Both methods are used here, and after seeing the results they are compared and finally make 
conclusion. 
a.  Constant life method: this method is used while calculating the depreciation cost, in 
which the vehicle service life, LIFE, is assumed to be constant irrespective of vehicle speed and 
equal to the user-specified value. The depreciation cost factor per 1000 veh-km (DEPkp ) is 
 calculated as follows: (Reine SEPTEMBER, 2011) 
 
where, 
 SS kp – vehicle operating speed in km/h during traffic flow period, p. 
 LIFEO k – user- specified vehicle service life in years. 
 HRWKO k – user-specified number of vehicle working hours per year. 
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 RVPLTPCT k – residual vehicle price less tires, in percent. 
The depreciation cost of vehicle type k is equal to this depreciation factor multiplied by the 
purchasing cost of the same vehicle. 
b.  Optimal life method: this method is used when the expected service life defined as the 
distance at which it becomes appropriate to scrap the vehicle. The depreciation cost factor 
per 1000 veh-km (DEPkp ) is calculated as follows: (Reine SEPTEMBER, 2011) 
 
 where, 
  RVPLTPCT k – residual vehicle price less tires, in percent 
  LIFEKM k - predicted optimal vehicle service life in kilometers 
In the same way, the depreciation cost of vehicle type k is equal to this depreciation factor 
multiplied by the purchasing cost of the same vehicle. The value of DEP is assumed to be the 
same for all the traffic flow periods. 
3.5.1.5 Crew cost 
Crew cost is also included as a vehicle operating cost. It is obtained from the product of the 
number of crew hours and the crew wages. The crew labor is considered to be a variable cost 
rather than a fixed cost. This means that the time the crew spends on non-driving activities such 
as loading, unloading and layovers are not charged against this cost category. Thus, the number 
of crew hours required per 1000 vehicle-kilometers (or distance-dependent annual vehicle hours) 
for each vehicle type k, during each traffic flow period p is calculated as a function of the vehicle 
operating speed, as follows: (Reine SEPTEMBER, 2011) 
 CRWC k= CRWVk 
                            SK 
 Where, 
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  CRWC k – crew cost of MT and NMT type k (excluding pedestrians) cost/km 
  CRWV k – average crew wages per hour for MT and NMT type k, cost/h 
  S k – annual average speed of MT and NMT type k in km/h 
C. Annual average number of crew hours 
The annual average number for each crew member per 1000 vehicle-kilometers is calculated as 
follows: (Reine SEPTEMBER, 2011) 
 
 Where: 
  CH kav – average number of hours per crew member per 1000 veh-km for   
 vehicle type k. 
  HRYR p – the number of hours in traffic flow period p. 
  HV p – the hourly traffic flow in period p expressed as a proportion of AADT 
  CH kp – number of hours per crew member per 1000 veh-km for vehicle type k  
  during traffic flow period p. 
3.5.1.6 Overhead Costs 
This covers all other cost elements including administration, insurance, parking/garaging, and 
any overheads associated with the crew (for example, training, uniform, etc.). Overhead costs are 
calculated as a function of the annual vehicle utilization and average operating speed. 
For each analysis year, and for each vehicle type k, the overhead cost per 1,000 veh-km incurred 
during traffic flow period p, is calculated using the formula: 
 
 Where: 
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  OC kp – overhead cost per 1000 veh-km for vehicle type k incurred during   
 traffic flow period p 
  OA k – overhead cost per year, for vehicle type k, input by the user 
  PP k – percentage of vehicle use on private trips 
  SS kp – vehicle operating speed (km/h) during traffic flow period p 
                       HRWKO k – user-specified number of vehicle working hours per year 
D. Annual average overhead costs 
The annual average overhead costs per 1000 veh-km is calculated as follows: 
 
 Where: 
  OC kav – annual average overhead costs per 1000 veh-km for vehicle type k 
  HRYR p – the number of hours in traffic flow period p 
  HV p – the hourly traffic flow period p expressed as proportion of AADT 
  OC kp – overhead costs per 1000 veh-km for vehicle type k during traffic flow  
  period p 
3.5.1.7. Interest on capital invested in the vehicles  
It is necessary for the user of the model to estimate the interest costs and to calculate the effect 
road improvements will have on interest charges per vehicle kilometer. The following formula is 
used, based on the approach suggested by De weille . (Ambo october,1984) 
              I= (rate of interest)(0.5*New vehicle price ) 
                                         KA 
Where,  
       KA   = average annual kilometerage 
3.5.1.8 Travel Time 
i. Passenger Travel Time 
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The number of passenger-hours is calculated as a function of the vehicle operating speed. The 
number of passenger-hours spent in travelling for each vehicle type k, during each traffic flow 
period p is calculated separately for travel during working hours and for travel during non-
working hours. This makes it possible to assess the delays associated with the particular 
operating conditions of each traffic flow period.(Reine SEPTEMBER, 2011)  
 Working passenger-hours 
The number of passenger-hours per 1000 veh-km spent travelling during working time is given 
as: 
 PWH kp = 1000*PAXK*WK 
                  100*SSKP 
 Where: 
  PWH kp – number of working passenger-hours per 1000 veh-km, for vehicle  
  type k during traffic flow period p 
  PAX k – number of passengers (non-crew occupants) in vehicle type k 
  W k – percentage of passengers on work-purpose journey (%) 
  SS kp – vehicle operating speed (km/h) during traffic flow period p 
 
 Non-working passenger-hours 
The number of passenger-hours per 1000 veh-km spent in travelling during non working time is 
given by the following expression: 
 
 Where: 
  PNH kp – number of non-working passenger-hours per 1000 veh-km for   
 vehicle type k during   traffic flow period p 
  PAX k – number of passenger (non-crew occupants) in vehicle type k 
  W k – percentage of passengers on work-purpose journey (%) 
  SS kp – vehicle operating speed (km/h) during traffic flow period p 
E. Annual Average Number of Passenger-Hours 
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The annual average number of working and non-working passenger hours is calculated as shown 
in the following equations: 
 Working passenger-hours  
The annual average number of working passenger-hours per 1000 veh-km is given by the 
expression: (Reine SEPTEMBER, 2011) 
 
 Where: 
  PWH kav – annual average number of working passenger-hours per 1000 veh- 
  km, for vehicle type k 
  HRYR p – the number of hours in traffic flow period p 
  HV p – the hourly traffic flow in period p expressed as a proportion of AADT 
  PWH kp – number of working passenger-hours per 1000 veh-km, for vehicle  
  type k during traffic flow period p 
 Non-working passenger-hours  
The annual average number of non-working passenger-hours per 1000 veh-km is given by the 
expression: (Reine SEPTEMBER, 2011) 
 
 Where:  
  PNH kav – annual average number of non-working passenger-hours per 1000  
  veh-km 
  HRYR p – the number of hours in traffic flow period p 
  HV p – the hourly traffic flow in period p expressed as a proportion of AADT 
  PNH kp – number of non-working passenger-hours per 1000 veh-km, for   
                       vehicle type k during  traffic flow period p 
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ii.  Cargo Holding Time 
The cargo holding time refers to the number of vehicle-hours spent in transit, and it is calculated 
as a function of the vehicle operating speed. The number of cargo holding hours per 1000 veh-
km for each vehicle type k, during traffic flow period p, is calculated using the formula: 
  CARGOH kp= 1000 
                                                 SSkp 
 where:  
  CARGOH kp – annual number of cargo holding hours per 1000 veh-km, for  
  vehicle type k during traffic flow period p 
  SS kp – vehicle operating speed (km/h) during traffic flow period p 
 
The annual average number of cargo holding hours per 1000 veh-km is calculated as follows: 
 
 Where: 
  CARGOH kav – annual average number of cargo holding hours per 1000 veh- 
  km, for vehicle type k 
  HRYR p – the number of hours in traffic flow period p 
  HV p – the hourly traffic flow in period p expressed as a proportion of AADT 
  CARGOH kp – number of cargo holding hours per 1000 veh-km, for vehicle type  
 k during traffic flow period p 
3.5.2 Value of Time (VOT) 
It is essential to estimate the value of time for each generalized time component with a 
reasonable degree of accuracy and to gather knowledge from different socio-economic and 
operational characteristics related to MT and NMT. 
In order to validate the results of any research into the value of time or operating costs, it is 
essential to compare the findings with the socio-economic background of the respondents 
involved. In this research attempts were made to collect relevant socio-economic and trip related 
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data from the different types of MT (Motorized Transport) users in order to investigate the 
justification of various assumptions and to compare the results in the context of the socio-
economic conditions of different MT. The value of time is estimated depending on passenger 
travel time that is in working passenger hours and non-working passenger hours and finally 
annual average passenger working and nonworking passenger hours. The value of time is 
specified only in economic terms.  
3.6 Estimation  of external costs 
3.6.1 Air Pollution 
 Methods for estimating vehicle emission costs are divided into three primary components: the 
measurement of the emissions of a single vehicle operating under specific conditions, estimation 
of the emissions effect on ambient concentration levels, and the damage cost calculation for a 
unit change in concentration per person. Sengupta and Mandal (2002) calculated the damage cost 
of air pollution in New Delhi city (India) from the figures of Deluchhi (2000), who estimated the 
health cost of pollutants in US dollar for kilogram of emission at 1991 prices for the US 
economy. Sengupta and Mandal (2002) estimated environmental benefits for air pollution 
abatement for New Delhi city (India) by transfer- ring the parametric estimates of health damage 
cost done by Delucchi (2000) for US cities. after making appropriate adjustments for differences 
in demographic, income, currency purchasing power and other temporal and cross-country 
differences between New Delhi and Addis Ababa. the following values of air pollution cost 
became endogenous for Addis Ababa conditions. But for CO2 {GEBRU, 2016 #127} estimated 
the direct cost impacts using mitigation measurement for CO2 gas emission in rural areas. The 
mitigation measurement called CO2 fix approach means sequestered CO2 by using hard tree 
plantation. The costs of tree plantation he estimated by using Eucalyptus Saligan. This is 
because; first, it is a fast growing hard trees in worldwide and in our country and second, 
Eucalyptus Saligan trees have many favorable characteristics including; wide adaptability to 
soils and climate, seed availability and ease of management due to the coppicing ability of many 
species (Online, available from: http://www. treeplantation.com/ eucalyptus.html, accessed on 
23rd July 2016). {GEBRU, 2016 #122}. Therefore for this research the external cost per vehicle 
kilometer for C02 is taken from {GEBRU, 2016 #123} after some adjustment and Engineering 
judgment made.   
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The GDP at factor cost at constant prices with base year 1999-2000 is estimated at Rs 23,936.71 
billion, New Delhi contributes  17 % of Indian GDP   (www.rediff business.com) . This is 373.25 
USD.  And the number of vehicles in new Delhi at that time was 1,226045.  
 
Sno  India (2000 GC) New Delhi (2000 
GC) 
Ethiopia (2015 
GC) 
Addis 
Ababa 
 GDP (2000 GC) 373.25 63.45 64.46 USD  
 Number of vehicles  3,456,579 710,520 662,906 
 
Table 16 : Marginal external air pollution costs in Delhi (Rs/vkm). 
  
Source : (AkshayaKumarSen ,GeetamTiwari , VrajaindraUpadhyay) 
 
To the Addis Ababa context the researcher assumes that the air pollution effect and willingness 
to pay in New Delhi before 15 years is equivalent with the current condition in now in Addis 
Ababa.  
CO=0.0002*/64.16  USD* 26 ETB*662906/3456579*1.15= 0.000018 ETB 
A study conducted in Taiwan states that ‗irrespective of driving conditions, emission factors 
differ insignificantly between the urban and rural regions at 95% confidence level. However the 
fuel consumption in urban centers is approximately 30% higher than in the rural regions‖ {Chen, 
2003). In this research the cost of Co2 emission is calculated from the {GEBRU, 2016} which is 
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a research conducted on rational rural highway cost allocation methodology for Ethiopia. The 
researcher took 30 % higher than the rural highway CO2 emission cost for the urban roads.  
 
  Figure 13:  Rural roads Co2 emission cost allocation (Source: FITSUM GEBRU, 2016) 
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Table 17: Marginal external air pollution costs in ADDIS ABABA (ETB/VKM) 
      Carbon      
 
  
Vehicle Type Hydrocarbon  monoxide  
Nitrous 
oxide  
Carbon 
dioxide  
Sulphur 
dioxide  Total 
  HC  CO  NOX   CO2   SO2   ETB/KM 
CARS 0.0000959 0.0000185 0.009 1.178 0.000085 
1.1871994 
pick up/4-wheel 
drive 0.0000959 0.0000185 0.009 1.49067 0.000085 
1.4998694 
Minibus 0.000036 9.23E-06 0.009 2.1103 0.000169 
2.11951423 
 Small Bus 0.000036 0.0000278 0.00629 2.1103 0.00068 
2.1173338 
Large Bus 0.000036 0.0000278 0.1056 2.370 0.00246 
2.4781238 
Small Truck 0.0000599 0.0000278 0.052 2.262 0.00153 
2.3156177 
Medium Truck 0.0000599 0.0000278 0.081 2.2410 0.00221 
2.3242977 
Large 2 axle Truck 0.000837 0.0013903 0.081 2.2410 0.00221 
2.3264373 
3-axled  Truck  0.000837 0.0013903 0.101 5.536 0.00289 
5.6421173 
4 -axled  Truck 0.000837 0.0013903 0.101 5.536 0.00289 
5.6421173 
5 -axled  Truck 0.000837 0.0013903 0.1072 7.8737 0.00306 
7.9861873 
6 -axled  Truck 0.000837 0.0013903 0.1072 7.8737 0.00306 
7.9861873 
2-axled Trailer 0.000837 0.0013903 0.1072 7.8737 0.00306 
7.9861873 
 3-axled  Trailer 0.000837 0.0013903 0.1072 7.8737 0.00306 
7.9861873 
Total 
0.0062786 0.00988953 0.98369 58.57007 0.027449 59.59737713 
 Source: Own calculation 
3.6.2 Noise cost 
Another important external cost i consider in this paper is the noise cost. In addition to causing ill 
health effects, noise from roads leads to reductions in property values. For example, by one 
estimate, even after mitigation, traffic noise was reducing home property values by $6–182/dB in 
USA (Mackenzie et al., 1992). Noise emissions from motor vehicle traffic are a major source of 
annoyance, particularly in residential areas. Millions of people living near busy highways and 
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roads are affected by vehicle traffic noise. The noise cost is calculated based on the rate 
developed by Eriksen et al. (1999) 
Table 18: Marginal external noise costs, updated figures based on Eriksen et al. (1999), € per 
vehicle km 
 
Source: Harald M. Hjelle ‘A Foundation of Road User Charges‘ 
In addition to causing ill health effects, noise from roads leads to reductions in property values. 
For example, by one estimate, even after mitigation, traffic noise was reducing home property 
values by $6–182/dB in USA (Mackenzie et al., 1992). 
In this research after making appropriate adjustments for the, differences in demographic, 
income, currency purchasing power and other temporal and cross-country differences between 
European cities  and  Ethiopia . The  values of noise cost are estimated from the above noise cost 
rate for Ethiopian  condition.  
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Table 19:  adjustments for the, differences in demographic, income, currency purchasing power 
 
 
Sample calculation  
Cars:  
             
       
€ per vehicle km*25 ETB= 0.097 ETB/V-KM  
 
 
 
 
Value given
European Ethiopia 
parameter (1992 GC) (2015 GC ) European Ethiopia 
1  Income  (USD) 30%
1.1 annual  income 13803.95145 487.3 30% 1.05904
2  Demography 10%
2.1  Gender
2.1.1 male 48.15156933 51.12832
2.1.2 Female 51.84843067 51.27168
2.2 Age structure 
2.2.1 2.2.1         0-14 16.0 43.71001306 1% 0% -1%
2.2.2    15- 25 20.03984428
2.2.3        25-54 29.45047672
2.2.4       55-64 3.894225376
2.2.5      65 years and over 16.8 2.905440563 1% -1% 0%
2.3 Population 
2.3.1 Unemployed Persons (Percent) 8.9 16.8 1% -1% -2%
2.3.2 Labour Costs (Index Points) 99.95 68 1% 1% 0.68      
2.3.3 Employed Persons (Thousand) 8130.760714 40800 1% 0.0020  1%
2.3.4  Full Time Employment (thousand) 6284.296429 34680 1% 0.18      1%
2.3.5 Wage Growth (percent) 3 7.4 1% 0.405 1%
3    Sex ratio (M/F) 5%
3.1    at birth 1.058 0.95
3.2     0-14 years 1.055 1
3.3  15-24 years 0.98 0.985 1% 1% 1%
3.4    25-54 years 0.98 0.986 2% 2% 2%
3.5    55-64 years 0.98 0.947 1% 1% 1%
4    purchasing Power  (Billion $) 1092.6 118.2 45% 45% 5%
5 Dependency ratios 10%
5.1  total dependency ratio 53.2 81.6 4% 4% 2.61%
5.2  youth dependency ratio 23.9 75.2 4% 4% 1.27%
5.3  elderly dependency ratio  29.3 6.3 1% 0.86      4%
5.4  potential support ratio 42.9 15.8 1% 1% 0.368
Total Value 94.465% 21.58%
67.1 2%
2% 1.59%
1% 0% 0%
Country Value obtained 
country 
1% 0% 1%
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Table 20 :Marginal external noise costs (ETB/V-KM) 
 
  Marginal external noise costs  
  Vehicle Type   (ETB/V-KM) 
    
   CARS 0.097 
  pick up/4-wheel drive 0.097 
  Minibus 0.097 
   Small Bus 0.097 
  Large Bus 0.959 
  Small Truck 0.479 
  Medium Truck 0.959 
  Large 2 axle Truck 0.959 
  3-axled  Truck  0.959 
  4 -axled  Truck 0.959 
  5 -axled  Truck 0.959 
  6 -axled  Truck 0.959 
  2-axled Trailer 0.959 
   3-axled  Trailer 0.959 
  Total   
  Source: Own estimation 
3.6.3 Congestion cost 
The relative impact of different types of vehicles on congestion is measured in PCEs. For 
example, a truck with a PCE value of three would have the same impact on congestion as three 
passenger cars. The PCE values depend upon vehicle weight, horsepower and related drive 
terrain characteristics, and vehicle length. In analyzing congestion costs, added delays to other 
highway users associated with changes in traffic levels were estimated with the reference of   
Marginal external congestion costs for New Delhi in 2005. 
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Table 21: Passenger car equivalent  
SNo Vehicle type  Passenger car equivalent (PCE) 
1 Small Truck and Medium Truck 2.5 
2 Bus 2.0 
3 Truck Trailer  3.0 
4 Car 1 
Source: HCM ,2000  
The researcher estimated the External congestion cost of different vehicles by relating with the 
passenger car equivalent from the reference of 2005 New Delhi Congestion Cost.  The weighted 
Average of The congested cost is calculated by considering 8 hrs Peak hour and 16 Hrs Off peak 
hour from 24 hour of the day. 
Sample calculation: for CARS, PICK UP and minibu 
                            )                 )
     
= 0.00486 
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Table 22:  Marginal external congestion costs (ETB/KM) 
Vehicle Type 
  
 
Marginal external  Marginal external  weighted average 
  
 PC
E 
 
congestion  costs 
(Peak) (ETB/V-
KM) 
congestion  costs (Off-
peak) (ETB/V-KM) 
congestion  costs 
(ETB/V-KM) 
CARS, PICK UP, 
minibus 
 1 
 
0.11USD/8.5ETB/
USD 
=0.01294 
0.007USD/8.5ETB/USD
=8.235e-4 0.00486 
Large Bus, small Bus 
 2 
 
0.22USD/8.5ETB/
USD 
=0.02588 
0.014USD/8.5ETB/USD
=0.00165 0.00973 
Small Bus, Small Truck, 
Medium Truck, Large 2 
axle Truck, 3 Axle 
Truck  
 2.5 
 
0.0129411*2.5= 
0.0324 
8.235e-4*2.5= 
0.002068 
 0.01218 
4 -axled  Truck 
 3 
 
0.0129411*3= 
0.0388 
8.235e-4*3.0=0.002470 
 0.01458 
5 -axled  Truck 
 3 
 
0.0129411*3= 
0.0388 
8.235e-4*3.0=0.002470 
 0.01458 
6 -axled  Truck 
 3 
 
0.01294*3= 
0.0388 
8.235e-4*3.0=0.002470 
 0.01458 
2-axled Trailer 
 3 
 
0.01294*3= 
0.0388 
8.235e-4*3.0=0.002470 
 0.01458 
 3-axled  Trailer 
 3 
 
0.01294*3= 
0.0388 
8.2352e-
4*3.0=0.002470 
 0.01458 
Total          
 
 Source: Own estimation  
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3.6.4 Crash costs  
That study examined crash costs associated with property damages; lost earnings; lost household 
production; medical costs; emergency services; vocational rehabilitation; workplace costs; 
administrative costs; legal costs; and pain, and suffering. Total property damage cost by each 
vehicle category data is collected from the Addis Ababa Police Commission and distributed to 
the vehicle classes based on their accident rate. Additionally, life insurance compensation were 
collected from the Ethiopian Insurance Corporation and accordingly allocated to different 
vehicle class. Cost allocation to different vehicle categories on roads based on the damage 
potential approach. Degree of externality of accident costs: risk value for the included cost 
elements is taken as 100% external (none of the costs are internalized) 
4.0 CURRENT REVENUES COLLECTING FROM ROAD USERS  
There currently exists two primary sources of revenue for the ERF, namely the fuel levy and the 
Annual Vehicle Registration Renewal Charges, both of which offer legitimate opportunities to be 
increased, which even at relatively low levels could raise significant levels of revenue for road 
maintenance.  
Table 23: Total numbers of registered vehicles in Ethiopia 
    Year Of Registration  Number of vehicles  
  Before 2002 GC  Before 1995 E.C  116025 
1 2004/05 1997 161620 
2 2005/06 1998 176533 
3 2006/07 1999 195286 
4 2007/08 2000 287518 
5 2008/09 2001 323153 
6 2009/10 2002 361517 
7 2010/11 2003 400660 
8 2011/12 2004 474143 
9 2012/13 2005 519816 
10 2013/14 2006 587453 
11 2014/15 2007 622840 
12 2015/16 2008 710520 
Source: Ministry of Transport 
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Table 24:  Total revenue from vehicles and vehicle related items 
 
Source: Customs Authority, Ministry of Transport Ethiopian Tyre factory and Ethiopian 
petroleum Enterprise 
          
Registration, 
inspection    
      
Vehicle and spare 
parts  Tyre and tubes 
and driving 
license  
Total 
revenue 
YEAR 
NUMBER 
OF 
VEHICLE 
GROWTH 
RATE revenue(ETB'000) revenue(ETB'000) revenue(ETB'000) (ETB'000) 
2003/04 116025   251873.7 88413 20789.6 361076.3 
2004/05 161620 39.29756518 327435.81 114936.9 27026.48 469399.19 
2005/06 176533 9.227199604 356905.0329 125281.221 29458.8632 511645.1171 
2006/07 195286 10.62294302 392595.5362 137809.3431 32404.74952 562809.6288 
2007/08 287518 47.22919206 510374.197 186042.6132 43746.41185 740163.2221 
2008/09 323153 12.39400664 571619.1007 208367.7268 48995.98127 828982.8087 
2009/10 361517 11.87177591 634497.2018 231288.1767 54385.53921 920170.9177 
2010/11 400660 10.82742997 697946.9219 254416.9944 59824.09314 1012188.009 
2011/12 474143 18.34048819 809618.4295 300212.0534 69395.94804 1179226.431 
2012/13 519816 9.632747926 882484.0881 327231.1382 75641.58336 1285356.81 
2013/14 587453 13.01171953 988382.1787 369771.1861 85474.9892 1443628.354 
2014/15 622840 6.023801053 1053615.402 391957.4573 90603.48855 1536176.348 
2015/16 740520 14.07745167 1201121.559 446831.5013 103287.9769 1751241.037 
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Table 25: Ethiopian Toll Road Enterprise Revenue summary 
year  
(E.C) 
Total Revenue 
collected (ETB 
Million) 
Small and medium  
vehicles (ETB Million)   
large buses 
 and trucks 
(ETB 
Million) 
Heavy trailers  
and semi-
trailers(ETB Million)   
2014/15 188.5 69.7 56.55 62.2 
2015/16 194.82 72.4 58.3 64.12 
2016/17 145.7 53.9 43.7 48.1 
Source: Ethiopian Toll Road Enterprise, 2017 G.C 
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Table 26: Summary of federal government Revenue Options ((ETB'000) 
year Vehicles and 
spare parts 
Tyres and 
tubes 
Fuel, 
lubricant, 
Transit fee 
and vehicle 
renewal 
Toll 
Road 
Revenue 
Registration, 
inspection and 
driving license 
total 
2010/11 
697946.9219 254416.9944 1250800 
- 
59824.09314 
4525976.018 
2011/12 
809618.4295 300212.0534 1286884 
- 
69395.94804 
3776221.862 
2012/13 
882484.0881 327231.1382 1288828 
- 
75641.58336 
5148369.62 
2013/14 
988382.1787 369771.1861 1288917 
- 
85474.9892 
5465090.708 
2014/15 
1053615.402 391957.4573 1290174 188500 90603.48855 5841200.696 
2015/16 
1201121.559 446831.5013 1366638 194820 103287.9769 6339046.051 
                                 Average    Revenue=    5.182650826 Billion  ETB per annual 
 
The Addis Ababa city administration   Transport Authority office data shows currently the total 
number of registered vehicles in the city of Addis Ababa is 649,938. That means 85 % of the 
country vehicles are highly operating in Addis Ababa. The estimated revenue from vehicles in 
Addis Ababa is in the table below.  
Table 27: Summary for the city of Addis Ababa Revenue Options (ETB'000) 
Source: own estimated based on the federal government revenue (85 % of Federal revenue) 
  Vehicle and 
  Tyre and 
Tubes  
revenue 
  Fuel, lubricant, 
Transit fee, toll 
road  and vehicle 
renewal 
Registration, 
inspection  
Total 
revenue  
   spare parts  (ETB'000) 
and driving 
license  (ETB'000) 
YEAR revenue(ETB'000)   revenue(ETB'000) 
 2010/11 593254.8837 216254.4452 1063180 50850.47917 4034699.616 
2011/12 688175.665 255180.2454 1112522.25 58986.55583 3248092.182 
2012/13 750111.4749 278146.4674 1095503.8 64295.34586 4569438.376 
2013/14 840124.8519 314305.5082 1095579.45 72653.74082 4838664.652 
2014/15 895573.0921 333163.8387 1256872.9 77012.96527 5158546.692 
2015/16 1020953.325 379806.7761 1327239.3 87794.7804 5670987.064 
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Based on the road network density , flow  ,length, depending on the number of vehicles that 
regularly used the road segment  and engineering judgement;  the researcher estimated the 
revenue that could be collected from the vehicles which are regularly used the case study link 
section (from Ministry of Mines to Torhayloch). 
Table 28: Revenue that could be collected from the study area((ETB'000) 
year 
number of 
vehicles  
no of vehicles 
in  
Spare parts revenue 
collected  Commuter traffic  
revenue could be 
collected  
 in Ethiopia 
(a) 
addis ababa 
(b) from vehicles in AA(c) 
at the study area 
(d) 
from the study 
area 
    a*0.85     (d*c)/b 
2010/11 400660 340561 593254.8837 3167 5517 
2011/12 474143 403021.55 688175.665 3748 6400 
2012/13 519816 441843.6 750111.4749 4109 6976 
2013/14 587453 499335.05 840124.8519 4643 7812 
2014/15 622840 529414 895573.0921 4923 8328 
2015/16 710520 603942 1020953.325 6044 9494 
 
Table 29 : Summary for the case study section Revenue Options ((ETB'000) 
    Vehicle and  Tyre and Registration, 
  Fuel levy, Toll 
road ,lubricant,   
  
number 
of 
commuter  spare parts   tubes 
 inspection 
and  
Transit fee and 
vehicle  Total revenue 
YEAR  vehicles     
driving 
license  renewal revenue    
2010/11 3167 5517 2011 473 9887 17888 
2011/12 3748 6400 2373 549 1035 10356 
2012/13 4109 6976 2587 598 10188 20348 
2013/14 4643 7813 2923 676 10187 21598 
2014/15 4923 8328 3098 716 11688  23830 
2015/16 6044 9494 3532 816 13283 27125 
Source: own estimated based on the number of commuter vehicles on road segment 
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Table 30: Summary for the case study section Revenue Options (ETB/V-KM) 
 
Source: own estimated based on the number of commuter vehicles on road segment 
5.  HIGHWAY AGENCY COST ESTIMATION AND ALLOCATION ANALYSIS 
5.1 Allocation of Design costs 
The design cost of the project (Ministry of Mine s to Torhayloch) is treated as common costs and 
allocated on the basis of vehicle kilometer travel (VKT) and the result is shown below. The 
agency costs like Design and construction  costs are collected from the core consulting which 
was the consultant for the Ministry of mining to Torhayloch road construction project, the 
Annual distance coverage (KM) is obtained from Ethiopian Roads Authority (ERA)). the 
researcher collected the number of vehicles on the study area for each vehicle type. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vehicle Type NUMBER OF revenue contribu Annual Distance Total revenu of  revenue from revenue 
VEHICLE tion (%) coverage (KM) the base year (2015/16)(ETB 000') each vehiccle ETB/VE-KM
a b c d e= (b*d)/100 (e/(a*c))*1000
CARS 3027 16.0 20000 4340 0.071681185
pick up/4-wheel drive 939 14.0 30000 3797.5 0.134799012
Minibus 1083 12.0 45000 3255 0.0667877
 Small Bus 92 5.0 40000 1356.25 0.37015572
Large Bus 44 6.0 60000 1627.5 0.62
Small Truck 214 4.0 40000 1085 0.126693101
Medium Truck 51 5.0 60000 1356.25 0.446752192
Large 2 axle Truck 29 4.0 60000 1085 0.617876762
3-axled  Truck 102 5.0 60000 1356.25 0.221099598
4 -axled  Truck 10 5.0 60000 1356.25 2.230200235
5 -axled  Truck 19 6.0 60000 1627.5 1.417027968
6 -axled  Truck 412 6.0 60000 1627.5 0.065871385
2-axled Trailer 12 6.0 60000 1627.5 2.260416667
 3-axled  Trailer 10 6.0 60000 1627.5 2.7125
Total 6044.0 100 0
27125
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Table 31 : allocated Design cost 
 
5.2 Grading and Earthwork Costs 
Following the same approach as in the allocation of design costs, the grading and earthwork 
costs associated with a minimum road width are distributed as a common costs to be shared by 
all vehicles. Cost-allocator is basis of PCE-kilometer of travel. Whereas the compaction cost for 
the project is extracted from the cost data and included in the pavement construction as a 
structural component.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Vehicle Type AADT Annual Distance Vehicle KM PROPORTION Total Design Allocated NUMBER OF Allocated 
coverage (KM) (2*3) (%) cost (ETB) cost  (ETB) VEHICLE cost  (ETB/Vehicle kilometer)
CARS 7568 20000 151364684.8 24.26 341425.0 3027 0.005639112
pick up/4-wheel drive 2817 30000 84514714.29 13.55 190635.2 939 0.006766934
Minibus 6498 45000 292419112.2 46.87 659593.6 1083 0.013533869
 Small Bus 275 40000 10991995.46 1.76 24794.0 92 0.006766934
Large Bus 175 60000 10483734.69 1.68 23647.6 44 0.009008602
Small Truck 428 40000 17128004.54 2.75 38634.7 214 0.00451129
Medium Truck 101 60000 6071598.639 0.97 13695.4 51 0.00451129
Large 2 axle Truck 88 60000 5268040.816 0.84 11882.8 29 0.006766934
3-axled  Truck 307 60000 18402340.14 2.95 41509.1 102 0.006766934
4 -axled  Truck 10 60000 608129.2517 0.10 1371.7 10 0.002255645
5 -axled  Truck 19 60000 1148530.612 0.18 2590.7 19 0.002255645
6 -axled  Truck 412 60000 24707238.1 3.96 55730.8 412 0.002255645
2-axled Trailer 12 60000 720000 0.12 1624.1 12 0.002255645
 3-axled  Trailer 10 60000 92100 0.01 207.7 10 0.000346241
Total 18720 623920223.6 100.00 1407342.4
1
40
73
42
.4
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Table 32: allocated Grading and Earthwork Costs 
 
5.3 Drainage Costs 
Like grading and earth work cost-allocation   drainage costs were allocated largely on the basis 
of VKT or PCE-VKT and the result is described below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 8
Annual Distance AADT PCE-kilometer (3*4*5) PROPO Total Earth Allocated NUMBER OF Allocated 
coverage (KM) of travel  (2*3) RTION(%) work cost  (ETB)cost  (ETB) VEHICLE cost  (ETB/V-km)
21
84
40
50
1
PCEVehicle Type
CARS 1 20000 7568 20000 151364685 17 38049403 3027 0.6284392
pick up/4-wheel drive 1 30000 2817 37500 105643393 12 26556181 939 0.7541271
Minibus 1.2 45000 6498 54000 350902935 40 88208469 1083 1.5082542
 Small Bus 2 40000 275 60000 16487993 2 4144681 92 0.7541271
Large Bus 2 60000 175 120000 20967469 2 5270712 44 1.0039452
Small Truck 2 40000 428 80000 34256009 4 8611128 214 0.5027514
Medium Truck 3 60000 101 150000 15178997 2 3815631 51 0.5027514
Large 2 axle Truck 3 60000 88 150000 13170102 2 3310644 29 0.7541271
3-axled  Truck 3.0 60000 307 180000 55207020 6 13877703 102 0.7541271
4 -axled  Truck 4 60000 10 210000 2128452 0 535041 10 0.2513757
5 -axled  Truck 4 60000 19 240000 4594122 1 1154851 19 0.2513757
6 -axled  Truck 4 60000 412 240000 98828952 11 24843197 412 0.2513757
2-axled  Trailer 4 60000 2 120000 240000 0 2530 12 0.0017569
 3-axled  Trailer 4 60000 1 8700 10064 0 2530 10 0.0290792
Total 18701 1670200 868980194 100 218382701
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Table 33: allocated Drainage Costs 
 
5.4  Pavement Costs 
Pavement cost is allocated to road users by using Thickness Incremental method which is a 
method Allocated Costs Based on The Requirements of Pavements Sections for Specific 
Vehicles. The pavement costs associated with the minimum thickness are    allocated on the basis 
of VKT. The total thickness in excess of a specified minimum is divided into increments and 
allocated to the vehicle users as shown in the tables below.  
 
 
 
 
 
Annual Distance AADT PCE-kilometer (4*5) PROPORTION Total Drainage Allocated NUMBER OF Allocated 
coverage (KM) of travel  (2*3) (%)  cost  (ETB) cost  (ETB) VEHICLE cost  (ETB/V-km)
Vehicle Type PCE
3
6
0
5
4
7
6
9
8
.3
CARS 1 20000 7568 20000 151364684.8 15.07426613 54349919.58 3027 0.897665127
pick up/4-wheel drive 1.25 30000 2817 37500 105643392.9 10.52092581 37932955.85 939 1.34649769
Minibus 1.6 45000 6498 72000 467870579.6 46.59478954 167996441.2 1083 3.447034086
 Small Bus 1.75 40000 275 70000 19235992.06 1.915694299 6906991.701 92 1.885096766
Large Bus 2 60000 175 120000 20967469.39 2.088130492 7528706.425 44 2.868078638
Small Truck 2 40000 428 80000 34256009.07 3.41152362 12300169.89 214 1.436264203
Medium Truck 2.5 60000 101 150000 15178996.6 1.511661948 5450262.362 51 1.795330253
Large 2 axle Truck 2.5 60000 88 150000 13170102.04 1.311598035 4728936.526 29 2.69299538
3-axled  Truck 3 60000 307 180000 55207020.41 5.498015069 19822966.79 102 3.231594456
4 -axled  Truck 3.5 60000 10 210000 2128452.381 0.211970564 764254.9904 10 1.256731177
5 -axled  Truck 4 60000 19 240000 4594122.449 0.45752432 1649593.404 19 1.436264203
6 -axled  Truck 4.5 60000 412 270000 111182571.4 11.07256738 39921886.82 412 1.615797228
 2-axled  Trailer 4.5 60000 12 270000 3240000 0.322668543 1163374.004 12 1.615797228
 3-axled  Trailer 4.5 60000 10 8700 87000 0.008664248 31238.74641 10 0.052064577
Total 18720 1878200 1004126393 100 360547698.3
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Table 34 : minimum layer cost 
pavement layer 
layer total 
cost 
Layer Minimum minimum layer minimum  layer  
  (ETB) 
 thickness 
layer 
thickness 
thickness 
percentage (%) 
cost (ETB) 
Surface course 297218063.7 150 mm 25 mm 16.67 49546251.22 
Base course 33304341.5 250 mm 75 mm 30 9991302.45 
Sub base course 24143692.62 175 mm 100 mm 57.14 13795705.96 
Total 354666097.8       73333259.63 
 
Table 35: minimum layer cost allocation 
 
Table 36: incremental layer cost  
pavement layer 
layer total 
cost 
Layer Minimum 
Incremental 
layer 
minimum  layer  
  (ETB) 
 thickness 
layer 
thickness 
Thickness 
percentage (%) 
cost (ETB) 
Surface course 297218063.7 150 mm 25 mm 83.33 247671812.5 
Base course 33304341.5 250 mm 75 mm 70 23313039.05 
Sub base course 24143692.62 175 mm 100 mm 42.86 10347986.66 
Total 354666097.8       281332838.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Vehicle Type AADT Annual Distance Vehicle KM PROPORTIONTotal minimum allocated
coverage (KM) (2*3) (%)  layer cost (ETB) cost  (ETB)
CARS 7568 20000 151364684.8 24.24 17776370.6
pick up/4-wheel drive 2817 30000 84514714.29 13.53 9925465.0
Minibus 6498 45000 292419112.2 46.83 34341897.6
 Small Bus 275 40000 10991995.46 1.76 1290907.4
Large Bus 175 60000 10483734.69 1.68 1231216.9
Small Truck 428 40000 17128004.54 2.74 2011524.4
Medium Truck 101 60000 6071598.639 0.97 713052.6
Large 2 axle Truck 88 60000 5268040.816 0.84 618682.3
3-axled  Truck 307 60000 18402340.14 2.95 2161183.2
4 -axled  Truck 10 60000 608129.2517 0.10 71419.1
5 -axled  Truck 19 60000 1148530.612 0.18 134884.2
6 -axled  Truck 412 60000 24707238.1 3.96 2901634.7
2-axled Trailer 12 60000 720000 0.12 84557.3
 3-axled  Trailer 10 60000 600000 0.10 70464.4
Total 18720 624428123.6 73333259.6
73
33
32
59
.6
3
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Table 37: incremental layer cost allocation 
 
 
Table 38: summary of pavement cost allocation 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Vehicle Type average Annual Distance  Weight PROPORTION Total Surface Allocated 
ESAL (KN) coverage (KM) Distance (2*3) (%)  course cost  (ETB) cost  (ETB)
Cars 14.6 20000 292000 0.374601144 1053876.031
4-W Drive 18.43 30000 552900 0.709304701 1995507.047
Minibus 34.335 45000 1545075 1.982146792 5576429.826
Small bus 52.26 40000 2090400 2.681733672 7544597.452
Large Bus 76.34 60000 4580400 5.876106444 16531417.04
Small Truck 66.34 40000 2653600 3.404252044 9577278.894
Medium Truck 108.17 60000 6490200 8.326151874 23424199.38
Large 2 -axled Truck 132.26 60000 7935600 10.18042754 28640885.74
3-axled  Truck 138.59 60000 8315400 10.6676656 30011646.41
4 -axled  Truck 146.34 60000 8780400 11.2642051 31689907.9
5-axled  Truck 150.69 60000 9041400 11.59903694 32631899.83
6-axled  Truck 150.69 60000 9041400 11.59903694 32631899.83
2-axled  Trailer 138.59 60000 8315400 10.6676656 30011646.41
3-axled  Trailer 138.59 60000 8315400 10.6676656 30011646.41
Total 1366.225 60000 77949575 100 281332838.2
28
13
32
83
8.
2
1 2 3 minimum layer incremental layer
Vehicle Type AADT Annual Distance allocated Allocated NUMBER OF Allocated 
coverage (KM) cost  (ETB) cost  (ETB) VEHICLE cost  (ETB/V-km)
CARS 7568 20000 17776370.6 1408998.608 3027 0.316873272
pick up/4-wheel drive 2817 30000 9925465.0 3062525.262 939 0.461031799
Minibus 6498 45000 34341897.6 5547932.019 1083 0.818479257
 Small Bus 275 40000 1290907.4 7506041.514 92 2.400914983
Large Bus 175 60000 1231216.9 16446934.82 44 6.734533976
Small Truck 428 40000 2011524.4 9528335.132 214 1.347484408
Medium Truck 101 60000 713052.6 23304492.27 51 7.911440241
Large 2 axle Truck 88 60000 618682.3 28494519.25 29 16.57914348
3-axled  Truck 307 60000 2161183.2 29858274.78 102 5.219899932
4 -axled  Truck 10 60000 71419.1 31527959.68 10 51.96161621
5 -axled  Truck 19 60000 134884.2 32465137.65 19 28.38411228
6 -axled  Truck 412 60000 2901634.7 32465137.65 412 1.431433663
2-axled Trailer 12 60000 84557.3 29858274.78 12 41.58726676
 3-axled  Trailer 10 60000 70464.4 29858274.78 10 49.88123198
Total 18720 73333259.6
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5.5 Shoulder and side walk Costs:  
Shoulder thickness is not designed for the same traffic loading as that for pavement. However, 
the same percentage of cars and trucks in traffic stream will make use of the shoulder provided. 
Therefore in this research, shoulder costs are allocated on the basis PCE   and summarized 
below.  
Table 39: Shoulder cost allocation 
.  
5.6 Allocation of Bridge Costs 
Step 1: General data about the Road   
Sn1 Highway class. Principal arterial system 
Sn2 bridge type by material reinforced concrete 
Sn3 Bridge age group. 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 2 3 Annual PCE-km 6 Total 8 9
AADT Distance of travel PROPORTION Shoulder Allocated NUMBER OF Allocated 
coverage (KM)  (2*3) (%) cost  (ETB) cost  (ETB) VEHICLES cost  (ETB/V-km)
Vehicle Type PCE
CARS 1 7568 20000 20000 0.937426764 555425.7968 3027 0.009173636
pick up/4-wheel drive 1.25 2817 30000 37500 1.757675182 1041423.369 939 0.036967174
Minibus 1.6 6498 45000 72000 3.374736349 1999532.868 1083 0.041027405
 Small Bus 1.75 275 40000 70000 3.280993672 1943990.289 92 0.530565254
Large Bus 2 175 60000 120000 5.624560581 3332554.781 44 1.269544678
Small Truck 2 428 40000 80000 3.749707054 2221703.187 214 0.25942347
Medium Truck 2.5 101 60000 150000 7.030700727 4165693.476 51 1.372190002
Large 2 axle Truck 2.5 88 60000 150000 7.030700727 4165693.476 29 2.372244419
3-axled  Truck 3 307 60000 180000 8.436840872 4998832.171 102 0.814923341
4 -axled  Truck 3.5 10 60000 210000 9.842981017 5831970.866 10 9.590018651
5 -axled  Truck 4 19 60000 240000 11.24912116 6665109.561 19 5.80316231
6 -axled  Truck 4.5 412 60000 270000 12.65526131 7498248.256 412 0.303483871
 2-axled  Trailer 4.4 12 60000 264000 12.37403328 7498248.256 12 10.41423369
 3-axled  Trailer 4.5 10 60000 270000 12.65526131 7498248.256 10 12.49708043
Total 18720 2133500 100 59416674.61
59
25
00
46
.8
7
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Step 2: Establish the unit cost for each bridge element 
Bridge Cost Element Unit Cost Rate (ETB) 
superstructure   
C30, reinforced concrete M
3
 5000 
C20, unreinforced concrete M
3
 3300 
Grade 276 Reinforcement Tonne 42,000 
Grade 400 Reinforcement Tonne 42,000 
Expansion Joints Lm 715 
substructure   
C30, reinforced concrete M
3
 5000 
C20, unreinforced concrete M
3
 3300 
Grade 276 Reinforcement Tonne 42,000 
Grade 400 Reinforcement Tonne 42,000 
Joint Sealant   
20mm Deep Grouted Polysulphied Sealant Lm 1200 
Elastomeric Bearings No 45000 
Concrete Barrier type-1 Lm 4000 
Steel Railing Over type-1 barrier Lm 3000 
weep Hole Lm 1000 
Formwork M
2 
400 
Concrete Tile on walk ways M
2 
450 
Backfilling to excavation utilization   
Back fill using imported granular material M
3
 385 
Foundation Fill   
Rock Fill M
3
 440 
Compacted Granular Material M
3
 385 
Construction Cost of the component of the bridges 
 parts of a bridge structure Cost (ETB) 
1 Decking, consisting of deck slab, girders, trusses, 
handrails, parapets, guard stones etc 
363,126,442.65 
2 Abutments, wing walls and piers, 170,796,214.45 
3 Foundations for the abutments and the piers 75,693,208.04 
4 Approaches to the bridge to connect the bridge proper 
to the roads and bearing for the deck 
28,466,040.241 
 Total 638,081,905.38 
Step 3. Compute the partial life-cycle cost 
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PWPC, µ: present worth of all treatment costs over partial cycle for bridge family µ; 
Drehab1, µ: cost of first deck rehabilitation for bridge family µ;  
Dreplace, µ: deck replacement cost for bridge family µ;  
Drehab2, µ: cost of second deck rehabilitation for bridge family µ; 
 BRreplace, µ: bridge replacement cost for bridge family µ; 
 r: discount rate;  
θ: age of bridge; and  
n: year of analysis 
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] 
= 0.4155+72,579,004.289+13677131.67+23120865.77 
=109,377,002.15 
 
Step 3: Compute bridge full life-cycle cost.  
                      [
 
    )  
]            [
 
    )  
]          [
 
    )  
]
                              [
 
    )  
] 
Where: PWFC, µ: present worth of all treatment costs over full cycle for bridge family µ; 
       PWBR, µ: present worth cost of bridge (re) construction for bridge family µ 
         Drehab1, µ: cost of first deck rehabilitation for bridge family µ;  
         BRreplace, µ: bridge replacement cost for bridge family µ; 
         Dreplace, µ: deck replacement cost for bridge family µ;  
        Drehab2, µ: cost of second deck rehabilitation for bridge family µ 
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                        *
 
       )  
+              *
 
       )  
+  
         *
 
    )  
+                                    *
 
       )  
+ 
=                                                               
=806057991.49 
 
                     
806057991.49+109,377,002.15 
915434993.64 
Step 4: Compute the bridge life-cycle cost in perpetuity 
                         (
     ) 
    )   
) 
 
                      915434993.64(           )
  
       )    
) 
                  48,060,337.17 
Step 5: calculate weighted average bridge length (BLw (ft.) and weighted average bridge width 
(DWw ) (ft.) 
     
∑        
 
    
∑    
 
    
=  
Where: BLw: weighted average bridge length (ft.); 
 DWw: weighted average bridge width (ft.);  
BLδµ: length of bridge by bridge age δ and material type µ (ft.);  
DWδµ: bridge deck width by bridge age δ and material type µ (ft.);  
n: total number of bridges; and 
 wδµ: weight of bridge by bridge age δ and material type µ. 
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    =
       )      )      )      )
       
 = = 47m 
     
∑        
 
    
∑    
 
    
=          )       )       )       )
 
= 10.96m 
Step 6: Determine the percentage of bridge cost for each vehicle class 
Vehicle Type Equivalent-
Vehicle 
Modified Equivalent-
Vehicle (MEV) 
% of total Bridge cost model 
CARS 1 2.0 40.72+12.87√   = 58.92 
pick up/4-wheel 
drive 
1.2 2.4 60.66 
Minibus 1.4 2.6 61.47 
 Small Bus 1.6 4.2 67.1 
Medium bus 1.8 6.3 73.02 
Large Bus 3.0 10.5 82.42 
Small Truck 2.6 9.1 79.54 
Medium Truck 3.0 10.5 82.42 
Large 2 axle Truck 4 14 88.87 
3-axled  Truck  5 17.5 94.55 
4 -axled  Truck 5 17.5 94.55 
5 -axled  Truck 5.2 18.2 95.63 
6 -axled  Truck 6 21 99.7 
2-axled Trailer 6 21 99.7 
3-axled Trailer 6 21 99.7 
the difference between equivalent vehicle and modified equivalent vehicle is that the equation is 
developed based on FHWA vehicle class to  Convert to  AASHTO vehicle class to use the 
Equation  and to establish the cost per overweight truck, I adopt the modified equivalent vehicle. 
This methodology is developed by Ahmed et al, (2013) 
Step 6: Compute the cost increment for each loading increment 
                        )    …3-7 
Where: CI p, µ: cost increment of AASHTO vehicle class p and bridge material type µ;  
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TCµ: total cost of bridge material type µ;  
TC p, µ: cost factor of AASHTO design vehicle p and bridge material type µ and  
CF p, µ: cost factor of AASHTO design vehicle p and bridge material type µ. 
 
Vehicle Type         TCµ            )               
       ) 
CARS  
 
 
 
 
 
806057991.
49 
0.5892 0.5892 0 
pick up/4-wheel 
drive 0.6066 
0.5892 
14,025409.05 
Minibus 0.6147 0.5892 20554478.78 
 Small Bus 0.671 0.5892 65935543.7 
Medium bus 0.7302 0.5892 113654176.8 
Large Bus 0.8242 0.5892 189423628 
Small Truck 0.7954 0.5892 166209157.8 
Medium Truck 0.8242 0.5892 189423628 
Large 2 axle 
Truck 0.8887 
0.5892 
241414368.5 
3-axled  Truck  0.9455 0.5892 287198462.4 
4 -axled  Truck 0.9455 0.5892 287198462.4 
5 -axled  Truck 0.9563 0.5892 295903888.7 
6 -axled  Truck 0.997 0.5892 328710448.9 
2-axled Trailer 0.997 0.5892 328710448.9 
3-axled Trailer 0.997 0.5892 328710448.9 
 
Step 7: Compute proportion of overweight truck type 
      
    
∑     
 
   
     
Where: PATVp: proportion of annual truck volume for vehicle class p; 
 ATVp: annual truck volume for vehicle class p, and 
 n: number of overweight truck types. 
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Vehicle Type ATVp ∑     
 
   
 
     
 
    
∑     
 
   
 
Percentage 
Medium Truck 48  
 
 
 
 
440 
 
0.109091 10.90909 
Large 2 axle 
Truck 
46 
0.104545 10.45455 
3-axled  Truck  56 0.127273 12.72727 
4 -axled  Truck 60 0.136364 13.63636 
5 -axled  Truck 60 0.136364 13.63636 
6 -axled  Truck 60 0.136364 13.63636 
2-axled Trailer 55 0.125 12.5 
3-axled Trailer 55 0.125 12.5 
 
Step 8: Compute the incremental cost responsibility for each vehicle class 
       
     
∑        ∑      
   
   
 
   
      
   Where: CRp: cost responsibility of design vehicle p, and    n: number of cost increments  
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Vehicle Type CIP PATVp ∑       
 
   
   
CRP 
CARS 0 0  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.0 
0 
pick up/4-wheel 
drive 
14,025409.0
5 
0 0 
Minibus 20554478.78 0 0 
 Small Bus 65935543.7 0 0 
Medium bus 113654176.8 0 0 
Large Bus 189423628 0 0 
Small Truck 166209157.8 0 0 
Medium Truck 
189423628 
0.10909
1 
20664
413 
Large 2 axle Truck 
241414368.5 
0.10454
5 
25238
665 
3-axled  Truck  
287198462.4 
0.12727
3 
36552
610 
4 -axled  Truck 
287198462.4 
0.13636
4 
39163
531 
5 -axled  Truck 
295903888.7 
0.13636
4 
40350
638 
6 -axled  Truck 
328710448.9 
0.13636
4 
44824
272 
2-axled Trailer 
328710448.9 0.125 
41088
806 
3-axled Trailer 
328710448.9 0.125 
41088
806 
Step 9: Compute the total cost for each AASHTO design vehicle by summing up the cost at each 
incremental level  
    ∑    
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Where, TCp: total cost responsibility of design vehicle p, and n: number of cost increments. 
Their cost allocated cost is summarized below in the shown table  
Table 40: Bridge cost allocation 
 
5.7 Allocation of Maintenance Costs 
The allocation for maintenance cost is divided in to two parts. That are Routine and emergency 
maintenance  which  allocated to all vehicle classes in proportion to vehicle-kilometer travel 
(VKT) and Periodic (Structural) maintenance and its cost is allocated to vehicle classes by using 
the Cost Function Method depending on ESAL and results are presented below in the table.  
Table 41: Routine and emergency maintenance cost allocation 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Vehicle Type AADT Annual Distance Vehicle KM PROPORTION Total maintenance Allocated 
coverage (KM) (2*3) (%) cost (ETB) cost  (ETB)
86
00
67
0.
60
8
CARS 7568 20000 151364684.8 24.26 2086824.2
pick up/4-wheel drive 2817 30000 84514714.29 13.55 1165181.6
Minibus 6498 45000 292419112.2 46.87 4031503.7
 Small Bus 275 40000 10991995.46 1.76 151543.7
Large Bus 175 60000 10483734.69 1.68 144536.4
Small Truck 428 40000 17128004.54 2.75 236139.2
Medium Truck 101 60000 6071598.639 0.97 83707.5
Large 2 axle Truck 88 60000 5268040.816 0.84 72629.1
3-axled  Truck 307 60000 18402340.14 2.95 253708.1
4 -axled  Truck 10 60000 608129.2517 0.10 8384.1
5 -axled  Truck 19 60000 1148530.612 0.18 15834.5
6 -axled  Truck 412 60000 24707238.1 3.96 340632.1
 2-axled  Trailer 12 60000 720000 0.12 9926.4
 3-axled  Trailer 10 60000 8700 0.00 119.9
Total 18720 623836823.6 8600670.6
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Table 42: Periodic (Structural) maintenance cost allocation 
 
Table 43:  Total maintenance cost allocation 
 
5.8 Allocation of Costs of Miscellaneous Items 
Overhead costs such as administration and supervision costs, installation of traffic control 
devices, pavement markings are examples of cost items which cannot be allocated specifically to 
any vehicle groups. Because these Costs are not related either with size and weight or with 
highway use and their cost is distributed based on VKT. 
1 2 3 4 5 7 6 7
Vehicle Type AADT Annual Distance Gross-Ton-KM PROPORTION Total maintenance Allocated 
coverage (KM) (%) cost (ETB) cost  (ETB)
34
40
26
82
.4
3
GVW (Ton)
CARS 7568 1.5 20000 227047027.2 8.082237444 2780506.5
pick up/4-wheel drive 2817 3 30000 253544142.9 9.025460453 3105000.5
Minibus 6498 3.5 45000 1023466893 36.4325512 12533774.9
 Small Bus 275 5.5 40000 60455975.06 2.152063171 740367.5
Large Bus 175 7 60000 73386142.86 2.612340883 898715.3
Small Truck 428 6 40000 102768027.2 3.658253569 1258537.4
Medium Truck 101 12 60000 72859183.67 2.593582614 892262.0
Large 2 axle Truck 88 13 60000 68484530.61 2.437857233 838688.3
3-axled  Truck 307 14 60000 257632761.9 9.171003825 3155071.3
4 -axled  Truck 10 14 60000 8513809.524 0.303067743 104263.4
5 -axled  Truck 19 20 60000 22970612.24 0.817689378 281307.1
6 -axled  Truck 412 25 60000 617680952.4 21.9877097 7564361.9
2-axled Trailer 12 15 60000 10800000 0.384449713 132261.0
 3-axled  Trailer 10 16 60000 9600000 0.341733078 117565.3
Total 18720 2809210058 100 34402682.4
1 2 3 routine maintenance periodic maintenance maintenance 
Vehicle Type AADT Annual Distance Allocated Allocated number of Allocated 
coverage (KM) cost  (ETB) cost  (ETB) v ehicles cost  (ETB/V-km)
CARS 7568 20000 845147.1 2780506.5 3027 0.009980459
pick up/4-wheel drive 2817 30000 1949460.7 3105000.5 939 0.029902848
Minibus 6498 45000 82440.0 12533774.9 1083 0.04314429
 Small Bus 275 40000 52418.7 740367.5 92 0.036061975
Large Bus 175 60000 128460.0 898715.3 44 0.065217484
Small Truck 428 40000 30358.0 1258537.4 214 0.025083587
Medium Truck 101 60000 26340.2 892262.0 51 0.050431649
Large 2 axle Truck 88 60000 92011.7 838688.3 29 0.088334546
3-axled  Truck 307 60000 3040.6 3155071.3 102 0.085807347
4 -axled  Truck 10 60000 5742.7 104263.4 10 0.030148768
5 -axled  Truck 19 60000 123536.2 281307.1 19 0.058748002
6 -axled  Truck 412 60000 3600.0 7564361.9 412 0.05105091
 2-axled  Trailer 12 60000 3000.0 132261.0 12 0.03131042
 3-axled  Trailer 10 60000 5616026.2 117565.3 10 1.592664325
Total 18720 715000 8961582.2 34402682.4
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Table 44:  Total Miscellaneous Items cost allocation 
 
6.0 ESTIMATING ROAD USER COSTS 
These costs are incurred by the users themselves which depend upon the vehicle owner. These 
are vehicle operating cost (VOC) value of time (VOT) and ―Accident Cost (AC) which refers to 
costs of highway travel that are not borne by individual trip-makers, but that are imposed on 
other motorists, public agencies, or society as a whole. In this research the internal accident cost 
is not estimated and allocated. But the External accident Cost is allocated to different vehicle 
types as it has an external effect. The Road User Costs (RUC) are calculated by using HDM-4 
Version 1.1 and manually calculated by the procedure listed in the methodology part. the 
methodology that I have used for HDM4 road user cost estimation is  
i. Road characteristic data collection and input : data‘s are collected related the road 
characteristic of the study are like road roughness, carriage way width, rise and fall, 
horizontal curvature, super elevation and  altitude, speed  limit etc from highway 
agencies. The detail input parameters for the HDM4 is attached in the appendix 4.  
ii. Vehicle fleet and country data collection and input: this is also the input data for the 
HDM4 Analysis. Which is vehicle and road use related  economical and financial 
costs like New vehicle price, new tire price, crew wages, annual overhead costs. The 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9
Vehicle Type AADT Annual Distance Vehicle KM PROPORTIONTotal Miscellaneous Allocated NUMBER OF Allocated 
coverage (KM) (2*3) (%) cost (ETB) cost  (ETB) VEHICLE cost  (ETB/V-km)
CARS 7568 20000 151364684.8 24.24 30715063.0 3027 0.507302332
pick up/4-wheel drive 2817 30000 84514714.29 13.53 17149804.6 939 0.608762798
Minibus 6498 45000 292419112.2 46.83 59337959.0 1083 1.217525596
 Small Bus 275 40000 10991995.46 1.76 2230506.0 92 0.608762798
Large Bus 175 60000 10483734.69 1.68 2127369.2 44 0.81042637
Small Truck 428 40000 17128004.54 2.74 3475630.7 214 0.405841865
Medium Truck 101 60000 6071598.639 0.97 1232054.5 51 0.405841865
Large 2 axle Truck 88 60000 5268040.816 0.84 1068995.8 29 0.608762798
3-axled  Truck 307 60000 18402340.14 2.95 3734220.0 102 0.608762798
4 -axled  Truck 10 60000 608129.2517 0.10 123402.2 10 0.202920933
5 -axled  Truck 19 60000 1148530.612 0.18 233060.9 19 0.202920933
6 -axled  Truck 412 60000 24707238.1 3.96 5013615.8 412 0.202920933
 2-axled  Trailer 12 60000 720000 0.12 146103.1 12 0.202920933
 3-axled  Trailer 10 60000 600000 0.10 121752.6 10 0.202920933
Total 18720 624428123.6 126587784.7
12
67
09
53
7.
2
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detail of the vehicle fleet and country data is also attached in the appendix 4. All these 
datas are collected from road agencies like AACRA, EARA and WT consulting.  
Then finally the researcher has taken the average of the two base year values for the analysis. 
That means Road User Cost (RUC) value derived from HDM-4 Without project and own 
calculated values.  
Table 45: Vehicle operating Cost (VOC) (own calculated) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vechicle type
Crew Cost (ETB/ 
km)
Depreciation 
Cost (ETB/km)
Interest on capital 
invested(ETB/KM)
Cargo Holding Cost 
(ETB/km)
Fuel Cost 
(ETB/km)
Lubricating 
Oil Cost 
(ETB/km)
Repair&Mainte
nance 
Cost(ETB/km)
TYRE 
CONDUMPTIO
N ((ETB/KM)
 overhead costs 
(ETB/KM)    VOC 
(ETB/km)
CARS 0.00 2.887058042 3.7835 0 1.05 0.08 1.24 0.08 0.167321419 9.30
pick up/4-wheel drive 0.00 2.873987399 3.69725 0 1.75 0.12 2.73 0.23 0.272187219 11.67
Minibus 0.62 0.608687089 2.020486111 0 2.63 0.13 3.36 0.18 0.303285594 9.85
 Small Bus 0.80 0.728014653 2.475 0 1.97 0.23 6.00 0.34 0.363580719 12.91
Large Bus 0.58 0.789853421 1.65 0 2.25 0.30 7.00 1.22 0.421052632 14.20
Small Truck 0.92 0.955550652 2.466 5.820512821 3.42 0.25 1.23 0.38 0.337864078 15.77
Medium Truck 0.61 2.110904329 3.15 6.227513228 3.15 0.24 3.53 0.89 0.393052109 20.30
Large 2 axle Truck 0.61 2.607428245 3.2875 7.285714286 2.63 0.42 3.68 0.88 0.508561644 21.90
3-axled  Truck 0.70 2.24544702 3.375 11.51851852 2.42 0.42 3.78 1.50 0.491721854 26.45
4 -axled  Truck 0.78 3.245576484 3.58175 11.51851852 3.15 0.42 4.01 1.50 0.762842466 28.97
5 -axled  Truck 0.78 2.823272794 3.58175 11.51851852 3.15 0.42 4.01 1.50 0.820668693 28.61
6 -axled  Truck 0.805555556 1.318230642 4.3 11.51851852 3.9375 0.43029 4.81815 1.8 0.433082707 29.36
2-axled Trailer 0.7 2.096193416 4.3 11.51851852 3.9375 0.43029 4.81815 2.198 0.488888889 30.49
 3-axled  Trailer 0.7 2.511567851 4.3 11.51851852 3.9375 0.43029 4.81815 2.198 0.532258065 30.95
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Table 46: Summary of Road User Cost (RUC) 
 
7.0 ESTIMATION AND ALLOCATION OF EXTERNAL COSTS 
As described in the above the four major marginal external costs estimated and allocated to road 
users in this paper are include the marginal external costs for congestion, air pollution, road 
Accidents and noise. Estimating the marginal external costs of urban road transport is essential 
for Calculating the marginal social cost. And the estimated costs for the external costs are 
summarized below. 
 
 
 
 
AVERAGE
VOC VOT RUC VOC VOT RUC RUC 
Vehicle type  (ETB/VEH-KM)  (ETB/VEH-KM)  (ETB/VEH-KM) (ETB/VEH-km) (ETB/VEH-km) (ETB/VEH-km) (ETB/VEH-km)
CARS 8.49754 1.39903 9.89657 9.30 4.42 13.72 11.80842211
pick up/4-wheel drive 9.91711 2.29289 12.21 11.67 3.00 14.67 13.43796812
Minibus 8.43 11.12 19.56 9.85 2.73 12.58 16.06811772
 Small Bus 8.01 12.59 20.61 12.91 0.81 13.71 17.15935015
Large Bus 9.96 29.63 39.59 14.20 0.34 14.54 27.06454314
Small Truck 8.82 0.01 8.83 15.77 0.00 15.77 12.30270415
Medium Truck 15.95125 0 15.95125 20.30 0.00 20.30 18.12741889
Large 2 axle Truck 16.51 0.02 16.53 21.90 0.00 21.90 19.21613952
3-axled  Truck 19.23 0.03 19.25 26.45 0.00 26.45 22.85178322
4 -axled  Truck 20.47336 0.02733 20.50069 28.97 0.00 28.97 24.73642906
5 -axled  Truck 20.60927 0.02733 20.6366 28.61 0.00 28.61 24.62214533
6 -axled  Truck 24.0074 0.02734 24.03474 29.36 0 29.36 26.69803371
2-axled Trailer 25.2032 0.02734 25.23054 30.49 0 30.49 27.85904041
 3-axled  Trailer 19.22577 0.02732 19.25309 30.95 0 30.95 25.09968722
HDM-4 OWN CALCULATION
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Table 47: Marginal external air pollution costs of Road Users in Addis Ababa (ETB/V-KM) 
      Carbon      
 
  
Vehicle Type Hydrocarbon  monoxide  Nitrous oxide  
Carbon 
dioxide  
Sulphur 
dioxide  Total 
  
HC (ETB/V-
KM) 
CO 
(ETB/V-
KM) 
NOX(ETB/V-
KM)   
CO2 
(ETB/V-
KM)  
SO2(ETB/V-
KM)   ETB/V-KM 
CARS 0.0000959 0.0000185 0.009 1.178 0.000085 
1.1871994 
pick up/4-wheel 
drive 0.0000959 0.0000185 0.009 1.49067 0.000085 
1.4998694 
Minibus 0.000036 9.23E-06 0.009 2.1103 0.000169 
2.11951423 
 Small Bus 0.000036 0.0000278 0.00629 2.1103 0.00068 
2.1173338 
Large Bus 0.000036 0.0000278 0.1056 2.370 0.00246 
2.4781238 
Small Truck 0.0000599 0.0000278 0.052 2.262 0.00153 
2.3156177 
Medium Truck 0.0000599 0.0000278 0.081 2.2410 0.00221 
2.3242977 
Large 2 axle Truck 0.000837 0.0013903 0.081 2.2410 0.00221 
2.3264373 
3-axled  Truck  0.000837 0.0013903 0.101 5.536 0.00289 
5.6421173 
4 -axled  Truck 0.000837 0.0013903 0.101 5.536 0.00289 
5.6421173 
5 -axled  Truck 0.000837 0.0013903 0.1072 7.8737 0.00306 
7.9861873 
6 -axled  Truck 0.000837 0.0013903 0.1072 7.8737 0.00306 
7.9861873 
2-axled Trailer 0.000837 0.0013903 0.1072 7.8737 0.00306 
7.9861873 
 3-axled  Trailer 0.000837 0.0013903 0.1072 7.8737 0.00306 
7.9861873 
Total 
0.0062786 0.00988953 0.98369 58.57007 0.027449 59.59737713 
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Table 48 Marginal external noise costs (ETB/KM) 
 
  Marginal external noise costs 
  Vehicle Type   (ETB/V-KM) 
    
   CARS 0.097 
  pick up/4-wheel drive 0.097 
  Minibus 0.097 
   Small Bus 0.097 
  Large Bus 0.959 
  Small Truck 0.479 
  Medium Truck 0.959 
  Large 2 axle Truck 0.959 
  3-axled  Truck  0.959 
  4 -axled  Truck 0.959 
  5 -axled  Truck 0.959 
  6 -axled  Truck 0.959 
  2-axled Trailer 0.959 
   3-axled  Trailer 0.959 
  Total   
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Table 49. Marginal external congestion costs (ETB/V-KM) 
Vehicle Type Marginal external  Marginal external  weighted average 
  
congestion  costs 
(Peak)  
congestion  costs 
(Off-peak)  
congestion  costs 
(ETB/V-KM) 
CARS 0.01294 8.235e-4 0.00486 
pick up/4-wheel 
drive 0.01294 8.235e-4 0.00486 
Minibus 0.01294 8.235e-4 0.00486 
 Small Bus 0.02588 0.00165 0.00973 
Large Bus 0.02588 0.00165 0.00973 
Small Truck 0.0324 0.002068 0.01218 
Medium Truck 0.0324 0.002068 0.01218 
Large 2 axle Truck 0.0324 0.002068 0.01218 
3-axled  Truck  0.0324 0.002068 0.01218 
4 -axled  Truck 0.0388 0.002470 0.01458 
5 -axled  Truck 0.0388 0.002470 0.01458 
6 -axled  Truck 0.0388 0.002470 0.01458 
2-axled Trailer 0.0388 0.002470 0.01458 
 3-axled  Trailer 0.0388 0.002470 0.01458 
Total      
 
Table 50: Traffic Accident Cost allocation to Road users (ETB/V-KM) 
 
 
1 4 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 10
Vehicle Type
Property 
Damage
Percentage of 
property 
damage (%)
corrected 
percentage 
by severity
Total property 
damage (ETB)
Allocated for each 
vehicle type (ETB)
number of 
vehicles in 
addis ababa
annual Distance 
coverage (km)
7 years distance 
coverage (2002-2008 
ec) in km
cost Allocated 
for each vehicle 
type (ETB/V-
km)
CARS 34956 53.48061565 30 28358290.01 225252 20000 140000 0.000899256
pick up/4-wheel drive 7326 11.20834736 6 5383722.03 113057 30000 210000 0.00022676
Minibus 6459 9.881888559 5 4746582.117 37385 45000 315000 0.000403063
 Small Bus 2722 4.16449925 8 8001360.287 45499 40000 280000 0.000628064
Large Bus 1865 2.853339861 5 4933976.209 16539 60000 420000 0.000710295
Small Truck 4227 6.467060371 10 9318997.961 42657 40000 280000 0.000780227
Medium Truck 3941 6.029497261 9 8688471.957 130361 60000 420000 0.000158689
Large 2 axle Truck 341 0.521709862 2 2004749.344 6213 60000 420000 0.000768262
3-axled  Truck 1260 1.92772559 10 9259472.779 11350 60000 420000 0.001942411
4 -axled  Truck 197 0.301398366 1 1158168.976 838 60000 420000 0.003290627
5 -axled  Truck 380 0.581377559 2 2234031.528 559 60000 420000 0.009515425
6 -axled  Truck 1398 2.13885744 11 10273605.51 6086 60000 420000 0.004019219
2-axled Trailer 150 0.229491142 1 881854.5504 13555 60000 420000 0.000154899
 3-axled  Trailer 140 0.214191732 1 823064.247 13555 60000 420000 0.000144572
Total 65362 100 100 96066347.51
96066295.2
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Table 51: summary of external cost allocation 
  Air pollution NOISE pollution Congestion Accident 
Total 
allocated 
Vehicle Type 
allocated 
cost allocated cost allocated cost allocated cost external cost 
  (ETB/VE-KM (ETB/VE-KM (ETB/VE-KM (ETB/VE-KM (ETB/VE-KM) 
CARS 1.1871994 0.097 0.00486 0.000899256 1.289959 
pick up/4-wheel 
drive 
1.4998694 
0.097 0.00486 0.00022676 1.601956 
Minibus 2.11951423 0.097 0.00486 0.000403063 2.221777 
 Small Bus 2.1173338 0.097 0.00973 0.000628064 2.224692 
Large Bus 2.4781238 0.959 0.00973 0.000710295 3.447564 
Small Truck 2.3156177 0.479 0.01218 0.000780227 2.807578 
Medium Truck 2.3242977 0.959 0.01218 0.000158689 3.295636 
Large 2 axle Truck 2.3264373 0.959 0.01218 0.000768262 3.298386 
3-axled  Truck  5.6421173 0.959 0.01218 0.001942411 6.615240 
4 -axled  Truck 5.6421173 0.959 0.01458 0.003290627 6.618988 
5 -axled  Truck 7.9861873 0.959 0.01458 0.009515425 8.969283 
6 -axled  Truck 7.9861873 0.959 0.01458 0.004019219 8.963787 
2-axled Trailer 7.9861873 0.959 0.01458 0.000154899 8.959922 
 3-axled  Trailer 7.9861873 0.959 0.01458 0.000144572 8.959912 
Total           
Table 52: Summary of allocated cost (External cost and Agency cost) 
 
1 10 AVERAGE Total Allocated Total allocated Total allocated
Vehicle Type REVENUE (FUEL) REVENUE FROM RUC agency cost external cost Cost (agency +
TO ERF (ETB/VEH-KM) SPARE PARTS (ETB/km) (ETB/VE-KM) (ETB/VE-KM) ( external) ETB/V-km
CARS 0.020714286 0.036580767 11.8084221 2.659035953 1.289959 3.948994953
pick up/4-wheel drive 0.036538462 0.06879143 13.4379681 3.655595534 1.601956 5.257551534
Minibus 0.043181818 0.034083495 16.0681177 7.758492743 2.221777 9.980269743
 Small Bus 0.0475 0.18890006 17.1593502 8.573718185 2.224692 10.79841019
Large Bus 0.0475 0.316402073 27.0645431 19.41283761 3.447564 22.86040161
Small Truck 0.059375 0.064654774 12.3027042 5.312516225 2.807578 8.120094225
Medium Truck 0.059375 0.227989225 18.1274189 19.93760854 3.295636 23.23324454
Large 2 axle Truck 0.079166667 0.315318529 19.2161395 39.63202552 3.298386 42.93041152
3-axled  Truck 0.079166667 0.112832856 22.8517832 25.89228923 6.61524 32.50752923
4 -axled  Truck 0.079166667 1.138128995 24.7364291 115.2735191 6.618988 121.8925071
5 -axled  Truck 0.079166667 0.723146107 24.6221453 64.53978716 8.969283 73.50907016
6 -axled  Truck 0.095 0.033615876 26.6980337 55.30658741 8.963787 64.27037441
2-axled Trailer 0.095 1.153549224 27.8590404 95.49257652 8.959922 104.4524985
 3-axled  Trailer 0.095 1.384259068 25.0996872 114.1827832 8.959912 123.1426952
Total
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8.0 COMPARISON OF ALLOCATED COST TO ROAD USERS AND REVENUE 
COLLECTED FROM ROAD USERS 
The existing Highway agency costs allocation results were generated using the following input 
data: 
The number of vehicles under operation on the case study road section   
 Fuel consumption collected from W.T Consulting PLC and and survey data collected 
 Annual vehicles-kilometer coverage that were collected form the ERA Economic Section; 
and; 
 The existing road user charges for maintenance costs were collected from the FDRE, Road 
Fund Administration  
 Revenues collected from Vehicles spare parts,  Tyres and tubes, Fuel, lubricant, Transit 
fee ,vehicle renewal ,Registration, inspection and driving license are collected from 
Customs Authority, Ministry of Transport Ethiopian Tyre factory and Ethiopian petroleum 
Enterprise. 
 Based on the newly developed highway cost allocation results of the road section that is; 
from Ministry of Mines to Tor hayloch Road were compared with the existing Revenue 
collected from road users. In respect this, Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 presents the comparison 
of research results and existing revenue from road users.  
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Table 53: Comparison of research results and existing revenue collected from road users 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Vehicle Type 
  
Total Revenue 
collected from 
 each vehicle 
type (ETB/VE-
KM) 
RUC  
(ETB/V-
km) 
Total RUC 
(ETB/V-km  
(2+3) Total Allocated  
 cost(ETB/VE-
KM) 
(4/5) 
Total RUC/ 
Total 
Allocated  
 cost 
REMARK 
CARS 
0.071681185 
11.8084221 
11.88010329 3.948994953 3.008387 Over payment 
pick up/4-
wheel drive 
0.134799012 
13.4379681 
13.57276711 5.257551534 2.581576 
Over payment 
Minibus 
0.0667877 
16.0681177 
16.1349054 9.980269743 1.61668 Over payment 
 Small Bus 
0.37015572 
17.1593502 
17.52950592 10.79841019 1.623341 Over payment 
Large Bus 
0.62 
27.0645431 
27.6845431 22.86040161 1.211026 Over payment 
Small Truck 
0.126693101 
12.3027042 
12.4293973 8.120094225 1.530696 Over payment 
Medium 
Truck 
0.446752192 
18.1274189 
18.57417109 23.23324454 0.799465 
under 
payment 
Large 2 axle 
Truck 
0.617876762 
19.2161395 
19.83401626 42.93041152 0.462004 
under 
payment 
3-axled  
Truck  
0.221099598 
22.8517832 
23.0728828 32.50752923 0.70977 
under 
payment 
4 -axled  
Truck 
2.230200235 
24.7364291 
26.96662934 121.8925071 0.221233 
under 
payment 
5 -axled  
Truck 
1.417027968 
24.6221453 
26.03917327 73.50907016 0.354231 
under 
payment 
6 -axled  
Truck 
0.065871385 
26.6980337 
26.76390509 64.27037441 0.416427 
under 
payment 
2-axled 
Trailer 
2.260416667 
27.8590404 
30.11945707 104.4524985 0.288356 
under 
payment 
 3-axled  
Trailer 
2.7125 
25.0996872 
27.8121872 123.1426952 0.225853 
under 
payment 
 
From the above analysis Vehicles which have less than 1 Total RUC/ Total Allocated cost ratio 
indicates that they don‘t pay enough that should have to pay (they are paying less than their 
responsibility). These vehicles are Trucks and Truck Trailers. Whereas Vehicles which have 
greater than 1 Total RUC/ Total Allocated cost ratio like CARS, pick up/4-wheel drive, Minibus, 
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Small Bus, Small Truck and 6 -axled  Truck indicates that they are paying beyond their 
responsibility.  
9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION  
9.1 CONCLUSIONS  
The purpose of this research was to determine the fair share that each class of road users should 
pay for the highway agency and non-agency costs of the city Addis Ababa with special reference 
to the Ministry of Mines – Tor hyloch (coca cola )asphalt concrete road section (8.72 km). The 
allocation procedure  included Highway Agency costs like Design  cost, construction cost, 
maintenance and operation costs and non-agency costs which are born by the road users and 
have unintended adverse impacts on other highway users and non-users these are air pollution, 
noise, congestion and accident. In addition, the research compared the newly established 
allocated costs with the existing road user costs 
In order to conduct detailed and realistic analysis the Road User Cost (RUC) is estimated by 
using HDM-4 Version 1.1. and additionally the road user cost calculated and computed by 
collecting user related survey data‘s by taking  more than 50 number of samples per vehicle type 
through questionnaires.  The collected user related data are like monthly salary (income), vehicle 
price (new), odometer reading, average fuel consumption (km/l) and Average annual overhead 
cost.  Finally, the road agency cost were allocated to the vehicles types using vehicle attributes of 
ESAL per kilometer travel, AADT per kilometer travel, After the road agency costs and external 
cost were allocated to road users, Comparison of allocated cost to road users and revenue 
collected from road users were conducted by comparing the newly established costs with the 
existing revenue collected from road user costs.  
There is a huge difference between the Total Revenue collected from each vehicle type and the 
Total Allocated cost for road users based on the vehicle type.  Serious consideration is therefore 
required as to how to close this enormous gap. 
9.2 Recommendations 
A rational highway cost allocation is vital for efficient and effective transport operations 
resulting in sustainable economic development. This will happen if the government will be able 
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to collect reasonable revenue from road users without unreasonably charging the latter. This 
research is a new of its kind in Ethiopia and may not be perfect.  Considering the above 
mentioned research findings and how the government can make a balance between the required 
revenue to be collected from road users and the revenue earning and maximize all possible 
sources of revenues the following recommendations are suggested by the researcher: 
i. A rational road cost allocations methodology has not been established in Ethiopia yet 
and even an exhaustive Research in that respect has not been done. But now some 
researchers are trying to conduct on that area and should be motivated by the 
government and concerned bodies. It is practical that a rational road cost allocation 
methodology should be established in Ethiopia. 
ii. The ERF needs to highlight key decision makers, the serious shortfall in revenues, 
compared to estimated expenditures, through a policy paper (comprising many of the 
tables contained in this report). It needs to highlight the erosive effects from inflation 
(ever since the fuel levy was introduced in 1997) and at least request that the levy 
should be increased to counter this. However, by putting the current level of fuel levy 
in a wider historical and international context, it should put a strong case to 
progressively increase this levy over the medium term (e.g. 5 years) in order to close 
the currently large ‗funding gap‘. 
iii. The ERF should also highlight the necessity of revising the annual vehicle 
registration renewal charge on all vehicles in Ethiopia based on charges proportionate 
to the actual damage it causes to the road network, through the preparation of a 
policy/position paper, because the annual vehicle registration charges fixed by the 
Regulation 340/2015 is very insufficient, not proportionate to the damage caused to 
the network, though the regulation mentioned the charges are fixed on the basis of 
number of axle. For small vehicles, these should cover administration costs. For 
larger vehicles, these charges should be based upon the cost incurred from the 
damage that these vehicle impose. 
iv. The ERF (through a specialist consultant) should conduct a small study to estimate 
the appropriate level of annual charges that should be imposed on all registered 
vehicles. The Fund should recommend mechanisms to automatically adjust these 
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charges each year, to counter the effects of inflation and rising costs. The specialist 
consultant should also recommend the legitimacy of the registration fee for the 
registration of new vehicle should also come to the Road fund. 
v. The major challenge in conducting this research was the lack of properly organized 
data. Road networks, pavement performances, traffic, vehicle operating costs; travel 
time costs were not readily available. These should be collected and stored in a data 
bank for future studies and decision making purposes. 
vi. As part of the annual registration process, the mileage of each vehicle should be 
recorded, as this information is extremely useful in forecasting, checking fuel usage 
volumes and countering ‗clocking‘ of vehicles. 
vii. The Road Fund Board, together with senior decision makers in the roads sub-sector, 
should consider the key policies that would be adopted in the management of the 
roads that the Road Fund is to support and whether the Fund should revise the list of 
maintenance work it currently supports. These should then be calculated their costs 
and an agreed funding arrangement established to guide the various implementing 
agencies in their programs of work. 
viii. The ERF, together with the Ministry of Finance and relevant institutions from 
neighboring countries, should aim to progressively increase and harmonize the levels 
of charges that they impose on international traffic entering Ethiopia. There are 
legitimate reasons of fairness why all internationally registered vehicles should make 
some contribution towards the maintenance of Ethiopian roads, particularly for heavy 
and commercial vehicles. 
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11. APPENDIXS 
Appendix A: Traffic Data for Ministry of Mines – Torhayloch (coca cola ) road segment 
 
 
 
Vehicle Type Count Station Length ADT Weighted Average ADT Seasonal Factor AADT
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 6392
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 11520
wuha limat to urael 0.86 5571
urael to Estifanos 1.34 6363
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 6254
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 7426
Mexico to lideta 1.1 8181
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 6421
COCA COLA 0 5821
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 1921
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 3062
wuha limat to urael 0.86 3043
urael to Estifanos 1.34 3049
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 3007
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 2951
Mexico to lideta 1.1 3187
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 2664
COCA COLA 0 1677
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 4886
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 7000
wuha limat to urael 0.86 6969
urael to Estifanos 1.34 7032
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 6809
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 6851
Mexico to lideta 1.1 7360
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 6236
COCA COLA 0 4158
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 244
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 213
wuha limat to urael 0.86 448
urael to Estifanos 1.34 306
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 332
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 225
Mexico to lideta 1.1 335
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 301
COCA COLA 0 434
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 188
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 179
wuha limat to urael 0.86 73
urael to Estifanos 1.34 124
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 118
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 402
Mexico to lideta 1.1 198
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 194
COCA COLA 0 69
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 270
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 585
wuha limat to urael 0.86 527
urael to Estifanos 1.34 176
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 487
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 446
Mexico to lideta 1.1 453
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 509
COCA COLA 0 174
7967 0.95 7568CARS
pick up/4-wheel drive 2965 0.95 2817
Minibus 6840 0.95 6498
 Small Bus 289 0.95 275
Large Bus 184 0.95 175
Small Truck 451 0.95 428
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Appendix A: Traffic Data for Ministry of Mines – Torhayloch (coca cola ) road segment 
 
Vehicle Type Count Station Length ADT Weighted Average ADT Seasonal Factor AADT
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 22
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 166
wuha limat to urael 0.86 120
urael to Estifanos 1.34 78
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 92
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 84
Mexico to lideta 1.1 91
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 84
COCA COLA 0 15
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 12
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 65
wuha limat to urael 0.86 46
urael to Estifanos 1.34 196
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 182
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 45
Mexico to lideta 1.1 70
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 65
COCA COLA 0 43
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 149
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 266
wuha limat to urael 0.86 156
urael to Estifanos 1.34 399
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 390
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 386
Mexico to lideta 1.1 377
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 396
COCA COLA 0 66
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 5
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 4
wuha limat to urael 0.86 8
urael to Estifanos 1.34 24
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 17
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 11
Mexico to lideta 1.1 8
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 8
COCA COLA 0 7
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 6
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 19
wuha limat to urael 0.86 10
urael to Estifanos 1.34 36
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 32
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 24
Mexico to lideta 1.1 9
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 9
COCA COLA 0 9
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 144
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 481
wuha limat to urael 0.86 174
urael to Estifanos 1.34 542
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 471
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 452
Mexico to lideta 1.1 460
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 446
COCA COLA 0 74
5 -axled  Truck 20 0.95 19
6 -axled  Truck 433 0.95 412
3-axled  Truck 323 0.95 307
4 -axled  Truck 11 0.95 10
Medium Truck 107 0.95 101
Large 2 axle Truck 92 0.95 88
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Appendix A: Traffic Data for Ministry of Mines – Torhayloch (coca cola ) road segment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vehicle Type Count Station Length ADT Weighted Average ADT Seasonal Factor AADT
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 13
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 12
wuha limat to urael 0.86 13
urael to Estifanos 1.34 10
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 15
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 12
Mexico to lideta 1.1 11
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 13
COCA COLA 0 14
Meadin minister to megenagna 0.44 9
Megenagna to wuha limat 2.28 12
wuha limat to urael 0.86 11
urael to Estifanos 1.34 10
Estifanos to legehar 1.04 10
Legehar to  mexico (Tegbare ed) 1.06 12
Mexico to lideta 1.1 11
lideta (Higher court)  to coca cola  0.7 10
COCA COLA 0 12
 2-axled  Trailer 12 0.95 12
 3-axled  Trailer 11 0.95 10
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Appendix B: HDM-4 INPUT DATA ( Vehicle Fleet) 
  
 
 
 
 
Vehicle type Cars Pick Up minibus Small Bus Large Bus Small Truck 
Medium 
Truck 
Large 2-
axled truck
3-axled 
truck
4-axled 
truck
5-axled 
Truck
6-axled 
Truck
2-axled 
Trailer
3-axled 
Trailer
Source
Base Type Car Medium Four Wheel  Drive Bus Light Bus Heavey Truck Light 
Truck 
Medium 
Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy 
ETHIOPIAN ROADS 
AUTHORITY
Class Passenger Cars Passenger/Truck Passenger Cars Passenger Cars Passenger Cars Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck PAVEMENT DESIGN
Description 
Passenger cars and 
taxis
 station wagons, p/ups, 
jeeps, Land rover 
/Pajero
minibus Taxi ≤ 27 seats > 27 seats ≤ 3.5 tonnes
3.5 – 7.5 
tonnes
> 7.5 tonnes >7.5 tonnes MANUAL VOLUME 1 2013
Passenger  Car 
Space Equivalent 
1 1.4 1.4 1.6 2 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 HCM-2000 and assumption
No. of Wheels 4 4 4 4 10 4 6 6 10 18 22 22 16 16
No. of Axles 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 2 3
Tyre Type Radial ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply Bias Ply
Base No. of 
recaps 
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.4 1.3 2.4 2.4 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
Retreated cost 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%
Annual km 20000 30000 45000 40,000 60,000 40,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 ERA and from survey
Working hours 
Per year
700 800 2000 2,000 2,000 1,200 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
Average service 
life 
15 15 15 15 16 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Private use 100% 25% 0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Passengers 2 3 12 27 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Work Related 
Trips 
65% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Vehicle type Cars Pick Up minibus Small Bus Large Bus Small Truck 
Medium 
Truck 
Large 2-
axled truck
3-axled 
truck
4-axled 
truck
5-axled 
truck
6-axled 
truck
2-axled 
Trailer
3-axled 
trailer
Source
Base Type Car Medium Four Wheel  Drive Bus Light Bus medium Truck Light 
Truck 
Medium 
Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy 
ETHIOPIAN ROADS 
AUTHORITY
Class Passenger Cars Passenger/Truck Passenger Cars Passenger Cars Passenger Cars Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck PAVEMENT DESIGN
Description 
Passenger cars and 
taxis
 station wagons, p/ups, 
jeeps, Land rover 
/Pajero
minibus Taxi ≤ 27 seats > 27 seats ≤ 3.5 tonnes
3.5 – 7.5 
tonnes
> 7.5 tonnes >7.5 tonnes MANUAL VOLUME 1 2013
New vehicle 1052800 1543200 1265000 1320000 1520000 1315200 2520000 2630000 2700000 2865400 2865400 3440000 3440000 3440000
Replacement tyre 1596.8 2320 2320 6,400 11,680 5,800 11,680 11,680 11,680 11,680 11,680 11,680 11,680 11,680
Maintenance 
labour ETB/ Hr. 62.5 62.5 62.5 62.5 125 62.5 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125
Crew wages /hr 15.408 15.408 20.5 26.4 36 24 30 33.6 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2
Annual overhead 2.16E+04 4.32E+04 7.20E+04 8.40E+04 6.96E+04 7.20E+04 9.00E+04 9.00E+04 9.00E+04 9.00E+04 9.60E+04 9.60E+04 9.60E+04
Annual interest 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14%
Passenger 
working time 
value (ETB/Hr) 50 50 50 25 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Passenger 
nonworking time 
value 15 15 15 7.5 7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cargo time value 0 0 1 1 0.6 0.42 1 0.96 1.476 1.476 1.476 1.476 1.476 1.476
New vehicle 1.38E+06 1.93E+06 1.58E+06 1.65E+06 1.65E+06 1.64E+06 3.15E+06 3.29E+06 3.38E+06 3.58E+06 3.58E+06 4.30E+06 4.30E+06 4.30E+06
Replacement tyre 2100 3200 4500 8,450 15200 7600 14,800 14600 15000 15000 15000 15000 15700 15700
Table: Vehicle Fleet Characteristics for the Roads section
Vehicle Fleet Characteristics for the Roads section
Economic Unit Cost 
 W.T Consulting PLC and from 
survey
ERA 
 W.T Consulting PLC and from 
survey
WT  Consulting and from survey
Table : Vehicle Fleet Characteristics for the Roads section
Vehicle Fleet Characteristics 
Basic Characteristics  for the Roads section  
WT  Consulting
.
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Appendix B: HDM-4 INPUT DATA (Vehicle Fleet) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vehicle type Cars Pick Up minibus Small Bus Large Bus Small Truck 
Medium 
Truck 
Large 2-
axled truck
3-axled 
truck
4-axled 
truck
5-axled 
truck
6-axled 
truck
2-axled 
trailer
3-axled 
trailer
Source
Base Type Car Medium Four Wheel  Drive Bus Light Bus medium Truck Light 
Truck 
Medium 
Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy 
ETHIOPIAN ROADS 
AUTHORITY
Class Passenger Cars Passenger/Truck Passenger Cars Passenger Cars Passenger Cars Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck PAVEMENT DESIGN
Description 
Passenger cars and 
taxis
 station wagons, p/ups, 
jeeps, Land rover 
/Pajero
minibus Taxi ≤ 27 seats > 27 seats ≤ 3.5 tonnes
3.5 – 7.5 
tonnes
> 7.5 tonnes >7.5 tonnes MANUAL VOLUME 1 2013
Maintenance 
labour ETB/ Hr. 62.5 62.5 62.5 62.5 125 62.5 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125
Crew wages /hr 15.408 15.408 20.5 26.4 36 24 30 33.6 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2
Annual overhead 2.16E+04 4.32E+04 6.00E+04 7.20E+04 8.40E+04 6.96E+04 7.20E+04 9.00E+04 9.00E+04 9.00E+04 9.00E+04 9.60E+04 9.60E+04 9.60E+04
Annual interest 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14%
Passenger 
working time 
value (ETB/Hr) 50 50 50 25 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Passenger 
nonworking time 
value 15 15 15 7.5 7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cargo time value 0 0 1 1 0.6 0.42 1 0.96 1.476 1.476 1.476 1.476 1.476 1.476
ESALF (LEF) 0.01 0.012 0.03 0.08 0.86 0.1 0.148 3.944 6.67 6.67 9.91 11.5 11.5 11.5 ERA 
Operating Weight 
(Kg)
1200 2000 2500 5000 13000 4000 11000 12000 13500 17000 17000 30000 30000 30000 ERA 
Lubricating Oil 78 78 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 WT Consulting
Table : Vehicle Fleet Characteristics for Both Roads, Part four 
Vehicle type Cars Pick Up minibus Small Bus Large Bus Small Truck 
Medium 
Truck 
Large 2-
axled truck
3-axled 
truck
4-axled 
truck
5-axled 
truck
6-axled 
truck
2-axled 
trailer
3-axled 
trailer
Source
Base Type Car Medium Four Wheel  Drive Bus Light Bus medium Truck Light 
Truck 
Medium 
Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy Truck Heavy 
ETHIOPIAN ROADS 
AUTHORITY
Class Passenger Cars Passenger/Truck Passenger Cars Passenger Cars Passenger Cars Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck PAVEMENT DESIGN
Description 
Passenger cars and 
taxis
 station wagons, p/ups, 
jeeps, Land rover 
/Pajero
minibus Taxi ≤ 27 seats > 27 seats ≤ 3.5 tonnes
3.5 – 7.5 
tonnes
> 7.5 tonnes >7.5 tonnes MANUAL VOLUME 1 2013
Fuel 13.53 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57
Lubricating Oil 62.4 62.4 62.4 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57
Fuel / Lt 16.91 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46 14.46
Lubricating Oil / 
Lt
78 78 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21
Fuel 13.58 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62
Lubricating Oil 62.4 62.4 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57 58.57
Fuel / lt 16.98 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53 14.53
Lubricating Oil 78 78 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21 73.21
Financial Cost 
NOC Co.
NOC Co.
Financial Cost 
NOC Co.
Economic Unit Cost 
NOC Co.
Economic Unit Cost 
Vehicle Fleet Characteristics
Economic Unit Cost 
ERA 
Vehicle Fleet Characteristics
Table : Vehicle Fleet Characteristics s, Part three 
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Appendix C:  Sample of questionnaire survey used in data collection 
ADDIS ABABA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY 
This questionnaire is going to be used for surveys undertaken in ADDIS ABABA to obtain data 
in transport service operators pertaining to the types of vehicles and services they operate, 
including route distance, frequency and fare, relative to vehicle operating costs. 
 
Date: ………………… Interviewer: …………………………………….. 
Questionnaire no: …… 
I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Interviewer’s location 
Region/District…………………………………………………………  
 2. Gender: a. Male                   b. Female   
 
3. Monthly salary or income (in Ethiopian Birr) 
a. 0- 1000   
 
b. 1001-2000 
 
c. 2001-4000 
 
d. 4001-6000  
 
e. 6001-10,000 
 
f. 10,000- 20,000  
 
g. above 20,000     
 
II. VEHICLE TYPE AND CATEGORY 
1. What type of vehicle do you use? (Please tick) 
a. Car                                                                                
 B.   pick up/4-wheel drive 
  C. Minibus             
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   D. Small Bus 
    E.  Large Bus       
    F. Small Truck                   J.  5 -axled  Truck   K.  6 -
axled  Truck        L. 2-axled Trailer 
Appendix C:  Sample of questionnaire survey used in data collection 
 
    G. Two Axle Truck                        H.  3 Axle Truck                       I. 4 -axled 
Truck 
     M.  3-axled  Trailer 
 
4. How much was your vehicle price (ETB)?  ………………..NEW   USED  
 
 5.      How much is your odometer reading?............................      
 
6.       Your daily average speed in Addis Ababa (km/h)?............... 
 
 7.  Average fuel consumption (km/l)……………… 
 
8. Fuel type used ……...diesel                                gasoline  
  
9. Your engine oil capacity (l)…….. 
 
10. Average annual overhead cost (for administration, insurance, parking/garaging, and any 
Overheads associated with the crew (for example, training, uniform, etc.). 
11. For how long you drive per day?........................ 
12how much is salary of your helper?................... 
III. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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1. Number of wheels……………………………………………………………………….. 
2. Number of axles…………………………………………………………… 
3. What is your Free flow speed in environmental under consideration (km/h)……………... 
IV. TYRE 
1. What type of tire do you use? ………………………………………………………….. 
2. Tire cost 
V. VEHICLE UTILIZATION 
VI. DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN: 
1. You own use a: 
a. Private car b. Public car c. Business car 
2. How many passengers does your vehicle carry? ………………………………………… 
3. Work related passenger trips or service trips………………………………………... 
Appendix C:  Sample of questionnaire survey used in data collection 
4. What is the operating weight of your car? …………………………. 
VII. VEHICLE RESOURCES 
1. How many new vehicles are you using actually (if you do transport business)? 
2. How often do u do the replacement of tyres in a year? ……………….. 
3. What is the fuel do u use? 
a. Diesel 
b. Petrol 
4. What is the fuel cost? (Per litre) ……………………………………….. 
5. What is the lubricating oil cost? (Per litre) ………………………………... 
6. Maintenance hours …………………………………………………per hour 
7. What is the crew wage? ……………………… per hour 
8. The annual overhead is ………………………………... 
9. What is the annual interest? ……………………………. 
IX. WHAT THINGS WOULD IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS? (please tick one or 
more) 
a. Better quality roads 
b. More accessible vehicle maintenance and repair facilities  
c. More custom 
d. More reliable vehicles 
e. Other (please state) 
………………………………………………………………………… 
X. WHAT IS THE MAIN PROBLEM AREA OF YOUR VEHICLE/ BUSINESS 
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TRANSPORTATION? 
a. Models and interior design of the vehicle 
b. Taxes 
c. Low benefit  
d. Road safety 
e. Lot of passengers/goods (cargo) 
f. Few passenger/goods (cargo)  
Other(s) please state: 
………………………………………………………………………… 
Thank you for your cooperation! 
 
APPENDIX D:  TABLE : ROAD USER COST SUMMARY 
 
 
 
Vechicle type
Annual 
Working hr
Annual 
Distance 
travel km
Crew Cost 
(ETB/ km)
Depreciatio
n Cost 
(ETB/km)
Interest on 
capital 
invested(ET
Cargo 
Holding 
Cost 
Fuel Cost 
(ETB/km)
Lubricating 
Oil Cost 
(ETB/km)
Repair&Ma
intenance 
Cost(ETB/k
TYRE 
CONDUMP
TION 
 overhead 
costs 
(ETB/KM)    
VOC 
(ETB/km)
VOT 
(ETB/km)
RUC 
(ETB/km)
CARS 1,350 20000 0.00 2.88705804 3.7835 0 1.05 0.08 1.24 0.08 0.16732142 9.30 4.42 13.72
pick up/4-wheel drive2,400 30000 0.00 2.8739874 3.69725 0 1.75 0.12 2.73 0.23 0.27218722 11.67 3.00 14.67
Minibus 4,480 45000 0.62 0.60868709 2.02048611 0 2.63 0.13 3.36 0.18 0.30328559 9.85 2.73 12.58
 Small Bus 3,780 40000 0.80 0.72801465 2.475 0 1.97 0.23 6.00 0.34 0.36358072 12.91 0.81 13.71
Large Bus 2,100 60000 0.58 0.78985342 1.65 0 2.25 0.30 7.00 1.22 0.42105263 14.20 0.34 14.54
Small Truck 3,780 40000 0.92 0.95555065 2.466 5.82051282 3.42 0.25 1.23 0.38 0.33786408 15.77 0.00 15.77
Medium Truck 3,780 60000 0.61 2.11090433 3.15 6.22751323 3.15 0.24 3.53 0.89 0.39305211 20.30 0.00 20.30
Large 2 axle Truck 4,095 60000 0.61 2.60742825 3.2875 7.28571429 2.63 0.42 3.68 0.88 0.50856164 21.90 0.00 21.90
3-axled  Truck 4,480 60000 0.70 2.24544702 3.375 11.5185185 2.42 0.42 3.78 1.50 0.49172185 26.45 0.00 26.45
4 -axled  Truck 4,480 60000 0.78 3.24557648 3.58175 11.5185185 3.15 0.42 4.01 1.50 0.76284247 28.97 0.00 28.97
5 -axled  Truck 4,800 60000 0.78 2.82327279 3.58175 11.5185185 3.15 0.42 4.01 1.50 0.82066869 28.61 0.00 28.61
6 -axled  Truck 4950 60000 0.80555556 1.31823064 4.3 11.5185185 3.9375 0.43029 4.81815 1.8 0.43308271 29.36 0 29.36
2-axled Trailer 4160 60000 0.7 2.09619342 4.3 11.5185185 3.9375 0.43029 4.81815 2.198 0.48888889 30.49 0 30.49
 3-axled  Trailer 4160 60000 0.7 2.51156785 4.3 11.5185185 3.9375 0.43029 4.81815 2.198 0.53225806 30.95 0 30.95
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APPENDIX D:  TABLE : ROAD USER COST SUMMARY 
 
 
 
 
Vechicle type VOC (ETB/km)VOT (ETB/km)RUC (ETB/km)
CARS 23.793557 4.4247788 28.218336
pick up/4-wheel drive22.113726 2.9980276 25.111754
Minibus 19.909074 2.7260557 22.63513
 Small Bus 22.737934 0.8056266 23.54356
Large Bus 29.669541 0.3397234 30.009265
Small Truck 27.190828 0 27.190828
Medium Truck 30.400409 0 30.400409
Large 2 axle Truck 31.224673 0 31.224673
3-axled  Truck 39.627398 0 39.627398
4 -axled  Truck 40.840416 0 40.840416
5 -axled  Truck 40.583497 0 40.583497
6 -axled  Truck 40.341444 0 40.341444
2-axled Trailer 40.762632 0 40.762632
 3-axled  Trailer 41.118483 0 41.118483
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APPENDIX E. MT Road User Cost Summary by Vehicle (HDM-4 Out put)   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
H D M - 4 MT Road User Cost Summary by Vehicle
HIGHWAY  DEVELOP MENT  &  MANAGEMENT Study Name: MINISTRY  OF MINES TO TOR HAYLOCH (COCA COLA)
Run Date: 14-05-2017
Currency: ETHIOPIAN BIRR
Key in each cell: 1st row = annual average Vehicle Operating Cost per veh-km
2nd row = annual average Travel Time Cost per veh-km
3rd row = annual average Road User Cost per veh-km 
Section: MINISTRY OF MINIES  TO TOR HAYLOCH (COCA COLA
Alternative: WITH PROJECT
Sect ID: 0157 Road Class: Primary or Trunk
Length: 8.72 km Width: 14.60 m Rise+Fall: 10.90 m/km Curvature: 18.80 deg/km
2-axled Trailer 3-axled Trailer 3-axled truck 4-axled truck 5-axled Truck 6-axled Truck CARS Large 2-axled truck Large Bus Medium Truck MINIBUS PICK UP SMALL BUS Small Truck Total
2,017.00 25.20 25.16 19.23 20.47 20.61 24.01 8.50 16.51 9.96 15.95 8.43 9.92 8.01 8.82 220.78
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.63 0.00 11.12 2.29 12.59 0.01 57.23
25.23 25.18 19.25 20.50 20.64 24.03 9.90 16.53 39.59 15.95 19.56 12.21 20.61 8.83 278.01
2,018.00 25.26 25.21 19.25 20.51 20.65 24.06 8.50 16.53 9.99 15.97 8.44 9.92 8.03 8.83 221.15
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.63 0.00 11.13 2.29 12.59 0.01 57.23
25.28 25.24 19.28 20.54 20.67 24.09 9.90 16.55 39.62 15.97 19.57 12.22 20.62 8.84 278.38
2,019.00 25.29 25.24 19.28 20.53 20.67 24.09 8.51 16.56 10.00 15.99 8.45 9.93 8.03 8.84 221.41
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.64 0.00 11.13 2.29 12.60 0.01 57.24
25.31 25.27 19.30 20.56 20.70 24.12 9.91 16.58 39.64 15.99 19.58 12.23 20.63 8.85 278.66
2,020.00 25.42 25.37 19.37 20.64 20.78 24.22 8.53 16.65 10.05 16.08 8.48 9.97 8.06 8.88 222.50
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.65 0.00 11.13 2.29 12.61 0.01 57.28
25.44 25.39 19.40 20.67 20.81 24.25 9.93 16.67 39.70 16.08 19.62 12.26 20.67 8.89 279.77
2,021.00 25.83 25.78 19.70 20.99 21.13 24.64 8.60 16.96 10.20 16.38 8.59 10.09 8.15 9.01 226.04
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.68 0.00 11.14 2.30 12.62 0.01 57.33
25.86 25.81 19.72 21.02 21.16 24.67 10.00 16.98 39.88 16.38 19.73 12.39 20.76 9.01 283.37
2,022.00 26.43 26.38 20.17 21.49 21.64 25.25 8.70 17.41 10.41 16.81 8.75 10.27 8.27 9.19 231.17
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.68 0.00 11.14 2.30 12.62 0.01 57.34
26.46 26.41 20.20 21.52 21.66 25.27 10.11 17.43 40.09 16.81 19.89 12.57 20.90 9.20 288.50
2,023.00 27.03 26.98 20.64 22.00 22.14 25.85 8.81 17.86 10.62 17.25 8.91 10.46 8.41 9.38 236.32
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.68 0.00 11.15 2.30 12.63 0.01 57.35
27.05 27.01 20.67 22.02 22.17 25.88 10.21 17.88 40.30 17.25 20.06 12.76 21.04 9.39 293.67
2,024.00 27.65 27.60 21.14 22.52 22.67 26.48 8.92 18.33 10.84 17.70 9.08 10.67 8.55 9.59 241.76
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.69 0.00 11.15 2.30 12.64 0.01 57.36
27.68 27.63 21.16 22.55 22.70 26.51 10.32 18.35 40.53 17.70 20.23 12.97 21.19 9.59 299.12
2,025.00 28.30 28.25 21.65 23.07 23.22 27.14 9.04 18.83 11.08 18.17 9.27 10.91 8.71 9.81 247.47
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.69 0.00 11.15 2.30 12.65 0.01 57.39
28.33 28.28 21.68 23.10 23.25 27.17 10.44 18.85 40.77 18.17 20.43 13.21 21.36 9.82 304.86
2,026.00 28.94 28.89 22.16 23.61 23.76 27.79 9.18 19.31 11.31 18.64 9.47 11.17 8.89 10.05 253.16
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.70 0.00 11.16 2.30 12.67 0.01 57.42
28.97 28.91 22.18 23.64 23.79 27.82 10.58 19.33 41.01 18.64 20.63 13.47 21.56 10.06 310.59
2,027.00 29.60 29.54 22.68 24.17 24.32 28.46 9.32 19.81 11.56 19.12 9.68 11.46 9.08 10.30 259.10
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.72 0.00 11.17 2.30 12.70 0.01 57.48
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APPENDIX E. MT Road User Cost Summary by Vehicle (HDM-4 Out put) 
 
 
 
 
24.20 24.35 28.49 10.73 19.83 41.27 19.12 20.85 13.76 21.77 10.31 316.58
24.74 24.90 29.15 9.48 20.33 11.81 19.62 9.91 11.78 9.28 10.58 265.30
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.41 0.02 29.74 0.00 11.18 2.31 12.74 0.01 57.56
24.77 24.93 29.18 10.88 20.35 41.55 19.62 21.09 14.08 22.02 10.58 322.86
25.35 25.50 29.88 9.64 20.87 12.08 20.14 10.15 12.11 9.51 10.87 271.82
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.41 0.02 29.79 0.00 11.21 2.31 12.79 0.01 57.69
25.37 25.53 29.91 11.05 20.89 41.87 20.14 21.36 14.42 22.30 10.87 329.52
25.99 26.15 30.65 9.82 21.45 12.37 20.69 10.41 12.48 9.75 11.18 278.78
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.41 0.02 29.88 0.00 11.24 2.32 12.87 0.01 57.91
26.01 26.17 30.68 11.24 21.46 42.24 20.69 21.65 14.80 22.62 11.19 336.69
26.67 26.83 31.47 10.02 22.05 12.66 21.27 10.68 12.87 10.00 11.51 286.22
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.42 0.02 30.04 0.00 11.30 2.33 12.98 0.01 58.27
26.69 26.86 31.50 11.44 22.07 42.71 21.27 21.98 15.20 22.99 11.52 344.49
27.40 27.57 32.35 10.23 22.70 12.99 21.90 10.98 13.28 10.28 11.87 294.27
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.43 0.02 30.35 0.00 11.39 2.35 13.14 0.01 58.86
27.43 27.60 32.38 11.66 22.72 43.34 21.90 22.36 15.63 23.42 11.88 353.13
28.21 28.38 33.32 10.46 23.40 13.34 22.57 11.29 13.73 10.57 12.25 303.07
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.45 0.02 30.89 0.00 11.53 2.38 13.36 0.01 59.81
28.24 28.41 33.35 11.91 23.42 44.22 22.57 22.82 16.11 23.93 12.26 362.87
29.11 29.28 34.39 10.72 24.17 13.72 23.30 11.63 14.21 10.89 12.67 312.83
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.48 0.02 31.75 0.00 11.73 2.43 13.65 0.01 61.25
29.14 29.31 34.42 12.20 24.19 45.47 23.30 23.37 16.64 24.54 12.67 374.07
30.12 30.29 35.59 11.01 25.01 14.17 24.11 12.00 14.74 11.23 13.12 323.80
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.51 0.02 33.01 0.00 12.03 2.49 14.04 0.01 63.30
30.15 30.32 35.62 12.52 25.03 47.18 24.11 24.03 17.23 25.27 13.13 387.10
31.25 31.43 36.93 11.33 25.94 14.68 25.00 12.41 15.32 11.59 13.61 335.97
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.56 0.02 34.70 0.00 12.42 2.58 14.53 0.01 66.02
31.29 31.46 36.96 12.89 25.96 49.38 25.00 24.83 17.90 26.12 13.62 401.99
32.52 32.70 38.42 11.70 26.95 15.26 25.98 12.85 15.96 11.99 14.15 349.36
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.63 0.02 36.78 0.00 12.94 2.69 15.13 0.01 69.41
32.55 32.73 38.45 13.32 26.97 52.04 25.98 25.80 18.65 27.13 14.16 418.77
521.36 524.61 614.14 201.02 427.64 249.09 412.65 209.88 251.25 197.28 224.50 5,602.28
0.59 0.59 0.59 30.13 0.39 643.30 0.00 239.54 49.46 274.15 0.17 1,240.73
521.96 525.20 614.73 231.15 428.03 892.40 412.65 449.43 300.71 471.43 224.67 6,843.01
MINISTRY OF MINIES  TO TOR HAYLOCH (COCA COLA
Road Class: Primary or Trunk
Rise+Fall: 10.90 m/km Curvature: 18.80 deg/km
4-axled truck 5-axled Truck 6-axled Truck CARS Large 2-axled truck Large Bus Medium Truck MINIBUS PICK UP SMALL BUS Small Truck Total
20.47 20.61 24.01 8.50 16.51 9.96 15.95 8.43 9.92 8.01 8.82 220.78
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.63 0.00 11.12 2.29 12.59 0.01 57.23
20.50 20.64 24.03 9.90 16.53 39.59 15.95 19.56 12.21 20.61 8.83 278.01
20.48 20.62 24.02 8.50 16.52 9.97 15.96 8.44 9.92 8.02 8.83 220.90
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.63 0.00 11.13 2.29 12.59 0.01 57.23
20.51 20.65 24.05 9.90 16.54 39.60 15.96 19.56 12.21 20.61 8.83 278.13
20.50 20.64 24.05 8.50 16.53 9.98 15.97 8.44 9.92 8.02 8.83 221.08
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.64 0.00 11.13 2.29 12.60 0.01 57.24
20.53 20.67 24.08 9.90 16.55 39.62 15.97 19.57 12.22 20.62 8.84 278.33
20.53 20.67 24.09 8.51 16.56 10.00 15.99 8.45 9.93 8.03 8.84 221.41
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.65 0.00 11.13 2.29 12.60 0.01 57.28
20.56 20.70 24.12 9.91 16.57 39.65 15.99 19.58 12.23 20.64 8.85 278.68
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20.60 20.74 24.17 8.52 16.61 10.03 16.05 8.47 9.96 8.05 8.87 222.07
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.68 0.00 11.14 2.30 12.61 0.01 57.32
20.62 20.76 24.20 9.92 16.63 39.71 16.05 19.61 12.25 20.66 8.87 279.39
20.75 20.89 24.36 8.55 16.74 10.10 16.17 8.52 10.01 8.09 8.92 223.61
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.68 0.00 11.14 2.30 12.62 0.01 57.33
20.78 20.92 24.38 9.95 16.76 39.78 16.17 19.66 12.30 20.70 8.93 280.93
21.08 21.22 24.75 8.62 17.04 10.24 16.46 8.62 10.12 8.17 9.04 226.97
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.68 0.00 11.14 2.30 12.62 0.01 57.34
21.11 21.25 24.78 10.02 17.06 39.92 16.46 19.76 12.42 20.79 9.05 284.31
21.46 21.60 25.21 8.70 17.38 10.40 16.79 8.74 10.26 8.27 9.18 230.86
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.68 0.00 11.15 2.30 12.62 0.01 57.34
21.49 21.63 25.24 10.10 17.40 40.08 16.79 19.88 12.56 20.89 9.19 288.20
21.87 22.02 25.70 8.78 17.75 10.57 17.14 8.87 10.41 8.37 9.33 235.06
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.69 0.00 11.15 2.30 12.63 0.01 57.35
21.90 22.04 25.73 10.18 17.77 40.25 17.14 20.02 12.71 21.00 9.34 292.41
22.27 22.42 26.18 8.87 18.11 10.74 17.49 9.00 10.57 8.48 9.49 239.19
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.69 0.00 11.15 2.30 12.64 0.01 57.37
22.30 22.45 26.21 10.27 18.13 40.43 17.49 20.15 12.87 21.12 9.50 296.56
22.69 22.84 26.69 8.96 18.49 10.91 17.85 9.14 10.75 8.60 9.66 243.53
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.70 0.00 11.15 2.30 12.64 0.01 57.39
22.72 22.87 26.71 10.36 18.51 40.61 17.85 20.30 13.04 21.25 9.66 300.92
23.08 23.22 27.15 9.04 18.83 11.08 18.18 9.28 10.91 8.71 9.81 247.51
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.70 0.00 11.16 2.30 12.66 0.01 57.41
23.10 23.25 27.17 10.45 18.85 40.78 18.18 20.43 13.21 21.37 9.82 304.91
23.52 23.67 27.68 9.15 19.23 11.27 18.56 9.44 11.13 8.86 10.01 252.20
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.71 0.00 11.16 2.30 12.67 0.01 57.44
23.55 23.70 27.71 10.56 19.25 40.98 18.56 20.60 13.43 21.53 10.02 309.64
23.93 24.08 28.17 9.26 19.60 11.45 18.91 9.59 11.34 8.99 10.19 256.52
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.40 0.02 29.72 0.00 11.17 2.30 12.69 0.01 57.47
23.95 24.11 28.20 10.66 19.61 41.17 18.91 20.76 13.64 21.68 10.20 314.00
24.40 24.55 28.73 9.38 20.02 11.66 19.32 9.77 11.58 9.16 10.41 261.54
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.41 0.02 29.74 0.00 11.18 2.30 12.72 0.01 57.53
24.42 24.58 28.76 10.79 20.03 41.40 19.32 20.95 13.89 21.87 10.42 319.07
24.82 24.98 29.25 9.50 20.40 11.85 19.69 9.94 11.82 9.31 10.61 266.15
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.41 0.02 29.76 0.00 11.19 2.31 12.75 0.01 57.60
24.85 25.01 29.28 10.91 20.42 41.61 19.69 21.13 14.13 22.06 10.62 323.75
25.27 25.43 29.79 9.62 20.80 12.05 20.07 10.12 12.07 9.48 10.83 270.98
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.41 0.02 29.80 0.00 11.21 2.31 12.79 0.01 57.70
25.30 25.45 29.81 11.03 20.82 41.84 20.07 21.33 14.38 22.27 10.84 328.68
25.78 25.94 30.40 9.77 21.26 12.28 20.51 10.33 12.36 9.67 11.08 276.54
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.41 0.02 29.86 0.00 11.23 2.32 12.85 0.01 57.86
25.81 25.97 30.43 11.18 21.28 42.14 20.51 21.56 14.68 22.52 11.09 334.40
26.27 26.43 30.99 9.91 21.70 12.49 20.93 10.52 12.64 9.85 11.32 281.84
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.42 0.02 29.95 0.00 11.27 2.32 12.92 0.01 58.08
26.29 26.45 31.01 11.32 21.71 42.44 20.93 21.79 14.96 22.77 11.32 339.92
26.83 26.99 31.66 10.07 22.20 12.74 21.41 10.75 12.96 10.06 11.59 287.98
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.42 0.02 30.12 0.00 11.32 2.34 13.02 0.01 58.42
26.86 27.02 31.69 11.49 22.21 42.85 21.41 22.07 15.30 23.08 11.60 346.40
27.37 27.54 32.31 10.22 22.67 12.97 21.87 10.96 13.26 10.26 11.85 293.91
0.03 0.03 0.03 1.43 0.02 30.36 0.00 11.39 2.35 13.14 0.01 58.87
27.40 27.56 32.34 11.65 22.69 43.33 21.87 22.36 15.62 23.41 11.86 352.78
483.98 487.09 569.36 190.93 394.95 232.72 381.25 195.81 231.84 184.48 207.50 5,200.62
0.58 0.58 0.58 29.53 0.38 625.06 0.00 234.82 48.41 266.97 0.17 1,208.80
484.55 487.67 569.93 220.46 395.33 857.78 381.25 430.63 280.26 451.45 207.67 6,409.42
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Appendix G:  Revenue of the case study road segment  
 
 
1 10 AVERAGE Total Allocated Total allocated
Vehicle Type REVENUE (FUEL) REVENUE FROM RUC agency cost external cost
TO ERF (ETB/VEH-KM) SPARE PARTS (ETB/km) (ETB/VE-KM) (ETB/VE-KM)
CARS 0.020714286 0.036580767 11.8084221 2.659035953 1.289959
pick up/4-wheel drive 0.036538462 0.06879143 13.4379681 3.655595534 1.601956
Minibus 0.043181818 0.034083495 16.0681177 7.758492743 2.221777
 Small Bus 0.0475 0.18890006 17.1593502 8.573718185 2.224692
Large Bus 0.0475 0.316402073 27.0645431 19.41283761 3.447564
Small Truck 0.059375 0.064654774 12.3027042 5.312516225 2.807578
Medium Truck 0.059375 0.227989225 18.1274189 19.93760854 3.295636
Large 2 axle Truck 0.079166667 0.315318529 19.2161395 39.63202552 3.298386
3-axled  Truck 0.079166667 0.112832856 22.8517832 25.89228923 6.61524
4 -axled  Truck 0.079166667 1.138128995 24.7364291 115.2735191 6.618988
5 -axled  Truck 0.079166667 0.723146107 24.6221453 64.53978716 8.969283
6 -axled  Truck 0.095 0.033615876 26.6980337 5.306587411 8.963787
2-axled Trailer 0.095 1.153549224 27.8590404 95.49257652 8.959922
 3-axled  Trailer 0.095 1.384259068 25.0996872 114.1827832 8.959912
Vehicle Type NUMBER OF revenue contribu Annual Distance Total revenu of  revenue from revenue 
VEHICLE tion (%) coverage (KM) the base year (2015/16)(ETB 000') each vehiccle ETB/VE-KM
a b c d e= (b*d)/100 (e/(a*c))*1000
CARS 3027 16.0 20000 4340 0.071681185
pick up/4-wheel drive 939 14.0 30000 3797.5 0.134799012
Minibus 1083 12.0 45000 3255 0.0667877
 Small Bus 92 5.0 40000 1356.25 0.37015572
Large Bus 44 6.0 60000 1627.5 0.62
Small Truck 214 4.0 40000 1085 0.126693101
Medium Truck 51 5.0 60000 1356.25 0.446752192
Large 2 axle Truck 29 4.0 60000 1085 0.617876762
3-axled  Truck 102 5.0 60000 1356.25 0.221099598
4 -axled  Truck 10 5.0 60000 1356.25 2.230200235
5 -axled  Truck 19 6.0 60000 1627.5 1.417027968
6 -axled  Truck 412 6.0 60000 1627.5 0.065871385
2-axled Trailer 12 6.0 60000 1627.5 2.260416667
 3-axled  Trailer 10 6.0 60000 1627.5 2.7125
Total 6044.0 100 0
27125
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Appendix H: Summary of Agency cost  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Design cost grading and earth Drainage Pavement Shoulder Bridge Maintenance Miscellaneous Items Total
Vehicle Type Allocated cost  work Allocated Allocated Allocated Allocated Allocated Allocated Allocated Allocated 
 (ETB/Vehicle kilometer) cost  (ETB/V-km) cost  (ETB/V-km) cost  (ETB/V-km) cost  (ETB/V-km) cost  (ETB/V-km) cost  (ETB/V-km) cost  (ETB/V-km) cost  (ETB/V-km)
CARS 0.005639112 0.545528743 0.897665127 0.316873272 0.009173636 0.366873272 0.009980459 0.507302332 2.659035953
pick up/4-wheel drive 0.006766934 0.654634492 1.34649769 0.461031799 0.036967174 0.511031799 0.029902848 0.608762798 3.655595534
Minibus 0.013533869 1.309268983 3.447034086 0.818479257 0.041027405 0.868479257 0.04314429 1.217525596 7.758492743
 Small Bus 0.006766934 0.654634492 1.885096766 2.400914983 0.530565254 2.450914983 0.036061975 0.608762798 8.573718185
Large Bus 0.009008602 0.871493884 2.868078638 6.734533976 1.269544678 6.784533976 0.065217484 0.81042637 19.41283761
Small Truck 0.00451129 0.436422994 1.436264203 1.347484408 0.25942347 1.397484408 0.025083587 0.405841865 5.312516225
Medium Truck 0.00451129 0.436422994 1.795330253 7.911440241 1.372190002 7.961440241 0.050431649 0.405841865 19.93760854
Large 2 axle Truck 0.006766934 0.654634492 2.69299538 16.57914348 2.372244419 16.62914348 0.088334546 0.608762798 39.63202552
3-axled  Truck 0.006766934 0.654634492 3.231594456 15.21989993 0.814923341 5.269899932 0.085807347 0.608762798 25.89228923
4 -axled  Truck 0.002255645 0.218211497 1.256731177 51.96161621 9.590018651 52.01161621 0.030148768 0.202920933 115.2735191
5 -axled  Truck 0.002255645 0.218211497 1.436264203 28.38411228 5.80316231 28.43411228 0.058748002 0.202920933 64.53978716
6 -axled  Truck 0.002255645 0.218211497 1.615797228 1.431433663 0.303483871 1.481433663 0.05105091 0.202920933 55.30658741
 2-axled  Trailer 0.002255645 0.001525084 1.615797228 41.58726676 10.41423369 41.63726676 0.03131042 0.202920933 95.49257652
 3-axled  Trailer 0.000346241 0.025242765 0.052064577 49.88123198 12.49708043 49.93123198 1.592664325 0.202920933 114.1827832
Total
